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Titre : Observation et quantification du bilan radiatif terrestre à partir du satellite UVSQ-SAT.
Mots clés: observation et suivi du climat ; bilan radiatif terrestre ; nanosatellite ; télédétection ;
détermination de l’attitude ; méthode d’apprentissage profond

Résumé : Cette thèse a pour objectif d’apporter
un regard nouveau sur l’observation depuis l’espace
des composants du bilan radiatif de la Terre
(ERB). Le climat est contrôlé par la quantité de
flux solaire absorbé par la Terre et la quantité de
flux infrarouge émis vers l’espace. Ces quantités,
ainsi que leur différence, définissent l’ERB. Dif-
férentes techniques existent pour quantifier cette
variable telles que l’observation par satellite, les
mesures in situ, les réanalyses ou les modèles.
Le projet UVSQ-SAT fournit des observations par
satellite de l’ERB. Les produits UVSQ-SAT com-
prennent le rayonnement solaire réfléchi et le ray-
onnement émis par la Terre depuis le sommet de
l’atmosphère (TOA). Le CubeSat UVSQ-SAT a
été lancé en Janvier 2021. Cette thèse traite de
la détermination des flux terrestres émis à cour-
tes et longues longueurs d’ondes, en se basant sur

deux ans d’observation d’UVSQ-SAT. L’objectif
principal de cette thèse est de déterminer précisé-
ment l’attitude du satellite pour obtenir l’ERB. Les
méthodes de reconstruction des cartes de flux et
les résultats de la mission sont présentés et ex-
pliqués. Les résultats de cette première approche
fournissent des indications précieuses qui peuvent
éclairer la conception et la mise en œuvre de fu-
tures missions spatiales. L’observation de l’ERB
au TOA avec une précision inégalée (1.00Wm−2),
en temps quasi réel (3 h) et en tout point du
globe (quelques kms), requiert la mise en oeuvre
d’une mégaconstellation de satellites. Les résultats
obtenus lors de cette thèse montre l’intérêt d’avoir
une constellation d’un minimum de 512 satellites
pour atteindre des performances inégalées présen-
tant d’excellentes périodes de revisite et résolution
spatio-temporelle.

Title: Observing and quantifying Earth’s radiation budget from UVSQ-SAT satellite.
Keywords: climate observation and monitoring; earth radiation budget; nanosatellite; remote sensors;
attitude determination; deep learning method

Abstract: The objective of this thesis is to high-
light a new vision of the observation from space
of the components of the Earth’s radiation bud-
get (ERB). Climate is controlled by the amount
of sunlight absorbed by Earth and the amount of
infrared energy emitted to space. These quanti-
ties together with their difference define the ERB.
Different techniques exist to quantify this vari-
able such as satellite observation, in-situ measure-
ments, reanalysis, or models. UVSQ-SAT project
provides satellite-based observations of the ERB.
UVSQ-SAT products include both solar-reflected
and Earth-emitted radiation from the top of the
atmosphere (TOA). The UVSQ-SAT CubeSat was
launched in January 2021. This thesis deals with
the determination of the Earth’s outgoing short-
wave and longwave radiation, based on two years

of UVSQ-SAT observation. The main goal of this
thesis is to determine accurately the in-orbit at-
titude determination of the satellite for obtaining
the ERB. The methods to reconstruct flux maps
and results from the mission are shown and ex-
plained. The results from this initial approach
provide valuable insights that can inform the de-
sign and implementation of future satellite mis-
sions. Observation of the ERB at the TOA with
a unique accuracy (1.00Wm−2), in near-real time
(3 h) and at any point on the globe (few kms), re-
quires the implementation of a mega-constellation
of satellites. The results obtained during this the-
sis demonstrate the advantage to have a constel-
lation of a minimum of 512 satellites for having
unequaled performances presenting an excellent re-
visit, and spatiotemporal resolution.
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General Introduction

Climate change is a major concern of the 21st century. Global warming poses a
threat to humanity and its consequences can be seen all around the world. To
understand and address this phenomenon at a regional and global scale, it is im-
portant to quantify the warming through various variables. One variable that
accounts for global warming is the terrestrial radiation balance. This variable
quantifies the energy exchanges at the top of the atmosphere and is directly linked
to the temperature on Earth. Estimating this variable is necessary for the scientific
community to inform policymakers on climate change, its implications, risks, and
to propose adaptation and mitigation options.
Satellite observations are one way to measure the terrestrial radiation balance.
Many missions have been developed for this purpose, and the rise of the newspace
industry, particularly in France, has also led to new technologies and approaches to
spacecraft design. These include the use of CubeSats which concept was suggested
by Jordi Puig-Suari of California Polytechnic State University and Bob Twiggs of
Stanford University in the late 1990s [Puig-Suari et al., 2000]. CubeSats are a low-
cost way of displaying intriguing new technology, and they also promote system
miniaturization and urge a fresh approach to spacecraft design.
These novel technologies are jointly developed in a rapidly evolving context with
important changes in terms of objectives, actors involved, and training. This has
opened up new opportunities for companies and institutions but also introduces
challenges. To fully take advantage of these opportunities and address the chal-
lenges, it is important to understand the current state of the industry and its
potential for addressing climate change. Those changes revolutionize the industry
and transform the conquest of space.
In this manuscript, we deal with the terrestrial radiation balance and how a Cube-
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Sat can measure the components of that variable at the top of the atmosphere,
focusing especially on the attitude determination of this satellite.
The first chapter presents an introduction to the main context of the observation
and the importance of measuring the essential climate variables and specifically
the Earth’s energy imbalance. Specifications are defined to measure the variables
of interest. We compare different methods implemented to monitor the radiative
budget and describe innovative methods that could be employed for this study.
Different datasets from reanalysis or measurements are studied to highlight the
advantages and drawbacks of the measurement techniques.
The second chapter details the need for a constellation for Earth observation and
how the configuration should be defined. Different architectures are studied to
stress major parameters such as the field of view and the number of satellites.
Those parameters are crucial to reach the expected spatiotemporal resolution to
fit specifications. We show how a megaconstellation of satellites appears to be
required to reach the expected resolutions.
The third chapter deals with the UVSQ-SAT mission and the attitude determina-
tion challenge. The mission is presented along with instrumental equations and the
need for determining the satellite’s attitude to compute the Earth’s radiative com-
ponents. An attitude determination method is described and validated on-ground
based on a neural network. Two deterministic methods are described as they could
help compute the in-orbit satellite’s attitude. The neural network-based method
is applied to the data in-orbit using the other methods as reference.
The last chapter highlights the UVSQ-SAT outcomes and how data were pro-
cessed based on the knowledge of the satellite’s attitude. The flux is computed
in this chapter. UVSQ-SAT products are presented as they include solar-reflected
and Earth-emitted radiation at the top of the atmosphere. Maps of the Earth’s
radiative components appear along with monthly average analysis compared to
reference datasets.
In the conclusion, we discuss the approach of measuring and understanding global
warming using satellite measurements and the development of a constellation of
satellites with high spatiotemporal resolution. We address the perspectives on
the INSPIRE-SAT 7 mission where the mission aims to build on the technolo-
gies and lessons learned from the UVSQ-SAT mission, with a focus on improving
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technologies for measuring the Earth’s radiation budget.





Chapter 1

Importance of The Earth Energy
Imbalance Measurements
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16 CHAPTER 1. EARTH ENERGY IMBALANCE

In this chapter, we first see how the climate is changing quickly and that it is a
threat to humankind. Secondly, we expose quantitative indicators called essential
climate variables to measure climate evolution. Then we deal with a state of the
art of computation of the Earth’s energy imbalance. In the third place, we discuss
different quantities of interest considering applications with current datasets. In
the fourth part, we present novel techniques to measure this variable from space.
Finally, we conclude that section and expose the advantages of measuring such
quantities at the top of the atmosphere.

1.1 Introduction and Scientific Background

Since 1880, the global annual temperature has risen at an average rate of 0.08 ◦C

every decade, and by more than double that pace (+0.18 ◦C per decade) since 1981
(Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Global land and ocean surface average temperature anomaly [NOAA
2021].

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was created in 1988 to
give periodical scientific evaluations of climate change, its implications, and poten-
tial future risks to policymakers. It also aims to propose adaptation and mitigation
solutions. The IPCC published assessment reports in 1990, 1995, 2001, 2007, 2014
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and its sixth assessment in 2022. According to the IPCC’s 2022 report [Rama
et al., 2022], global warming will surpass the 1.5 ◦C barrier above pre-industrial
levels within the next two decades, and only the most extreme reductions in car-
bon emissions will prevent environmental disaster. It is important to know that
the Earth has not seen a temperature increase of more than 2.5 ◦C in such a short
period of time in over 3 million years. This phenomenon is critical due to its speed
of evolution and great magnitude. The scientific consensus is that human activ-
ity is the primary cause why the Earth’s temperature has been increasing at an
unprecedented rate [Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021, Cook et al., 2016]. The oceans
have been absorbing much of this excess heat. Recent studies show that they have
been warming at an alarming rate [Cheng et al., 2019b]. There are several conse-
quences of this warming which include sea-level rise, ocean acidification, and more
intense and frequent extreme weather events [on Climate Change, 2007].
The IPCC has created five scenarios, called "shared socioeconomic pathways", in
which it stresses the repercussions of taking drastic actions now, in comparison to
what would happen if no action was taken. The worst high-carbon scenario would
result in an increase in global temperature of more than 4 ◦C by the end of the
century. This change would cause environmental hazards like drought, wildfires,
tropical storms, and other extreme weather events.
To counter this warming, several events took place. In 1987, an international agree-
ment, the Montreal Protocol was signed to ensure the protection of the ozone layer
by phasing out ozone-depleting substances on a global scale. In 1992, the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) established an in-
ternational environmental treaty to combat "dangerous human interference with
the climate system". Since then, a Conference of the Parties (COP) is scheduled
every year to verify the proper implementation of the objectives of the interna-
tional convention adopted. In 2015, the COP met in Paris, where 184 nations
ratified the eponymous Paris agreements with the objective to keep the global
temperature increase below 2 ◦C by 2100 and aiming to limit it to 1.5 ◦C.
Climate change appears to be a menace to mankind. To understand the evolution
of Earth temperatures and climate variability, an indicator needs to be computed
to quantify this development. von Schuckmann et al. [2020] describes the perfect
indicator as the finest single statistic we have for assessing the effect of actions of
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mitigating climate change. It is, therefore, necessary to study the Earth’s Energy
Imbalance (EEI) and to quantify each of the input/output fluxes of the Earth
system that we must know to compute the EEI. For example, a higher resolution
of a few kilometers at a local scale allows us to explore diurnal cycles that can be
decisive for the observation of clouds, and aerosols formed from photo-chemistry.
Better resolution entails better monitoring of variables such as the albedo or ge-
omorphologic flows. This would improve the atmospheric models, by measuring
radiative fluxes, for different surfaces and conditions. It allows us to observe and
understand the impact it has on the fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). The
absolute measurement of EEI and its evolution over time is fundamental to climate
change and represents a critical quantity. It defines the current state and prospects
for further global warming. The variable is highly impacted by greenhouse gases
and aerosols that come from human activities [Hartmann et al., 2013]. As we will
see later in the manuscript, combining various types of measurements can improve
quantification, but this requires globally coordinated efforts. Developing and com-
bining these factors offers a foundation for understanding and anticipating climate
change at an unprecedented level, as explained in Schuckmann et al. [2016]. The
measurement of the EEI was pushed by Hansen (and Lindzen) [Hansen et al.,
1981, 1997] in order to constrain the two variables the diffusion coefficient at the
base of the mixing layer and the climate feedback parameter which will be detailed
later with the use of ARGO floats. Moreover, one reason for measuring the EEI
is societal, as the EEI is an immediate variable that characterizes warming (an
increase in EEI is visible in a shorter time than an increase in temperature). It is
a way to know the impact of actions and to predict the evolution of climate.

1.2 Historical Context and Difficulty of Measure-

ment

Climate change is a crucial issue because of its abrupt and rapid change. In or-
der to understand and identify the causes and consequences of every phenomenon
related to this change, it is important to be able to quantify this warming. This
quantification must give information on a local scale in order to be able to adapt
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and act. One way to quantify these climate changes is through the study of cer-
tain parameters called essential climate variables. Understanding climate system
phenomena and their distribution, as emphasized in [Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010],
is crucial for determining causes and predicting future occurrences. It is essential
knowledge for living with and preparing for adaptation to climate change.

1.2.1 Essential Climate Variables

The Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) is co-sponsored by the World Me-
teorological Organization (WMO), the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commis-
sion of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (IOC-
UNESCO), the United Nations Environment Programme (UN Environment), and
the International Science Council (ISC). The group regularly evaluates the status
of global climate observations of the atmosphere, the land, and the ocean and pro-
vides recommendations for how to improve these observations. Its objective is to
ensure that comprehensive information on the global climate system is provided to
users such as national and international organizations, institutions, and agencies.
GCOS specifies 54 variables as Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) defined in Ta-
ble 1.1. Each ECV is either a physical, chemical or biological parameter, or a group
of related variables that are critical to the characterization of Earth’s climate.
Datasets describing these variables are useful for understanding and predicting
the evolution of climate, guiding mitigation and adaptation measures, assessing
risks, and enabling the attribution of climate events to their underlying causes.
Copernicus is the European Union’s Earth observation program coordinated and
managed for the European Commission by the European Union Agency for the
Space Programme in partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA), and
the EU Member States. Copernicus is supported by a constellation of specific
satellites (the Sentinel satellites) as well as contributing missions (public and com-
mercial satellites). Since the launch of Sentinel-1A in 2014, the European Union
has begun the process of launching a constellation of over 20 more satellites by
2030. Copernicus is also tasked with gathering data from sensors on the ground,
in the sea, or in the air [Cop, 2022].
The Earth’s radiation budget is the metric that quantifies the energy accumulated
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in the atmosphere. It indicates climate change trends. This radiation budget rep-
resents the balance between incoming and outgoing radiation based on the physics
principle of conservation of energy. The Earth’s radiation budget is computed
based on the downward and upward flux from the Earth’s atmosphere. It results
from the difference between the incoming solar radiation and the outgoing radi-
ation defined as Outgoing Shortwave Radiation (OSR) radiation and Outgoing
Longwave Radiation (OLR).

Atmosphere Land Ocean
Precipitation Groundwater Ocean surface heat flux
Surface pressure Lakes Sea ice
Surface radiation budget River discharge Sea level
Surface temperature Glaciers Sea state
Surface water vapour Ice sheets and ice shelves Sea surface currents
Upper-air wind speed and di-
rection

Permafrost Sea surface salinity

Earth radiation budget Snow Sea surface stress
Lightning Above-ground biomass Sea surface temperature
Upper-air temperature Albedo Subsurface currents
Aerosols Evaporation from land Subsurface salinity
Lightning Fire Subsurface temperature
Upper-air temperature Fraction of absorbed photo-

synthetically active radiation
Inorganic carbon

Carbon dioxide, methane and
other greenhouse gases

Land cover Nitrous oxide

Clouds Land surface temperature Nutrients
Ozone Leaf area index Ocean colour
Precursors for aerosols and
ozone

Soil carbon Oxygen

Soil moisture Transient tracers
Anthropogenic greenhouse
gas fluxes

Marine habitats

Anthropogenic water use Plankton

Table 1.1: 54 Essential climate variables grouped by domain of observation [CEOS
and member agencies, 2022].
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The units of measurement of incoming and outgoing radiation are watts per
square meter (Wm−2). Requirements for each component are listed in terms of
frequency, resolution, uncertainty, and stability in Table 1.2 to resolve spatio-
temporal fluctuations at high resolutions. This ECV can be measured at the TOA

Product Frequency Resolution Uncertainty Stability
TOA ERB long-
wave

Monthly (resolv-
ing diurnal cycle)

100 km/NA 1Wm−2 0.2Wm−2/decade

TOA ERB short-
wave (reflected)

Monthly (resolv-
ing diurnal cycle)

100 km/NA 1.0Wm−2 0.3Wm−2/decade

Total solar irradi-
ance

Daily NA/NA 0.04% 0.01%/decade

Table 1.2: Current Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) requirements according to the
GCOS 2016 Implementation Plan.

by quantifying the input and output flux outside the Earth system. Although
there are various missions to measure this budget at TOA, there is a significant
need to improve observations for expected resolutions, as discussed in [Liang et al.,
2019]. Nevertheless, in case there are no estimates of the fluxes, they can also be
estimated from in situ data in the system. Indeed, the ocean absorbs the great
part of extra energy (93%, [Trenberth et al., 2016]), with considerably lesser quan-
tities going to land/atmosphere (3%), and ice cover heating (4%). Since more
than 90% of the energy accumulated on Earth belongs in the ocean [Schuckmann
et al., 2016], the Ocean Heat Content (OHC) seems to represent a good proxy
of the EEI. The ocean, with a large volume and higher thermal inertia than the
atmosphere or land, acts as a buffer and stores the energy accumulated as heat.
Measurements in the ocean at both regional and global trends show sustained and
considerable warming of the oceans since the late 1950s. Natural variability and
variations in ocean circulation play major roles locally, but the most significant
shifts are due to human-caused changes in atmospheric composition. As the seas
warm, the water expands, and the sea level rises, which represents a concern for
coastal areas [Cheng et al., 2022]. As a result, having extensive temperature and
heat content data throughout our vast seas is critical to study the growth in Earth
system energy content through time. Measuring ocean heat content contributes
to a thorough understanding of the climate system by offering important insights
into the Earth’s energy imbalance.
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As analyzed in [Meyssignac, 2021], utilizing accurate estimations of ocean heat
content is the solution to two observational challenges that make it difficult to
determine climate evolution. To go further and detail this problem we have to
present two variables having a direct role in this determination. They also play
a significant role in understanding the impacts of different phenomena such as
aerosol injections. These two parameters are λ and κ. λ is the climate feedback
parameter and, κ is the diffusion coefficient at the base of the mixing layer. The
sensitivity λ characterizes the amplitude, the level of heating while κ characterizes
the speed at which we will reach this equilibrium.
The variables λ and κ are detailed in Equations 1.1 and 1.2 as explained by
[Meyssignac, 2021].

λ =

(
1−

∑

n

fn

)
P =

∑

n

λnδT (1.1)

where λn is the climate feedback parameter associated with the environment pa-
rameter n. fn is the climate feedback on the parameter Fn (a measure of water
vapor in the atmosphere, ice cover, cloud cover etc. ...) induced by the increase
δT generated by the black body response of the climate system. PδT is the black
body radiative response of the climate system.

κ =
∆OHU

∆Ts
(1.2)

where ∆OHU is the global-mean ocean heat uptake change and ∆Ts the global-
mean surface temperature change as detailed in [Liu et al., 2023].
Those parameters describe how the climate system reacts to variations in radiative
forcing. Furthermore, it is crucial to project future climate changes and assess the
effects of external forcing factors by making accurate estimates of λ.
The first challenge is that without the measurement of the EEI, we only had the
surface temperature and we could not separate the two equations linking κ and λ
(ambiguity of the determination of these variables). According to [Lindzen, 1994,
Lindzen and Giannitsis, 1998], the characteristic response time of surface tem-
perature is not determined solely by λ and the heat capacity of the mixed layer
of the ocean but also from κ which is very poorly known. The deep ocean and
the oceanic mixing layer play a crucial role in the temporal response of surface
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temperature. To estimate λ accurately, an additional independent observation is
required. Knowing the EEI and the temperature allows us to separate these two
equations and determine these two parameters. Measurements of ocean heat con-
tent are essential for understanding the climate feedback parameter and κ.
The second challenge is the uncertainty in historical estimates of radiative forcing,
specifically from aerosols, which offsets some of the radiative forcings from CO2.
κ and λ cannot be properly estimated. To overcome those challenges [Hansen
et al., 2005, 2011] proposes to make use of the accurate estimation of ocean heat
content to provide a solution to the problems of uncertainty in estimating histor-
ical radiative forcing and vertical heat diffusion in the ocean over the historical
period. Actually, with classical measurements, there are several limitations of the
radiation balance measurement. There is a linear approximation of the radiative
response that seems inconsistent [Andrews and Webb, 2018]. Moreover, there is
an insufficient consideration of the geographical structure (temperature and heat
penetration in the ocean) [Caballero and Huber, 2013]. Finally, the assumption of
a reference equilibrium state is invalid (the equilibrium equation does not corre-
spond to the real state of the Earth). However, by improving the measurement of
heat content in the oceans, it becomes possible to overcome these limitations and
obtain a more accurate assessment of the Earth’s radiation budget, considering
the geographical distribution of heat and providing a complete perspective on the
Earth’s energy evolution.

1.2.2 Earth Radiation Budget

The Earth radiation budget is detailed in this section. The EEI results from the
imbalance of several radiative flux. It is important to detail the model we consider
for the distribution of the flux and how they are represented. The EEI will be
detailed along with the incoming and outgoing radiation.

Different Fluxes

There are three main components to the Earth’s radiation budget. They are known
as Incoming Solar Radiation (ISR), reflected solar radiation, and the outgoing ter-
restrial radiation.
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Figure 1.2: SOLAR-HRS spectrum (v1.1). Meftah M. et al., 2022.

The total solar irradiance (TSI) is a measure of solar power per unit area
incident on the Earth’s upper atmosphere at all wavelengths. It is calculated by
taking measurements perpendicular to the Sun’s rays. The solar constant is a
standard measure of mean TSI at one astronomical unit distance (AU). The solar
radiation spectrum is represented in Figure 1.2. The ISR on Earth is defined as
(Equation 1.3):

ISR =
TSI

4d2Sun/Earth
, (1.3)

where dSun/Earth is the Sun-Earth distance in AU.
The reflected solar radiation is the shortwave radiation from the Sun that is re-
flected by the atmosphere or the surface of the Earth, and is defined as follows
(Equation 1.4):

OSR =
TSI

4d2Sun/Earth
× αTOA, (1.4)

where αTOA is the planetary albedo. It is the percentage of solar energy reflected
back to space. Its value ranges from 0 to 1. The greater the albedo of a surface,
the more reflecting it is. Clouds, snow, ice surfaces, and aerosols are the main
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contributors to the Earth’s albedo. The albedo is defined as in Equation 1.5:

α =
reflected solar
incident solar

(1.5)

Different values of albedo are listed in Table 1.3.

Surface Albedo (α)
Trees 0.15 - 0.18
Asphalt 0.05 - 0.2
Concrete 0.25 - 0.7
Grass 0.25 - 0.3
Ice 0.3 - 0.5
Oceans 0.05 - 0.1
Fresh Snow 0.81 - 0.88

Table 1.3: Examples of albedo values for different surfaces [Kotak et al., 2015].

The OLR, also called thermal radiation, is emitted by the Earth and its at-
mosphere. Stefan’s or Stefan-Boltzmann’s law (named after the physicists Jožef
Stefan and Ludwig Boltzmann) defines the relationship between thermal radiation
and the temperature of an object considered as a black body. It establishes that
the energetic emittance of a body in watts per square meter (total power radiated
per unit area in the free half-space of a black body) is related to its temperature
T expressed in Kelvin by the Equation 1.6 (where σ = 5.67 × 10−8Wm−2K−4 is
the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant):

M = σT 4 (1.6)

The Earth’s black body temperature is 250K, although the surface temperature is
around 288K. The difference (38K) is the amount by which the planet is warmed
by the natural greenhouse effect.
The Earth’s outgoing radiation spectrum appears in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Earth outgoing radiation spectrum [Miskolczi and Mlynczak, 2022].

It is the goal of the FORUM mission (Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Un-
derstanding and Monitoring) that will measure radiation emitted by Earth into
space. This mission will be presented later on.

Greenhouse Effect

The greenhouse effect is described as the phenomenon where the atmosphere blocks
part of the outbound radiation. First, the ISR reaches the Earth and its atmo-
sphere. Part of that flux is reflected, while some are absorbed. The energy is then
accumulated on Earth. The surface getting warmer transmits its energy as heat
through convection from the surface to the atmosphere and as far infrared radi-
ation. The greenhouse effect is only caused by this radiation, which is absorbed
in part by greenhouse gases and hence contributes to atmospheric warming. An
increase in gases like CO2 causes the atmosphere to become more opaque to in-
frared radiation Hansen et al. [2011], Ledley et al. [1999]. The Earth’s climate
system is no longer in equilibrium as a result of anthropogenic amplification of
the atmospheric greenhouse effect in recent decades, with considerable warming
occurring in the lower atmosphere and at the surface.
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Figure 1.4: Global atmospheric CO2 concentration [NOAA, 2022].

Those atmospheric gaseous components known as greenhouse gases are mainly
water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2 in Figure 1.4), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide
(N2O), and ozone (O3). Figure 1.4 describes the sharp increase in CO2 concentra-
tion. This is mainly due to anthropogenic actions, increasing atmospheric warm-
ing. Global warming, ocean acidification, desertification, and shifting weather
patterns might all be made worse by the existing level of industrial pollution and
the indiscriminate production of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere [Yoro and
Daramola, 2020]. Since 1950, human-caused global CO2 emissions have grown by
more than 400% [Maximillian et al., 2019].

Earth Energy Imbalance

From the TOA, the EEI can be explained as in Figure 1.5. The measurement of
the radiation balance at the TOA can be decomposed according to the different
incoming and outgoing fluxes that were mentioned previously. Measuring the flux
from outside the system allows us to make abstractions of the inner processes. The
ISR (Φin) reaches the Earth, approximately one-third of incident flux is absorbed or
scattered by the Earth’s atmosphere, with the remaining one-sixth scattered back
into space from the Earth’s surface. The part of radiation reflected by clouds,
aerosols, and the atmosphere is noted Φout/SW and is given on the figure with a
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planetary albedo averaging 0.3. As a consequence, the Earth and the atmosphere
emit longwave radiation to space (Φout/LW). The energy is emitted as latent heat
due to phase change in the atmosphere, as well as sensible heat due to a change
of temperature of a substance with no phase change.

Figure 1.5: Earth Radiation Budget [Stephens et al., 2012].

In equilibrium, the absorbed energy is emitted at longer wavelengths that cor-
respond to the temperature of the source. Because the lower atmosphere is opaque
to these longer wavelengths, the radiation directly sent to space originates at higher
altitudes. The gas is forced to the 250K temperatures, required to establish radia-
tive balance by slightly higher surface temperatures. According to the Figure 1.5
the EEI can be computed as in Equation 1.7:

EEI = Φin−Φout = Φin−(Φout/LW+Φout/SW) = 340.2−(239.7+100) = 0.5Wm−2

(1.7)
At equilibrium, the amount of energy from the Sun arriving on Earth is equal to
the amount returning from Earth to space. In the case where this value is positive
(Equation 1.7), there is an accumulation of energy in the system, and heating is
observed. Energy is accumulating in the climate system due to the EEI at the
top of the atmosphere [Marti et al., 2022]. Since EEI is a globally integrated
variable, measuring it is challenging since its magnitude and changes are minor
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([Schuckmann et al., 2016, Loeb et al., 2018b]) in comparison to the quantity of
energy entering and leaving the climate system.

1.2.3 Current and Future Missions to Measure the Earth

Energy Imbalance at the TOA

Dines supplied the first such budget in 1917 [Dines, 1917]. Kiehl and Trenberth
provided the first moderately complete balance of the Earth’s energy exchanges
and atmosphere in 1997 [Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997]. Stephens et al. improved
the Earth’s energy budget figure in 2012. Between 2000 and 2010, the EEI was
calculated at the TOA to be 0.60± 0.40Wm−2 [Stephens et al., 2012]. According
to Von Schuckmann et al., the EEI is now expected to be 0.87 ± 0.12Wm−2 for
the 2010-2018 period, compared to 0.47 ± 0.10Wm−2 for the 1971-2018 period.
Different missions aimed and will still aim to monitor the EEI. Here are examples
of such missions.

• Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE), the NASA Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite (ERBS), and two NOAA satellites, implemented to provide
Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) monthly measurements, seasonal energy ex-
changes, and daily imbalance at a local scale [Barkstrom, 1989].

• Scanner for Radiation Budget (ScaRaB), is on-board the Megha-Tropiques
satellite to study water cycle and energy exchanges. Payloads are MADRAS,
SAPHIR, ScaRaB, and ROSA. The ScaRaB instrument is a broad-band
radiometer for radiative budget measurements. Launched in October 2011
to an 866 km orbit and 20◦ inclination, it achieved 14 orbits per day [Roca
et al., 2015] studying Earth between 23◦ North and 23◦ South with a Field
Of View (FOV) of 40 km at nadir. Longwave (LW) radiation and shortwave
(SW) radiations were measured with an accuracy of 1% for the LW and 2%

for the SW. It was compared to CERES FM1 instruments as it is reported
in [Viollier et al., 2009], and for the LW, a bias of 0.31%, and a standard
deviation of 2.75% were found, as for the SW a bias of 3.86% and a standard
deviation of 9.80%.
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• Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) targets to monitor
SW and LW radiation. The CERES instruments are located on the Terra,
Aqua, Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership (SNPP), and NOAA-20
satellites and are narrow FOV scanning radiometers with at nadir 10 km

(TRMM), 20 km (Terra, Aqua), and 24 km (S-NPP, NOAA-20). The Terra
is in a descending sun-synchronous orbit with an ECT of 10:30 local time,
while Aqua, SNPP, and NOAA-20 are in ascending sun-synchronous orbits
with a 13:30 local time equator-crossing time [Loeb et al., 2018a]. The knowl-
edge of local time is important as it properly characterizes the observation
location. Additionally, it uses geostationary imagers to obtain hourly diurnal
information between 60◦ South and 60◦ North [Loeb et al., 2018c, Wielicki
et al., 1996]. The instruments cover the whole globe with a 20 km FOV for
Terra-Aqua drawing a monthly map of the radiations. SW and LW Radi-
ation have a 2.5Wm−2 estimated accuracy for regional monthly TOA flux
(3.5Wm−2 for net) (CERES Energy Balanced and Filled (EBAF) Ed4.1,
Data Quality Summary (March 3, 2020)).

• Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB), [Harries et al., 2005, Parfitt
et al., 2016], implementing 4 instruments located on EUMETSAT’s Meteosat
satellites. The instruments were launched in 2002, 2005, 2012, and 2015
targeting the Indian Ocean and Africa from geostationary orbits. The in-
struments measure radiations over the total spectrum and over the SW part.
It allows us to get data every 15min of 9 × 9 km2 for the example of the
High Resolution dataset, with 44.6 km (North-South) × 39.3 km (East-West)
resolution at nadir for the regular dataset.

• RAVAN is a 3U CubeSat that aimed to measure EEI using vertically aligned
carbon nanotubes (VACNTS) to measure the TSI and the outgoing terrestrial
radiation. It is also designed with a pair of gallium black bodies to monitor
the degradation of the instruments [Swartz et al., 2019].

• The broadband Bolometric Oscillation Sensor (BOS) operated as a part of
the payload of PICARD between June 2010 and March 2014 [Zhu et al.,
2015]. The sensor was not originally intended for this measure. By using
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adapted instrumental functions, observations with a wide field of view can
be obtained.

• The SIMBA 3U (Sun-earth IMBAlance) CubeSat was launched as a passen-
ger payload on 3 September 2020 [Dewitte et al., 2015]. The objective of the
mission is to measure the Sun-Earth radiation imbalance.

• EarthCare is a mission developed by ESA and JAXA, one of the objectives
is to obtain profiles of atmospheric heating and cooling through the com-
bination of the retrieved aerosol and cloud properties. The instrument is a
broadband radiometer that will be launched in 2024 to a 393 km altitude
orbit with a 14:00 local ECT (descending node). It will achieve 140 orbits in
9 days. It is composed of three fixed single telescopes for forward, nadir, and
backward measuring SW and total radiation observing 10 km FOV at nadir
for the absolute accuracy of 1.5Wm−2sr−1 in the LW and 2.5Wm−2sr−1 in
the SW [Illingworth et al., 2015].

• Libera is a NASA mission developed in the LASP to measure solar radiation,
infrared radiation, and total radiation leaving Earth. It takes part in the
Earth Venture Continuity [Pilewskie and Hakuba, 2020].

• FORUM stands for Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Understanding and
Monitoring and is the 9th Earth Explorer mission to launch in 2026 de-
veloped by Imperial College London. It aims to obtain the full spectrum for
outgoing radiation as half of the outgoing LW energy is far-infrared and has
not been measured [Palchetti et al., 2020].

Different estimates of the EEI from TOA measurements and measurements in the
ocean are listed Table 1.4 and summarized in Figure 1.6. The OHC can be mea-
sured in different ways. The first approach would be to compute the OHC based
on in-situ temperatures-salinity profiles thanks to the Argo floats [von Schuck-
mann et al., 2020]. Another approach would be to combine the previous approach
with sea-level measurements from space observation [Stammer et al., 2016]. More-
over, radiation satellites’ measurements can be of use to compute surface net flux
[L’Ecuyer et al., 2015].
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EEI (Wm−2) Period Method Reference
0.83±0.11 1991 to

2016
Atmospheric oxygen (O2)
and carbon dioxide (CO2)
measurements

Resplandy et al. (2018)

0.61±0.08 1993 to
2018

Global OHC estimation (0-
2000m)

Ishii et al. (2017)

0.71±0.11 2006 to
2015

Ocean heat uptake at 0.68±
0.10Wm−2 + other forms of
heat uptake over

Johnson et al. (2016)

0.4 to 0.6 2006 to
2013

Argo OHC observations (0-
2000m)

Roemmich et al. (2015)

0.54±0.02 2005 to
2017

OHC observations (0-
2000m)

Cheng et al. (2019a)

0.1 to 0.9 2006 to
2012

OHC rates Schuckmann et al. (2016)

0.50±0.43 07/2005
to
06/2010

CERES TOA net radia-
tion adjusted ocean mea-
surements (0-1800m)

Loeb et al. (2012)

0.71±0.10 2005 to
2015

0.61 ± 0.09Wm−2 for
the ocean (0–1800m);
0.07 ± 0.04Wm−2 for
deeper ocean; and
0.03 ± 0.01Wm−2 for
melting ice, warming land,
and an increasingly warmer
and moister atmosphere

Johnson et al. (2016)

0.9±0.3 2005 to
2014

CERES product TOA,
modeling and OHC data

Trenberth et al. (2016)

0.74±0.22 2002 to
2016

Space geodetic estimation
of the OHC changes

Marti et al. (2022)

0.67±0.13 2000 to
2019

ARANN OHC reconstruc-
tion

Bagnell and DeVries (2021)

0.50±0.47 2005 to
2019

CERES EBAF Ed4.1 and
OHC in situ data

Loeb et al. (2021)

Table 1.4: EEI computed for different periods, from different sources.
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The proportion of energy entering the ocean is around 0.9. The EEI can then
be calculated by dividing the global ocean heat uptake which is the temporal
derivative of the global ocean heat content, by the proportion of energy entering
the ocean [von Schuckmann et al., 2020]. Finally, [Marti et al., 2022] described the
MOHeaCAN product from “altimetry-gravimetry”, a new space geodetic approach
to estimate OHC changes from steric level changes based on satellite altimetry and
satellite gravimetry measurements.
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Figure 1.6: EEI computed for different periods, from different sources.

It is based on the physical principle for which the total sea level change re-
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sults from an increase in ocean mass and in ocean steric sea change. The ocean
steric sea level change is equal to the sum of the ocean thermal expansion and the
ocean halosteric change. The halosteric change refers to a change in the salinity
whereas the thermal expansion is due to variations of temperature of the ocean.
Hence, considering the halosteric effect negligible [Gregory and Lowe, 2000], the
thermosteric sea level change is equal to the difference between the global mean
sea level change and the global mean ocean mass. As it can be seen in Table 1.4,
most of the EEI measurements are made from data in the oceans due to the desire
to measure this quantity over the long term. Nevertheless, these can be combined
with measurements at the TOA. [Smith et al., 2015] examined the relationship be-
tween ocean heat content and net incoming radiation at the top of the atmosphere
from satellite observations and climate models over the period 1960 to 2014. The
study discovered a significant correlation between the two variables from 1960 to
1999. However, inconsistencies were observed between ocean reanalyses of ocean
heat content in the early 2000s and observation-based estimates of net incom-
ing radiation. It is important to exercise caution when interpreting estimates of
ocean heat content during this particular period. Regardless of the measurement
methods used, the values are such that the imbalance is given positive. Accord-
ing to these studies as summarized in Figure 1.6, the EEI values range from 0.5
to 0.9Wm−2. The Earth’s energy imbalance was estimated at 0.6 ± 0.4Wm−2

between 2000 and 2010 (Figure 8). A study published in 2020 shows that the
Earth’s energy imbalance continues to grow unabated ([von Schuckmann et al.,
2020]). Estimated at 0.87± 0.12Wm−2 over the period 2010-2018, it has doubled
compared to the period 1971-2018 as explained in [Meftah, 2023]. Phenomena like
eruptions or ENSO cycles have a significant impact on the radiation budget, as
noted in [Trenberth et al., 2014]. The necessity of combining observation methods
for reaching expected accuracy is emphasized in [Hakuba et al., 2019], [Trenberth
et al., 2016], and [Dewitte and Clerbaux, 2017]. It is important to consider that
the best estimate relies on the accumulation of energy in the oceans. However,
current measurements and fundamental analysis fail to adequately explain energy
fluctuations, as they indicate error bars that are unreasonably large, as explained
in [Trenberth and Fasullo, 2012].
In [Allan et al., 2014] the authors reconstruct and analyze changes in the net down-
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ward radiative flux imbalance at the top of Earth’s atmosphere from 1985 to 2012.
There is a slower surface warming but a higher radiative heating from 1985–1999
to 2000s. This is called the "surface-warming hiatus". Also studied in [Hedemann
et al., 2017], the article explores various factors that could have contributed to
this hiatus, such as natural climate variability, changes in ocean heat uptake, and
volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols [Kaufmann et al., 2011]. A combination of
these factors likely contributed to the hiatus [Trenberth and Fasullo, 2013, Solomon
et al., 2011]. As mentioned, phenomena such as El Niño oscillations and volcanic
eruptions can highly influence the net radiative imbalance. [Allan et al., 2014]
find discrepancies between different data sets that highlight the need for better
quantification. A better understanding of these factors is necessary to improve
climate models and predict future climate change. There is a lack of measurement
and further investigation is needed.

1.3 Datasets and Exploitation

We analyze several datasets from various acquisition strategies to obtain quantita-
tive information on these radiation fluxes. We start by describing those datasets
and how they differ.

ERA5

The ERA5 reanalysis is a dataset implemented by the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), an independent intergovernmental organi-
zation via Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S). It is the fifth generation
reanalysis for the global climate and weather [Hersbach et al., 2020]. The purpose
of that new dataset was to replace the ERA-Interim, which was released in 2006
and ended in August 2019. The different objectives of that new implementation
were to improve the spatio-temporal resolution, to allow uncertainty estimate, and
to add new inputs to the large list. It now reaches a 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ spatial reso-
lution (atmosphere) with hourly maps around the whole globe from January 1979
to the present (the preliminary version is set from 1950 to 1978). It is based on
the assimilation via IFS Cycle 41r2 4D-Var. This new model launched in 2016
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considers three times more prediction points, reaching 904 million points spread
around the globe, and allowing a higher resolution. It contains 240 parameters at a
spatial resolution of 31 km globally, 62 km for the Ensemble of Data Assimilation,
137 levels to 0.01 hPa.

EBAF Ed 4.1

The EBAF dataset is created based on values retrieved from the CERES instru-
ments. The CERES instruments were described in Section 1.2.3. The EBAF
dataset is actually completed with data measured from geostationary satellites
measuring radiative fluxes and cloud properties such as the GMS 5, Met 5,7,
GOES 8-15, MTSAT 1-2, used to fill in any gaps using hourly diurnal information
between 60◦ South and 60◦ North [Loeb et al., 2018a] and polar orbiting imagers.
The CERES mission aims to monitor long-term Climate Data Record (CDR) from
the surface to the TOA along with the cloud and aerosol properties. It aspires to
a better understanding of the Earth radiative budget dynamics and how they are
linked to the clouds and aerosols. Finally, those datasets can be used to improve
or to assess models. The CERES instruments except for the one on NOAA-20
(Window (WN) becomes LW) measure SW between 0.3 and 5mm, total (TOT)
between 0.3 and 200mm, and WN between 8 and 12mm. The outputs are monthly
maps of 360 × 180 at 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolution around the globe from March 2000
to present.

HIRS

The High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder Instrument, HIRS/2/2I/3/4, are
located on NOAA TIROS-N Series: 7:30 and 2:30 equator crossing time, NOAA-
17 10:30 AM and Eumetsat MetOp-A/B polar orbiters. They cover 0.3-5 µm/8-
12 µm/0.3-200µm with 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ from 20 km to 10 km for HIRS/4 spatial res-
olution at nadir allowing global monthly maps from January 1979 to the present
(CDR, 2017). The retrieving algorithm uses inter-satellite calibration and OLR
regression models (Schreck et al., 2018).
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ARGO

The Argo Program was first implemented in 1999 to monitor the temperature and
salinity of the ocean from 0 to 2000m depths (2000 dbar). It takes a major role
in the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and the GCOS, delivering global
coverage of the ocean since 2006. The program uses float measurements, the idea
is to distribute floats all over the ocean. Those floats will start measurements
during their descents down to 2000m ocean depth, as well as when they ascend
back to the surface. Data such as location, pressure, temperature, and salinity
will be retrieved thanks to satellite communication. Currently, there are about
3500-4000 profiling floats in the ocean, and the number of floats will keep rising
as different sensors will be added to the existing ones in order to measure other
variables such as O2 concentration [Roemmich et al., 2015].
To complete the Argo floats data and estimate the ocean temperature before 2006
we can refer to the estimates for previous years while being aware of the related
uncertainty.
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Figure 1.7: Ocean heat content at different depths.

Instruments used prior to the current Argo floats were mechanical (less than
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300m deep) or expendable (400m, 800m, or 1500m deep) bathythermographs
[Talley et al., 2011], Nansen/Nisken bottles, and Conductivity-Temperature-Depth
(CTD) instruments. Their development stopped because of many issues related
to the monitoring methods. These issues were entirely mitigated with the Argo
[Meyssignac et al., 2019]. Nevertheless, their use may still be helpful to uncover
trends. Therefore, we will investigate OHC from Cheng at the Institute of At-
mospheric Physics (IAP) dataset for the upper 2000m who studied measurements
from the previous instruments. It is based on an objective analysis method of en-
semble optimum interpolation, and on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5) model simulations for error covariance and first guess [Trenberth et al.,
2016]. The OHC can be decomposed for different layers corresponding to different
depths as shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.8: Ocean heat content and number of Argo floats (0-2000m).

Those layers are related to different time scales in terms of frequency change.
For example, the 0-300m layer warms the fastest, although it is significantly influ-
enced by inter-annual variability [Liang et al., 2021]. Figure 1.8 shows the OHC
from the overall 0 to 2000m deep for the previous dataset with respect to the
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number of Argo floats. The 95 % confidence bounds are convenient as they give
a relevant uncertainty on the values used here due to the lack of coverage and
measurement. As the Argo floats are deployed, and as their number increases, the
uncertainty drops considerably. It is clearly essential to highlight the increase in
energy in time, but this will be discussed in the following sections.

1.3.1 Radiation Flux

Method

We choose to focus on the ERA5 case so that we can explain a method to re-
trieve and compare the datasets. We first download the file (NetCDF format)
using the Climate Data Store (CDS) Application Program Interface (API) avail-
able on https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/, low-level functions for memory
optimization are then implemented to recover each of the radiations at TOA for
SW and LW. As the data obtained are given in Jm−2, we convert those values to
Wm−2 dividing by the associated time interval which is 86 400 s for monthly mean,
as the effective processing period lasts a day. To simplify the computations, flip-
ping the matrix on the longitude can be relevant to obtain a CERES-like matrix
(EBAF datasets) in terms of distribution (longitude distribution differs from 0 to
359.75◦ to -179.75 to 180◦). This is just a question of formatting. We can now
weigh the gridded values with their associated pixel size given in Equation 1.8, to
compute the global mean of each flux over the whole globe. The EEI is computed
by subtracting the OSR and OLR from the ISR. Then, integrating the EEI over
time allows us to recover the energy accumulation over time:

Sij = R2
Earth × cos (ϕj)∆λi∆ϕj (1.8)

where, REarth is the Earth radius, ϕj the element latitude, ∆λi the element size
along the longitude axis, and ∆ϕj the element size along the latitude axis.

Analysis

The radiative flux can be plotted separately to observe different aspects and cor-
relations for the CERES instruments, the ERA5 reanalysis, and the HIRS data in

https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
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Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: OLR and OSR from CERES instruments, HIRS instruments, and
ERA5 reanalysis and multivariate El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) index.

The Multivariate ENSO Index Version 2 indicator is also presented, which in-
cludes oceanic and atmospheric factors. It allows for an assessment of ENSO in a
single index. It offers real-time indications of ENSO severity. Warm periods ap-
pear in red and cold in blue. Actually, those datasets allow us to report phenomena
that affect the amount of energy getting to the surface or leaving the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. [Trenberth, 2020] explains that ENSO cycles have major impacts on the
climate system. According to [Palmer et al., 2017], the Mount Pinatubo eruption
had a great influence of decreasing the EEI of about 3Wm−2 whereas El Nino
phenomena can increase the EEI of about 1 to 1.5Wm−2. There is a visible and
bigger change on the OLR in 1991 due to the eruption. It achieves a peak-to-peak
value of roughly −3.5Wm−2 for the ISR in ERA5 and about 2Wm−2 for the HIRS
dataset in Figure 1.9. Another eruption from El Chichón in 1982 is characterized
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by a sharp increase in the OSR of about 2Wm−2 and a decrease in OLR. This
is explained by the fact that volcanic eruptions release large volumes of dust and
gases into the lower stratosphere and high troposphere. The volcanic aerosols will
deflect ISR into space, increasing planetary albedo and lowering the incoming solar
flux reaching the troposphere and the Earth’s surface. Major El Nino phenomena
occurred in 1982–1983, 1997-1998, and 2014-2016. This is characterized by an in-
crease in outgoing SW radiation of about 1Wm−2 for each event. It is interesting
to note the gaps appearing between the different datasets (CERES, ERA5, HIRS).
And this is why HIRS dataset is used here. As the EBAF dataset did not monitor
the radiation before 2000, HIRS is here a relevant element for comparison with the
ERA5 reanalysis. The three datasets fluctuate synchronously with the phenomena
mentioned before but important biases can be noted. For the LW radiation, we
note a bias of about 4Wm−2 between ERA5 and HIRS. There is a similar bias
existing between the LW and SW radiations of the ERA5 reanalysis and EBAF,
the bias counts for about 2Wm−2.
Those gaps can be explained and justified by the different methods used to ob-
tain those results. Different assumptions were made to create the EBAF dataset,
those are reported in [Loeb et al., 2007], major biases are justified by the spheri-
cal assumption, measurements of albedo at the poles and instruments calibrations
leading to uncertainties that can reach 2-3Wm−2 for certain datasets.

1.3.2 Earth Energy Imbalance

The EEI is the resulting budget from the two monthly averaged variables, the
absorbed SW radiation, and the OLR. We plot the 12 months moving averages
of the EEI computed thanks to the ERA5 reanalysis, the CERES instruments,
and the MoHeaCan dataset described in Section 1.2.3. The impact of the differ-
ent phenomena as mentioned earlier and from [Palmer et al., 2017] have a great
influence on the EEI, considering the eruption and the ENSO phenomena. In Fig-
ure 1.10, there are several drops of about 1.5Wm−2 at the El Chichón eruption
period, 2.5Wm−2 at Mount Pinatubos’s and about 1Wm−2 for ENSO cycles.
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Figure 1.10: 12 months moving averages of the EEI computed from EBAF dataset,
ERA5, IAP, and MOHeaCAN.

Those results show how difficult it is to measure the EEI, for example forc-
ing due to an eruption can be 2 to 5 times more important than the imbalance
measured. Radiative forcing by a climate variable is a change in Earth’s energy
balance. Mount Pinatubo aerosols also have impacts (delayed rebound impact) on
longer timescale on the ocean heat absorption according to [Hansen et al., 2011].

1.3.3 Earth Energy Accumulation

The EEI is a relevant metric to monitor the amount of energy per unit of surface
that will reside on Earth per unit of time. As mentioned earlier some of that
energy is melting ice, warming land and atmosphere but the biggest part (93%)
is stored in the ocean. And therefore measuring that part of the energy can be a
consistent way to monitor the EEI. Figure 1.11 presents the energy accumulated,
computed from ocean measurements compared to TOA values.
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Figure 1.11: Comparison between Argo Floats measurements, ERA5 reanalysis,
MOHeaCAN, CERES EBAF Ed 4.1 (at TOA) 12 months moving averages for
global monthly mean.

In Figure 1.11, the accumulated energy is shifted (offset) to get equal means for
ERA5 and Argo floats energy between 1979 and 1989. The trend retrieved from
the ERA5 reanalysis seems to be closer to the trend recovered from the Argo-IAP
dataset. The ocean stores the energy, but the inertia of that storage is really
important compared to the inertia of the atmosphere. The specific heat of air is
about 1158 J kg−1K−1 and the specific heat of seawater is about 3850 J kg−1K−1.
Therefore, and according to the previous analysis, we suppose that the OHC is a
perfect metric to monitor long-term variability whereas the observations at TOA
are suitable for high-frequency dynamics. A relevant approach is to adapt the
measurements at TOA to long-term trends from Argo data. This is what has been
done for the EBAF dataset, adapting the long-term trend to the OHC [Loeb et al.,
2009].
The variability of the components of the EEI is directly linked to the specifications
of the measurements that should be made. [Meftah et al., 2022] shows the speci-
fications for such measurements below in Table 1.5. Those specifications respond
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Variable Absolute accuracy Stability per decade Spatial resolution Temporal resolution
TSI ±0.54Wm−2 ±0.14Wm−2 - 24 h
OSR ±1.00Wm−2 ±0.10Wm−2 10-100 km Diurnal cycle (3 h)
OLR ±1.00Wm−2 ±0.10Wm−2 10-100 km Diurnal cycle (3 h)
EEI ±1.00Wm−2 ±0.10Wm−2 - -

Table 1.5: Scientific requirements [Meftah et al., 2022].

to a scientific need. However, we can separate the variables to have two different
systems. The processes being resolved are different. We mention the objective
of accurately measuring the long term trends over decades and the objective of
monitoring the high variability at high spatio-temporal resolution.

1.4 Innovative Methods to Measure the EEI from

Space

We have seen existing methods to estimate the EEI. Other configurations could
be implemented to measure the EEI. Some of the configurations are presented in
this section.

1.4.1 Moon-based Observations

Moon-based observations of the Earth have generated considerable interest in a
wide range of large-scale phenomena. The Moon is the Earth’s only natural satel-
lite. This choice allows having a stable lunar surface with a specific orbit. Moon-
based measurements of the Earth allow it to be viewed as a single point. In
addition, the changing tilt of Moon-based observations can be adapted to specific
Earth observation locations. It is a unique point of view to observe the full Earth
disk. Ye et al., Shang et al., Guo et al. discussed the measurements of terrestrial
outgoing radiation from a moon-based platform in [Ye et al., 2021, Shang et al.,
2021, Guo et al., 2018]. Additionally, Duan et al. contributes to the study by
quantifying the effect of spatial resolution and temporal sampling in [Duan et al.,
2021].
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1.4.2 Earth Observations from Lagrangian Points

Lagrange points are places in space where items tend to remain stationary ac-
cording to the two celestial bodies of interest. The gravitational attraction of two
masses perfectly equals the centripetal force necessary for a small item to move
with them at Lagrange points. The L1 point, discovered by mathematician Joseph
Louis Lagrange, is 1.5 million kilometers inside Earth’s orbit, halfway between the
Sun and the planet. L2 is located 1.5 million kilometers behind the Earth as viewed
from the Sun. As a result, L1, L2, the Earth orbit, and the Sun are aligned along
the same radial line. A satellite has a continuous view of the whole sunlit face of
the spinning Earth from L1. L2 stays in eclipse, a satellite at this location would
be focused on the unilluminated opposing disc of the Earth. A satellite would not
have to perform regular orbits around the Earth and would avoid frequent tem-
perature changes associated with traversing Earth’s shadow. L2 gives a far more
stable sight.
An adequate example of an instrument at L1 is the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology Advanced Radiometer (NISTAR) on-board the Deep Space
Climate Observatory (DSCOVR) which was specifically designed to estimate the
worldwide daylight radiation budget for a whole hemisphere utilizing active cavity
radiometers in three channels: total (0.2-100µm), SW (0.2-4.0 µm), and near-
infrared (0.7-4.0 µm). [Yang et al., 2018] and [Tian et al., 2020] developed the
study of terrestrial radiation from the DSCVR instruments.

1.4.3 Earth Observations from a Constellation

A constellation of satellites allows us to make use of multi-point observations. Dif-
ferent satellites can observe the same location at consecutive times to reach a higher
temporal resolution. Moreover, even with a reduced FOV, it could still be possi-
ble to cover the whole world from several satellite observations. Different satellite
constellations could be implemented. Geostationary satellite constellations would
observe the same zone constantly. Many satellites would be required to observe
the whole globe. Fewer satellites would be needed in low Earth orbit (LEO) to
monitor the whole Earth. A strict architecture of the constellation should be de-
termined to combine satellites to observe the different localization with adapted
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parameters. Locations with high variability rates should often be monitored by the
satellite for example. This challenge has been described in [Gristey et al., 2017], it
explores the possibility of an innovative constellation idea to monitor the EEI. The
work demonstrates that, when compared to existing observational products, the
baseline constellation is capable of providing stable recovery of hourly outgoing
irradiance fields.

1.5 Conclusions, Perspectives and Scientific Project

Climate change appears to be a major issue of our time, insofar as its evolution is
unprecedented. Human emissions and activities are responsible for global warming
and the risks are very high and increasingly present today. In order to understand
this climate change, and its stakes and to develop mitigation and adaptation strate-
gies, it is necessary to quantify its rate of change. Many indicators and metrics are
developed to better understand those phenomena. A major metric is the essential
climate variable which quantifies the rate of climate change on a global scale by
calculating the accumulation of energy in the earth-atmosphere-ocean system.
The radiation imbalance of the Earth includes three main components at the TOA.
The first one is the TSI, measured at about 1362Wm−2. It must be determined
with an absolute accuracy of less than 0.54Wm−2 and a stability of 0.14Wm−2

per decade. The second component is the reflected solar flux which has an average
value of 100Wm−2. The third component is the outgoing infrared flux averaged
at 240Wm−2. These last two fluxes must be known with an absolute accuracy
of 1Wm−2 and a stability of 0.1Wm−2 per decade. The EEI results from the
budget of those fluxes. It should be measured with 1Wm−2 absolute accuracy
and 0.1Wm−2 per decade. In view of the specifications mentioned, measuring this
balance does not seem trivial and constitutes a real challenge.
Different methods and measuring devices exist to quantify the EEI. The best es-
timate of the EEI comes from the measurements of the change in heat stored in
the ocean (uncertainty of less than 0.1Wm−2 per decade) using Argo floats. The
heat from the atmosphere is absorbed in the ocean and serves as a "buffer" due
to the ocean’s thermal inertia. While the Argo automated floats give good OHC
data, they provide little information on short-term dynamics. However, Earth ob-
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servation satellites allow us to reach near real-time monitoring. It enables us to
observe phenomena with high temporal variability.
Therefore, to monitor high-frequency dynamic and long-term trends it seems un-
avoidable to use both methods. Nevertheless, a constellation of satellites that
provide both narrow and wide fields of view is necessary to reach high spatio-
temporal resolution with 10-100 km at 3 h. It would enable a better understanding
of climate change as radiative imbalance is substantially impacted by aerosols and
clouds, which are geographically and temporally moving and yet relatively little
characterized. It would permit to retrieve high-frequency data to resolve the diur-
nal cycle that has a significant impact on climate evolution (humidity, CO2). In
light of the space enthusiasm and the Newspace approach, it is now conceivable to
create new sensors onboard new platforms to enable the most cost-effective con-
stellation deployment.
This manuscript will elaborate on the missions that meet this need. The architec-
ture of the constellation must be optimal. The constellation of satellites should
allow us to fit the specifications to monitor the EEI. However, the number of satel-
lites to launch should be in light of the situation of the debris and the numerous
satellites present in orbit. It increases the risk of collision.
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2.1 The Radiation Balance Is Not the Only Con-

cern of the Observation from Space

2.1.1 Improving the Resolution of the Earth Radiative Bud-

get Measurements with a Constellation

The measurements of the ERB could be enhanced from multi-point observation
to cover the whole globe at a short revisit time. Many satellites observing the
Earth could ameliorate the spatio-temporal resolution of the measurements as pre-
sented in [Gristey et al., 2017]. As explained in [Yang, 2019], a hundred satellites
per orbital plane and a hundred orbital planes are required to obtain a sufficient
mesh and observations with unequaled performances presenting an excellent re-
visit, temporal resolution, and spatial resolution. [Buzzi et al., 2019] evaluates
different constellation designs for the TROPICS mission, which aims to improve
tropical storm forecasting. A simulation model compares constellations with dif-
ferent numbers of satellites and orbital configurations. The study finds that a
constellation of satellites can provide high-quality observations of tropical storms
and improve forecasting. The Swarm mission [Friis-Christensen et al., 2008], a
2013 European Space Agency (ESA) project comprising three identical satellites
launched to research the Earth’s magnetic field and its interaction with the so-
lar wind, is another example of a constellation. The mission gathers information
through various tools and technologies to enhance our comprehension of geophys-
ical processes. [Wu et al., 2021] proposes a three CubeSats mission launched in
2015 for integrated earth observation and marine/air traffic monitoring.

Low resolution is used for global analysis, medium resolution for regional vari-
ations, and high resolution for analysis and understanding of CO2 coupling, CO2

and methane sinks. A satellite constellation provides unprecedented sampling, in
almost real-time which has the potential to improve Earth outgoing radiation ob-
servations. Moreover, it may be less vulnerable to individual satellite failures.

As explained in [Sandau, 2010] small satellite constellations are becoming increas-
ingly popular for Earth observation. They offer several advantages over larger
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satellites such as the cost of deployment. They can achieve global coverage with
high temporal resolution. Additionally, constellations allow for easy replacement
of a malfunctioning satellite and provide a soft degradation of the system perfor-
mance if one of the satellites fails. Data are used to feed, constrain and verify the
performance of the models. Indeed, their uncertainty is a crucial parameter, so
being able to oppose the models to direct observations seems fundamental. But
this problem is not only a concern for the ERB measurement, as constellations can
be used in different domains.

2.1.2 Examples of Fields

Earth observation from satellites allows monitoring the total surface of the globe
from above. The applications are multiple. Many companies are founded with the
aim of enabling a global and precise observation of the Earth’s surface. Examples
of applications are oil spills and gas leaks [Tysiąc et al., 2022], precision agriculture
[Mulla, 2013], observing beetles, coastal erosion [Amaro et al., 2015], and infras-
tructure. Remote sensing for Earth observation is beneficial for different fields. In
agriculture, remote sensing is crucial to providing better knowledge of the weather
forecast to optimize and protect the crops. It is made to improve the monitoring
of fields and to detect anomalies using deep learning for the classification of lands
[Debella-Gilo and Gjertsen, 2021, Malerba et al., 2021]. Using satellites allows
agricultural workers to check the health of the soil, the hygrometry, the precision
farming, watch the health of the plants and foresee automatic actions. Real-time
assistance to farmers is provided. For insurance, it helps to predict and prepare
for disasters or to assess the impact and prepare to meet the claims. This is di-
rectly linked to disaster risk reduction such as with the global wildfire information
system, wildfire detection, and monitoring as in [Barmpoutis et al., 2020]. Remote
sensing is applied to monitor floods as explained in [Schumann et al., 2018] or
perspectives in that field with nanosatellite constellations as in [Kameche et al.,
2014]. Satellite observations are also fundamental in infrastructure and energy
assessment such as to locate regions of interest for energy converter installations
and to precisely locate new places with promising possibilities in [Nezhad et al.,
2021]. Earth observation is also of considerable interest in defense and commercial
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fields.

2.1.3 Methodologies for Instrumental Observations

As we have seen, Earth observation plays a major role in different fields. The
satellite images should be adapted to the location, the phenomenon observed, and
the spatio-temporal resolutions [Jeon et al., 2016]. Different scanning techniques
exist and some of them are represented in Figure 2.1 [Airbus, 2012].

Figure 2.1: Pleiades imagery techniques. Respectively, target collection, corridor
acquisition, single-pass strip mapping, and stereo and tri-stereo.

Strip imaging is a scanning method, where a satellite scans the Earth in the
direction of motion of the spacecraft. The Earth rotation effect is compensated
by a yaw steering maneuver of the satellite. Single-pass stereo imaging is another
scanning method that can be utilized to create 3D images. The satellite scans the
Earth through one image of the location taken with a positive pitch tilt angle,
and the second image is taken at a negative tilt angle. Multi-point imaging is
a different scanning method that targets taking several images of the Earth at
different locations by quickly rotating the satellite. Wide arbitrary imaging is a
scanning method that aims to free the satellite images from its ground track. The
scan direction is not the satellite motion direction.
For small satellites, techniques are under development for ground target tracking
[Robic et al., 2022] by precisely controlling the satellite attitude thanks to a visual
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servoing scheme in LEO.

2.2 Simulation-based Optimization of Satellite Con-

figurations

2.2.1 Presentation of the Method

We aim to answer the scientific need using a constellation of satellites. We carry
out a non-exhaustive study of the possibilities in order to carry out this mea-
surement. In our case, we consider a constellation in low orbit with satellites in
sun-synchronous equispaced orbits. Different solutions are, in fact, exploitable,
especially in terms of geostationary satellites. Only 3 would be necessary to cover
the globe, however, the coverage at the poles is altered by the effects of the Earth’s
curvature. Precession orbits could be considered to follow the diurnal cycle over
a long period. However, these satellites do not allow to follow a desired area over
a few hours [Leroy, 2021]. Ideally, we consider hereafter a constellation almost
self-sufficient to reach the mentioned specifications. In reality, this constellation
is to be put in parallel with the measurement of the energy accumulation in the
oceans in order to reach the requested specifications in the long term. In addi-
tion, many space missions could be combined with this constellation to understand
these issues. In the same way that the CERES instruments on Terra and Aqua
are combined with geostationary imagers [Loeb et al., 2018]. A constellation of
satellites would improve the spatial and temporal resolution of the radiation maps
obtained from observations. In order to configure a constellation and quantify
the improvements in resolution, it is necessary to simulate several constellations
to converge toward optimal architecture. It is nevertheless non-trivial to simulate
the reconstruction of information measured by one or more satellites in orbit. In-
deed, the observation and reconstruction will depend on satellite orbit, attitude,
and instrument characteristics. For this purpose, a tool has been developed. The
main objective of the code is to model the data retrieved from satellite observa-
tions. Given a precise configuration, the code should simulate the signal observed
by one or several satellites in orbit and reconstruct the flux maps. It provides the
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opportunity to quantify the performance of a given constellation.

Input Data to be Observed

The input data are used to simulate the terrestrial flux. Those fluxes are respec-
tively the OLR and OSR (examples in Figures 2.2 and 2.3). The ERA5 dataset
was detailed in Section 1.3. It is one of the suitable reference datasets to fit the
algorithm expectations as the maps are available hourly. The top net thermal
radiation, top net solar radiation, and TOA incident solar radiation will be the
variables used.

Figure 2.2: Example of net longwave radiation from ERA5.

Figure 2.3: Example of net shortwave radiation from ERA5.
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The OSR is computed from top net solar radiation and TOA incident solar
radiation. The data are available over the whole globe at 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ spatial
resolution (28 km × 28 km at the equator). The user can determine on what date
the observation will take place and for how long. The corresponding data are
recovered given those inputs. To perfectly match the measurements, the data set
is temporally interpolated in order to fit the sampling to the instrument.

Trajectory

The observer does not monitor the whole globe at each time. It is necessary
to retrieve the observer’s location to determine the observable part of the globe.
There may be one or more satellites, and each can be on a different orbit. This tool
must be able to evaluate the location of each satellite at each time step. Given the
satellite’s Two-Line Element (TLE) orbital components, this program computes
the location and velocity of an Earth-orbiting satellite.

FC

S

T

PA

Figure 2.4: Orbital mechanics diagram where S is the satellite, F is the center
of the Earth, P the perihelion, A the aphelion, C the center of the ellipse. T
the point located at the intersection between the circle of diameter AP and the
perpendicular to AP passing through the satellite.

To do so, it uses the most recent version of Simplified General Perturbations
4 (SGP4). It is possible to choose directly the altitude, eccentricity, ascending
node, periapsis argument, true anomaly, and inclination corresponding to an epoch
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instead of using the TLE as input. Thus, the program is able to propagate the
satellite’s orbit and recover its ground path at each specified time. An example of
the characteristic points is given in Figure 2.4. The satellite can then be located
from three coordinates as λsat, ϕsat, and zsat respectively, its longitude, latitude,
and altitude. The ground track is represented in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Example of ground track of a satellite.

Spacecraft

The spacecraft also called the platform, is orbiting around the Earth following a
certain trajectory. Its attitude must be acknowledged as the instrument is directly
located on the platform. For ease of use, it is considered that the platform is facing
nadir at all times. It represents a simple case where the observable is located along
the satellite’s ground track.

Figure 2.6: Nadir pointing satellite.

This corresponds to the case when the satellite is perfectly pointing toward the
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Earth all along its orbit, as shown in Figure 2.6. As an example, the instrument
pointing accuracy reaches about 0.2◦ for CERES FM-3 total channel [Priestley
et al., 2010]. The Sentinel-1 platform delivers very accurate pointing knowledge
of better than 0.004◦ on each axis, and high pointing precision of about 0.01◦ on
each axis [Torres et al., 2012].

Instrument

The instrument is considered perfectly facing nadir. Its response depends in that
case on the incident angle from the point observed on-ground.

Figure 2.7: Visualization of the satellite in orbit, characteristic angles, and pixel
seen by the satellite based on [Meftah et al., 2021].

Figure 2.7 represents the different angles between the satellite, the nadir, and
the observation location. The signal received by the modeled instrument results
from the integration of the signal received on the sensor surface with respect to
the angle of incidence. We use a function to model the observations. Initially,
we use a Gaussian function as it can model the general reception of data as a
function of this angle. Most sensors have a more Gaussian-shaped responsivity
where the FOV is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
Gaussian curve [Nguyen et al., 2018]. But this function can be modified to fit the
sensor specifications. The satellite has a location λsat, ϕsat and an altitude zsat. As
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explained in [Meftah et al., 2021], the angle θi,j at the center of the Earth (nadir)
between the satellite and the pixel (i, j) is given by Equation 2.1. The angle αi,j

between the nadir of the satellite and the pixel (i, j) is given by Equation 2.2. The
satellite elevation βi,j (complement of zenith angle) seen by the pixel (i, j) is given
by Equation 2.3.

θi,j = arccos [cos (ϕj) cos (λi − λsat) + sin (ϕj) sin (ϕsat)] (2.1)

αi,j = arctan

(
R sin (θi,j)

zsat +R(1− arccos (θi,j))

)
(2.2)

βi,j =
π

2
− αi,j − θi,j (2.3)

The view angle Ωi,j under which the pixel (i, j) is seen by the satellite is given by
Equation 2.4.

Ωi,j =

{
Si,jz

2 cos (αi,j) sin (βi,j) if βi,j ≥ 0

0 if βi,j < 0
(2.4)

Therefore the incident terrestrial flux is seen by the satellite according to the
Gaussian distribution G(θi,j), which is defined by Equation 2.5:

G(θi,j) = exp

(
− α2

2σ2

)
(2.5)

with σ, the variance of the Gaussian. σ is related to the FOV via σ = FOV/2
which is to be specified by the user.
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Figure 2.8: Map of the first samples of the reconstructions using a Gaussian dis-
tribution function in Wm−2.
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For example, for an average altitude of 540 km and a FOV of 135◦ the diameter
of the ground track is about 5000 km (considering the Earth curvature for large
FOV).
At each time step the data is recovered as the result of a convolution between the
Gaussian function and the input data. An example appears in Figure 2.8.

Output data

The output data from the simulation can be an averaged map of the outgoing ter-
restrial radiation over the whole globe such as in Figure 2.9. This figure represents
an example of global reconstruction in the form of a map. This map is created in
360×180 and shows the OLR from 64 satellites observations in equispaced Sun-
synchronous orbits. This map is based on ERA5 data. It is coherent and we can
distinguish the different areas such as areas with high OLR like in the tropics (high
clouds) and areas with low OLR at the South Pole.

OLR from 64 satellites at 10 FOV
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Figure 2.9: Reconstructed monthly terrestrial flux map (example of OLR) in
Wm−2 for 64 satellites at 10◦ for the month of July 2022.

2.2.2 Analysis of Simulations for Different Configurations

of Satellites and Impacts on the Accuracy

Different configurations of satellites imply different resolutions and revisit times.
The architecture must be adapted to the specifications in the short and long
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term. This section describes the impacts of different configurations on the ac-
curacy reached in the short and long term. We recall that the targeted accuracy
is of ±1.00Wm−2 in absolute and ±0.10Wm−2 stability per decade in terrestrial
flux measurements.

Short Term

The measurement of the terrestrial flux at the TOA is simulated in this section at
a short time scale. The objective is to show the impact of the number of satellites
and FOV to observe the OSR and OLR. The duration is chosen to be one month.
It is long enough to plot a single map of the whole globe with one satellite. This
means that the satellite has covered the entire globe and has been able to take
readings at every point on the globe during this period. We consider a satellite in
low Sun-synchronous orbit. We choose to take data from ERA5 as a reference for
the observation during the month of July 2022 with the objective to compare the
map of the terrestrial flux retrieved from different configurations of satellites.
An example is to set an orbit of reference with the parameters in Table 2.1:

Parameter Value
Altitude 533× 103m

Eccentricity 0.0012933
Ascending node 153.7201◦

Periapsis argument 12.6002◦

True anomaly 15.129 648 14◦

Inclination 97.4960◦

Sampling period 30 s

Field of view 135◦

Epoch 2021/04/01 03:18:00 UTC

Table 2.1: Satellite configuration for the simulation.

We consider several satellites in orbit, the satellites are equally distributed over
the entire surface of the globe. The orbits are similar, only the ascending node
changes for each satellite. The indicators that will help quantify the performance
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of the configurations are the mean absolute error (MAE defined in Equation 2.6)
and the bias (Equation 2.7) computed between the observation model and the
input reference data which are monthly maps of the whole globe.

MAE =

∑n
i=1 |yi − xi|

n
, (2.6)

Bias =

∑n
i=1 yi − xi
n

, (2.7)

where yi are the simulated values, xi the reference values, and n the number of
values.

Figure 2.10: Observation from different satellites configuration. OLR and OSR
for July 2022 in Wm−2.
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The MAE characterizes the average absolute difference between the map cre-
ated from the simulation and the actual map used as a reference. In comparison
with the mean squared error, the MAE does not penalize greater errors more
severely. For the MAE the score grows linearly as the magnitude of the error
increases. The lower the MAE, the more the configuration allows a precise mea-
surement of the selected variables. The bias characterizes the systematic error or
deviation that results in an erroneous estimation of the variables. The lower the
bias, the more the configuration allows an accurate measurement of the selected
variables.
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Figure 2.11: MAE and bias from different satellites configuration. OLR and OSR
for July 2022 in Wm−2 with 135◦ FOV.

The results obtained from the simulations are shown in Figure 2.10. Both OLR
and OSR are simulated. One important parameter to consider is the FOV. This
is clearly visible in Figure 2.11 showing the MAE and bias versus the number of
satellites in the constellation. Although the number of satellites increases, the FOV
of the satellites remains constant. This way, the best result can be reached quickly
and is limited by the FOV. It is visible that the best compromise would be to use
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8 satellites. The increase in the number of satellites would not allow a significant
performance improvement (e.g. in terms of MAE). Nevertheless, increasing the
number of satellites has an important impact in the very short term. Indeed, the
revisit time will be shorter, proportionally to the number of satellites. Going from
a wide FOV to a narrow FOV can then improve the reconstructed map. Therefore,
we now simulate the reconstruction for the same configurations but with a much
smaller FOV. The FOV is chosen to be 10◦.

Figure 2.12: Observation from different satellites configuration. OLR and OSR
for July 2022 in Wm−2 with 10◦ FOV.

The results from the simulation are different as the FOV of the instrument
changes. For the example of a smaller FOV such as 10◦ in Figure 2.12, mapping the
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terrestrial radiation is getting more and more accurate as the number of satellites
increases. This is due to a small FOV that allows us to depict small phenomena
without any complex reconstruction. This is highlighted in Figure 2.13 where
we have the MAE and bias versus the number of satellites. The limit reached
previously for a wider FOV is not reached even for 64 satellites. The indicators
are much better than for a wide FOV. However, many more satellites are needed
to cover the whole globe in a small amount of time. This is explained as the
observable locations are narrowed. Therefore, many passes are necessary to collect
data all around the planet.
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Figure 2.13: MAE and bias from different satellites configuration. OLR and OSR
for July 2022 in Wm−2 with 10◦ FOV. The previous configuration for 135◦ FOV
appears in a dotted line for comparison purposes.

The smaller the resolution the better the accuracy will be with a large number
of satellites. This explains visually how the FOV has an important role in the
observation and can be the limiting variable. For each architecture, the optimal
FOV should be determined to optimize the performance such as in Figures 2.14
and 2.15. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the simulation for 1 satellite with different
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FOV. A small FOV will achieve better accuracy than a wide FOV for the same
configuration but the global coverage of the whole globe will be reached much
faster with a wide FOV than for narrow FOV instruments. This explained how
40◦ FOV seems to better optimize the performance. The FOV is narrow enough
to reach a high spatial resolution but wide enough to cover the globe.

Figure 2.14: Observation from different satellite FOV. OLR and OSR for July
2022 in Wm−2.

We have seen that for a selected orbit, the number of satellites and FOV of
the instruments on-board are key parameters to configure a constellation. Those
parameters depend on the targeted specifications.
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Figure 2.15: MAE and bias from different satellites configuration. OLR and OSR
for July 2022 in Wm−2 with different FOV.

Long Term

It is interesting to model the measurement of the components of the EEI to simu-
late long-term Earth observation. The aging of the instruments is not taken into ac-
count here. For one satellite observing the Earth’s radiation on a Sun-synchronous
orbit at LEO, the information is biased as the satellite is not visualizing the whole
globe. It is sensing radiation at a certain local time. A constellation of CubeSats
could improve spatio-temporal resolution and entail a better representation of the
phenomena. This is clearly visible on Figure 2.16.
UVSQ-SAT and INSPIRE-SAT 7 are satellites that will be presented in the manuscript.
They are both LEO satellites. Figure 2.16 shows the results from different config-
urations in the long term (10 years period). It is visible that the observation of
the EEI with a satellite implies a bias in the measurement and it is similar for the
2 satellites configuration. The 2 satellites are not equally spaced therefore it could
explain the important bias. The measurement would thus not be representative of
the value of the EEI.
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Figure 2.16: 12 Months rolling mean of the TOA outgoing radiation and EEI from
ERA5, UVSQ-SAT (simulation), INSPIRE-SAT 7 (simulation), and 16 satellites
constellation simulation.

We note that for 16 satellites in orbit, the value of the EEI perceived is con-
sistent with the values of ERA5 data used as a reference. The 16 satellites are
equally spaced in LEO Sun-synchronous orbit. We conclude that the number of
satellites also plays a role in long-term measurements of the EEI. The aging of the
instrument is also major to reach the targeted specifications in the long term.

2.2.3 Spatial Resolution Criterion

According to the specifications from Chapter 1, the spatial resolution of the out-
going terrestrial flux should be around 10 to 100 km to monitor local phenomena
such as for example clouds, and aerosols formed from photo-chemistry.
The spatial resolution is defined as the physical dimension that represents a pixel
of the maps. It is the size of the surface covered by the instrument at each acqui-
sition. The instrument FOV can be computed from the spatial resolution (∆X)
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from Equation 2.8:

FOV = 2arctan

(
∆X

zsat

)
(2.8)

The curvature of the Earth has no significant impact at high resolution (given a
very small FOV), simplifications can be made to compute an order of magnitude.
To respect the strictest specifications, we must reach 10 km (5 km radius) spatial
resolution. The FOV of the instrument must be such that tan

(FOV
2

)
= 5

540
con-

sidering an average altitude of 540 km. The FOV is estimated to be of 1.06◦. It
corresponds to the characteristics of the instrument on-board the satellite. Instan-
taneous measurements, meaning corresponding to single pixel instruments covering
the whole globe at each time could be done with 510.1×106

100
= 510.1× 104 satellites

where 510.1 × 106 km2 is the Earth total area. Obviously, this is an unrealistic
scenario, the real number of satellites needed is reduced by the will to have a lower
temporal resolution and the possibility to realize the measurement with a multi-
point instrument.
In order to scan a large part of the ground at each orbit, we can imagine a system
composed of several sensors in the form of a strip, or linear sensor and an optical
system. The use of the thinnest possible sensors allows to reduce the size of the
optical system. We can estimate a field of view of 10◦ with such a sensor allowing
a resolution of 10 km per sub-pixel. The focal length of the lens can be determined
by F = s/FOV where s is the sensor’s length to get an order of magnitude of
about 10mm/0.0185 rad = 21.10 × 102mm. It gives an idea of the overall size of
the instrument. The 10◦ FOV is chosen as it is narrow enough to minimize optical
aberrations.
This assumption is purely hypothetical and is provided to illustrate how the mea-
surement may be made without the need to mechanically alter the instrument’s
tilt to scan the surface.

2.2.4 Temporal Resolution Criterion

Now that the FOV is defined, the configuration must be determined with respect to
the temporal resolution criterion. Both of the criteria are directly linked. Accord-
ing to the specifications from Chapter 1, the temporal resolution of the outgoing
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terrestrial flux should be about 3 hours.
The temporal resolution is, in our case, the revisit period. The satellite revisit
period is the time elapsed between observations of the same point on Earth by a
satellite. The FOV determined previously plays an important role in the compu-
tation.
The larger the FOV, the larger the area visible to the satellite, and the larger the
area of the globe scanned. We consider the revisit period as the maximum duration
elapsed between observations of the same point on the ground. For two similar
orbits, the revisit time will be shorter for a large FOV but this entails worsening
the spatial resolution.
To determine the revisit period of a configuration, we are using the previously
described tools to propagate the orbits. The revisit period will depend on the
location of the observer, on the satellite trajectory, and on the FOV. Therefore,
calculations were made at different locations on a gridded map of the whole globe
for each satellite. To determine the locations on Earth of the observations we
utilized an implementation of the method described in [Swinbank and Purser,
2006]. Their proposed approach involves drawing golden spirals (logarithmic spi-
rals whose growth factor is the golden ratio) on perfect spheres and dispersing the
points on those to evenly distribute the points on the globe. We define a period of
time for which the revisit times are computed at each location. Given the order of
magnitude of the computed revisit periods, it seemed adapted to choose 6 months
for the study. The precise date and time of revisit are then combined for all of
the satellites of the constellation. Finally, we determine the maximum elapsed
duration between two observations. It gives an estimate of the revisit period de-
pending on the location of the observer but it is crucial to select the indicator of
revisit period over the whole globe as the objective is to cover the whole globe.
The indicator can be to choose the maximum, the median, or other quantities to
characterize the constellation and its ability to cover the whole globe. The first
phase consists in defining the architecture of the satellite configuration. An exam-
ple is the Walker constellation. Walker constellations appear to be best for global
comprehensive coverage. If there aren’t enough satellites to provide continuous
coverage, the maximum revisit time is optimized to reduce the number of satel-
lites [Casanova et al., 2012]. In our case, we will define a constellation of several
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satellites each located on a different orbital plane in a Sun-synchronous orbit. The
configurations were described in Section 2.2.2. In those particular configurations,
no satellite is able to monitor the North and South poles due to the inclination of
the Sun-synchronous orbit. Indeed, Sun-synchronous satellites never pass directly
over the poles. We chose to limit the study to latitudes between -80 and 80◦. The
revisit time is computed for each observable point chosen. Figure 2.17 is a map
representing the revisit time for each location on the Globe plate carrée projection.
The configuration corresponds to 128 satellites on 128 different equi-spaced planes.
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Figure 2.17: Revisit period map for 128 Sun-synchronous satellites.

The figure shows that the revisit times are clearly not homogeneous over the
entire map. A specific North/South symmetry is noticeable. Also, the revisit time
is more important in the tropics. This is justified by the choice of a configuration
with several polar orbit planes.
Figure 2.18 shows the revisit period for different configurations. Each satellite has
a 10◦ FOV and is facing nadir. Three variables are represented, the median of the
revisit period, the first and third quartile of the revisit period.
The median is the value that separates the higher half from the lower half of a
data, therefore it can be a simple and adequate indicator to characterize the revisit
period of the constellation.
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Figure 2.18: Revisit period for equi-spaced Sun-synchronous orbits.

According to this indicator, to reach a 3 h median revisit time over the whole
globe, we estimate that between 256 and 512 satellites are necessary on different
equi-spaced Sun-synchronous orbital planes. The median revisit time is 5 h and
21min for the 128 satellites constellation, 2 h and 44min for the 256 satellites
constellation, and 1 h and 8min for the 512 satellites constellation. Choosing
the maximum as a reference will ensure that we stay below a certain revisit time,
however, the maximum value can be singular and very far from the rest of the data
set. Therefore, the third quartile is preferred here to compare the configurations.

2.2.5 Local Time Criterion

Local time is another important criterion for Earth observation to properly discuss
the variations. An example is the monitoring of the diurnal cycle, having satellites
monitoring different local times entails a better understanding of those variations.
Diurnal changes in deep convective clouds affect incoming shortwave and OLR
which are the components of the EEI [Hendon and Woodberry, 1993]. It is crucial
as for example, stratospheric clouds follow a diurnal rhythm linked to convective
activity [Dauhut et al., 2020]. This could not be monitored by CALIPSO because
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of its Sun-synchronous orbit and its fixed overpass local time. Those phenomena
are nevertheless directly linked to the EEI components. The architecture of the
constellation is based on the choice of equi-spaced orbits covering local times. This
choice allows monitoring a particular local time with each satellite in order to avoid
biases and to study the phenomena related to the true solar time. This makes it
possible to monitor almost instantaneously the diurnal cycle with variations of
the order of 3 hours, if not to observe the diurnal cycle on an annual average (in
the long term). This is crucial to observe the impact of each phenomenon in the
climate system.

2.2.6 An Optimal Configuration

Therefore we can establish a configuration that can meet our needs.
Few assumptions were made in the study. Considering the satellites are in Sun-
synchronous orbits, about fifty satellites with a FOV of 10◦ would allow a MAE of
the order of a few Wm−2 which would suit the accuracy specifications. But this is
not the only key parameter. The overall local time coverage and spatio-temporal
resolution are crucial.
According to the targeted specifications, the FOV of the instrument should actually
be close to 1.06◦ to reach 10 km on-ground. Given this information, the need for
an array of sensors to increase the instrument swath seems necessary to reach a
much smaller temporal resolution. For a 10◦ swath, a constellation of 512 satellites
is necessary to reach a revisit period below 3 h revisit period (the revisit period
third quartile being 1 h 20min), while the 256 satellites configuration has a median
revisit time below 3 h this is not the case of its third quartile. For 512 satellites,
99% of the revisit period computed (at equispaced locations on Earth between -
80◦ and 80◦ latitudes) are below 1 h 35min. The assumptions on the configuration
are that we consider only Sun-synchronous orbital planes with several satellites
in-orbit on each of them to reach the specifications.
Constellation simulations for revisit period calculation are very computationally
intensive (several weeks of calculation). It was therefore not possible to simulate
for lots of different configurations and to simulate a map over 3 hours for 512
satellites with a narrow field of view. The satellites are assumed to be pointed
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toward the nadir. Such a constellation could be developed with the help of precise
attitude control.

2.3 Conclusions and Perspectives

A constellation, as opposed to a single satellite, can provide permanent global or
near-global coverage, ensuring that at any time, at least one satellite is visible
everywhere on Earth. This would allow us to see the phenomena in certain high-
impact areas such as the poles and the tropics. It can provide more continuous
coverage and can be more resilient to individual satellite failures or other disrup-
tions.
A constellation of satellites is necessary to reach the specifications for the measure-
ment of the radiation balance and to improve the resolution of the measurements
carried out for terrestrial flux. However, its architecture has a direct impact on
the measurement whether it is specific or not to the radiation balance study.
A determination of the constellation architecture was realized to deduce the num-
ber of satellites needed along with the instruments’ characteristics to respect the
specifications. Important parameters such as the FOV of the satellite or the re-
construction methods are directly put at the center of the challenge. A small FOV
directly entails a better spatial resolution but requires more satellites to reach the
same temporal resolution as with a larger FOV. Therefore, a constellation of 512
satellites with 10◦ narrow FOV is necessary to fit the specification mentioned in
Chapter 1 reaching 10 km spatial resolution, and 3 h revisit time. Because of the
hostile environment in which the instruments are operated, they typically degrade.
Radiometers are especially sensitive since their optical parts are unprotected from
solar radiation. The degradation can result from a combination of solar irradiation
and instrumental contamination, which can cause the polymerization of organic
material and, as a result, irreversible deposition of this material on the instru-
ments’ optical surfaces [BenMoussa et al., 2013]. Therefore, although it was not
part of this study, the aging of the instrument also plays a significant role in order
to obtain optimal performance on the measurements. Instrument design could al-
low for in-orbit degradation tracking and calibration. The theoretical constellation
has been defined. In case of development and deployment of such a constellation,
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further studies would be necessary. The technologies and methods implemented
will be very different from those currently implemented. The number of satellites
in the constellation must be designed to be insensitive to the risk of satellite fail-
ure. The instruments on board will have to be redundant and have been validated
in orbit (TRL9). The communication chain with the satellites must be adapted,
and a sufficient ground network for telecommunication must be implemented. Ac-
tually, the whole process should be adequately adapted to new challenges linked
to the mega constellation. The constellation designed as it is, improves coverage of
the short-term phenomena at high spatio-temporal dynamics. The choice of Sun-
synchronous orbits for the constellation would entail equi-spaced measurements to
monitor every local time. It aims to avoid biases and to study phenomena that
are linked to true solar time such as convective clouds that have a direct impact
on the Earth’s radiation budget.
The spatial and temporal resolution of the measurements would be greatly im-
proved by deploying a constellation such as the one described. Compared to the
results presented in Chapter 1, this is a great step forward for the measurement
of the radiation budget and potentially other variables intrinsically linked to the
evolution of the climate. This constellation would make it possible to observe and
quantify numerous radiative forcings at short-term dynamics such as radiative im-
pacts of aerosols and clouds which are highly variable spatially and temporally.
The question of space debris is at the center of the current challenges, the con-
stellation of satellites must be as optimized as possible. The number of satellites
must be justified and ideal in order not to congest space.
The UVSQ-SAT satellite presented in Chapter 3 is a pathfinder that aims to
validate scientific and technological hypotheses with a small satellite before indus-
trializing the monitoring process with a constellation.
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3.1 The UVSQ-SAT Mission

Figure 3.1: UVSQ-SAT in the cleanroom (credits: LATMOS).

A constellation of satellites is crucial and would be a major improvement in mea-
suring the ERB. This section presents the UVSQ-SAT satellite. Its objective is
to validate scientific hypotheses for a future constellation to observe terrestrial
radiation. It is the first phase of the future deployment of a constellation of satel-
lites for the measurement of the radiation balance. The satellite is detailed and
instrumental and behavior equations are developed.

3.1.1 Objectives and Current State

Scientific Objectives

As explained in [Meftah et al., 2021], UltraViolet & infrared Sensors at high Quan-
tum efficiency on-board a small SATellite (UVSQ-SAT) (Figure 3.1) is a pioneering
space-based mission to demonstrate technologies for broadband measurements of
ERB [Meftah et al., 2020b]. The mission is part of the International Satellite
Program in Research and Education (INSPIRE). The motivation of the UVSQ-
SAT mission (INSPIRE-05) is to implement miniaturized disruptive technologies
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for remote sensing with compact sensors that could be used in the future for a
multi-point satellite constellation for observing ECV, namely shortwave and long-
wave radiative fluxes at the TOA and UV solar spectral irradiance [Meftah et al.,
2018, 2020c]. Measuring the absolute value of the EEI and its variability over
time appears to be a very difficult challenge. Ideally, EEI monitoring should be
performed with a constellation of satellites in order to resolve as much as possible
spatio-temporal fluctuations in EEI which are indicative of the underlying mech-
anisms driving climate change at global and regional scales. At the present stage,
the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat is a demonstrator, expecting future developments and
improvements that would then really allow for making use of CubeSat technol-
ogy for these scientific purposes. The expected performances for UVSQ-SAT are
to measure the EEI with a stability per year of ±5Wm−2 at 1σ [Meftah et al.,
2020c]. The UVSQ-SAT EEI expected performances depend on the error budget
of several parameters.

Proceedings

During the year 2020, UVSQ-SAT environmental testing and calibrations were
carried out. Vibration testing, electromagnetic compatibility tests, calibration
with a Xenon lamp and a black body, thermal vacuum, and thermal balance tests,
magnetic cleanliness verification of the satellite, and end-to-end tests with the
UHF/VHF LATMOS ground-based station were performed (telemetry at
437.020MHz, telecommand at 145.905MHz) [Meftah et al., 2021].
After delivery of the satellite to the Cape Canaveral launch pad in the United
States, UVSQ-SAT was launched among 142 other spacecrafts (Figure 3.2). A
world record at that time. The CubeSat was launched into a Sun-synchronous
orbit by the LATMOS with the Falcon 9 rocket on the 24th of January 2021.
After a commissioning phase, the routine phase started on the 13th of March 2021.
The satellite is on a sun-synchronous orbit around the Earth at an altitude of
about 533 km (515 km at perigee), an inclination of 97.5010◦, an eccentricity of
0.0014455, a right ascension at the ascending node of 128.4244◦, and an argument
at the perigee of 94.1573◦. The duration of an orbit is about 95.18min.
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Figure 3.2: Transporter-1 mission with 143 spacecrafts on-board (credits: SpaceX).

3.1.2 Implementation

Spacecraft

UVSQ-SAT is a one-unit (1U) CubeSat with a usable volume of 11.10 cm ×
11.10 cm × 11.35 cm (stowed configuration) based on the CubeSat standards from
[Puig-Suari et al., 2000]. LATMOS is a prime contractor for the 1U CubeSat and is
working with a manufacturer (Innovative Solutions In Space (ISIS)) to construct a
specialized satellite platform. Despite its small size, the CubeSat features all of the
important subsystems and operations found in bigger spacecraft. The nanosatel-
lite platform is shown in Figure 3.3.
As explained in [Meftah et al., 2020a, 2021], UVSQ-SAT is made up of multiple
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subsystems, including the mechanical structure, the power subsystem, the ther-
mal control subsystem, the magnetorquer board, the command and data handling
subsystem (CDHS), the communication subsystem, and the payload subsystem
(ERS, UVS, TSIS, and a 3-axis accelerometer/gyroscope/compass (TW sensor)).
The UVSQ-SAT is a CubeSat that adheres to the CubeSat standard and is com-
patible with an ISIS Quadpack CubeSat deployer. The satellite structure includes
two separation switches. This guarantees that the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat remains
inactive during the launch and pre-launch phases. All UVSQ-SAT materials and
coating selection, are compliant with requirements such as total mass loss (TML)
less than 1% and collected volatile condensable material (CVCM) less than 0.1%,
according to guidelines for spacecraft cleanliness control (ESA-PSS-51 from Eu-
ropean Space Agency). The electric power supply (iEPS) is designed to support
power conversion and store and distribute the energy to the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat
subsystems.

UVS

Figure 3.3: The UVSQ-SAT satellite and subsystems [Meftah et al., 2020a].

Power conversion up to 25W is provided by the iEPS with 3 max power point
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tracking (MPPT). This would improve the amount of power delivered to the bat-
teries of the CubeSat. By using MPPT, the solar panel cells are connected at the
best voltage possible that maximizes solar power, as opposed to using fixed point
voltage like other EPS.

Table 3.1: UVSQ-SAT CubeSat Properties from [Meftah et al., 2020a, 2021].

Properties Value Comments
Orbit SSO ∼534 km, LTAN of ∼21:30
Design lifetime 1 year for LEO 3 years desired
Launch date 24 January 2021 Launch vehicle: Falcon 9
Size 1 U 11.10 (X)×11.10 (Y)×11.35 cm (Z)
Mass 1.2 kg Nominal mass
Solar cells 12 3G30A solar (Azurspace)
Batteries 22.5Wh @8V 2 batteries (NCR18650B)
Power generated 2.2W Orbit average power (OAP) in LEO
Power consumption 1.2W Orbit average
ADCS 3-axis magnetometer Earth magnetic field measures

3-axis magnetorquer 0.2Am2 magnetic dipole
6 SLCD-61N8 photodiodes Estimation of the Sun’s direction

CDHS and OBC 400MHz, 32-bit ARM9 Processor
32MB SDRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
2×2GB SD-cards Non-volatile data storage
1MB NOR flash Code storage
I2C, SPI, UARTs UART used for debugging iOBC

Data downlink 1.2/9.6 kbps UHF BPSK (437.020MHz)
Data uplink 9.6 kbps VHF FSK (145.905MHz)
Ground contact station Less than 1 h per day LATMOS station
Redundancy stations NCU, LASP Satnogs network
Downlink UVSQ-SAT data 1.8Mbyte per day Maximum during a day
Uplink UVSQ-SAT data 0.3Mbyte per day Maximum during a day
Transponder Link with amateur radio Live retransmission of FM signals
Payload 12 ERS EEI measurements

1 UVS UV SSI measurements
3 TSIS Part of TSI measurements
1 TW sensor Accelerometer, gyro and compass

Launch adapter Quadpack CubeSat deployer mass up to 2 kg

IEPS has two batteries (22.5Wh), which supply voltage to several outputs
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(3.3V, 5V, and unregulated battery line (6-8V)) over multiple switchable and
permanent power lines. The depth of discharge (DoD) of a fully charged battery
is 0%. In general, less than 30% DoD is recommended full-time. UVSQ-SAT is
equipped with six solar panels made up of 12 Azurspace solar cells. These have
a high conversion efficiency (30% for the beginning of life (BOL)), enabling solar
power conversion of up to 2.2W per 1U area in low Earth orbit. The satellite
properties in terms of hardware, payload, and orbit are detailed in Table 3.1.

Payload

The UVSQ-SAT satellite described by [Meftah et al., 2020a] is equipped with
different subsystems and sensors. As mentioned in [Finance et al., 2021a], the
instruments to measure terrestrial radiative flux are six photodiodes in the visible
domains, six Earth radiative sensors (ERS) with an Optical Solar Reflector, and
six ERS sensors with carbon nanotubes (CNT).

Ground segment (Antenna/MOC/SOC)

Mission Operation Centre (MOC)
- Receive / digitalize telemetry (TM) 
- Transmit telecommands (TC)

Science Operation Centre (SOC)
- Satellite operations
- TCs building and TMs decommutation
- Instruments calibration, data processing 
and formatting
- Data products archive and distribution

Ground Station (GS)

Figure 3.4: Ground segment architecture.
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The ground segment of the UVSQ-SAT satellite (Figure 3.4) is based in the LAT-
MOS. Its objective is to retrieve the data from the satellite to distribute it to
scientists. It is composed of an antenna positioned on the roof of the laboratory
and controlled by a computer to aim toward the satellite. The mission operation
center (MOC) aims to communicate with the satellite through telecommand and
telemetry reception. The scientific operation center (SOC) allows the planning
of the different satellite operations including uplink and downlink. It prepares,
calibrates, and formats the data before archiving and distributing the products.

3.2 UVSQ-SAT Instrumental Equations

The instruments on-board the satellite measure radiative fluxes. In order to ex-
plain, understand and calculate the fluxes it is important to apply the theory
behind the measurement of each sensor and to determine the instrumental equa-
tions. Those parts are described in [Meftah et al., 2021].

3.2.1 Earth’s Radiative Sensors

Each face of the UVSQ-SAT satellite has two ERS sensors, which have different
optical coatings (carbon nanotubes or optical solar reflectors). The properties of
the coatings were characterized in the lab (solar absorption, hemispherical emis-
sivity, bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)). The principle of
these ERS sensors with their associated coatings is to convert thermal energy into
electrical energy. The output voltage (V) is passively induced from the thermopile
proportional to the heat flux (Wm−2) through the sensor or similarly the tem-
perature gradient across the thin-film substrate and the number of thermocouple
junction pairs. The output voltage is conditioned by an electronic unit and con-
verted into analog-to-digital units (ADU) and is read by the UVSQ-SAT onboard
computer (OBC) thanks to a serial peripheral interface (SPI) bus, and stored by
the OBC. Once data are retrieved, the ADU signals SADU are converted into phys-
ical units to express the incident flux measurements Φin in on an ERS sensor using
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the transfer function (Equation 3.1):

Φin =

(
SADU(Ts, Tb)− V ref

ADU(Tb)

Nsamp
+ C1(Ts, Tb)

)
× 1

G(Tb)
× 1

Sens(Ts)
+C2(Ts) (3.1)

where VADU is a reference voltage, Nsamp is the number of samples for measure-
ment, G(Tb) is the gain of the electronic unit, Sens is the sensitivity of the sensor
(calibration in the lab), C1 and C2 are corrective offsets, which depend on the
temperature of the sensor. In the case of thermopiles, C2 = −ϵσT 4

s . ϵ is the
hemispherical emissivity of the thermopile coating and Ts is the ERS sensor tem-
perature. Tb represents the temperature of the sensor’s electronic board. The
total incident flux (Φin) on each ERS sensor is the sum of the solar incident flux,
the planetary incident flux (Φpin), and the albedo incident flux (Φain). The inci-
dent solar flux is considered to be known (TSI is measured precisely elsewhere).
By combining information from two ERS sensors on the same face (sensor with
carbon nanotubes (solar absorption close to 1) and sensor with optical solar re-
flector (solar absorption less than 0.1)), we get the albedo (α) of the planet and
the OLR at a measurement point located in latitude and longitude on the world
map (Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are given as example if a satellite face observes at the
nadir):

Φpin = ϵ×OLR×
(

REarth

REarth + zsat

)2

(3.2)

Φain = α× a×
(

REarth

REarth + zsat

)2

× cos (ξ)× TSI ×
(

1 au
dSun/Sat

)2

(3.3)

where REarth is Earth’s radius, zsat is the satellite altitude, a is the ERS (coating)
solar absorption, ξ is the solar zenith angle, 1 au is one astronomical unit, and
dSun/Sat is the distance UVSQ-SAT—Sun.
During satellite eclipse periods, two ERS sensors on the same face measure only
OLR, which allow obtaining direct measurements and inter-calibration of the sen-
sors.
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3.2.2 Photodiodes

Each face of the satellite has at least one photodiode which observes external
fluxes. A photodiode is a semiconductor p-n junction device that converts light
into an electrical current. The resulting current is converted into ADU and stored
by the UVSQ-SAT onboard computer. Once data are retrieved, the ADU signals
SpADU are converted into physical units to express the measurements Φpho using
the transfer function (Equation 3.4):

Φpho =

(
SpADU(Tpho, Tb)− V ref

ADU(Tpho, Tb)

Npsamp
+ Cp1(Tpho, Tb)

)
× 1

Gpho(Tb)
× 1

Spho(Tpho)
(3.4)

where Npsamp is the number of samples for measurement, Gpho is the gain of the
electronic unit, Spho(Tpho) is the responsivity of the photodiode (calibration done
by the manufacturer), Cp1 is a corrective offset, which depends on the temper-
ature of the photodiode. Tpho is the satellite structure temperature close to the
photodiode.
For the six photodiodes that measure the TSI and the OSR, the albedo of the
Earth can be obtained using an equation similar to that proposed in Equation 3.3.

3.2.3 Map Reconstruction Method from UVSQ-SAT Obser-

vation Time Series

Time series of the albedo and the OLR at the TOA are obtained from the obser-
vations made by the dedicated sensors on-board UVSQ-SAT.
Physically, each measurement of these time series represents the integral of the
signal of interest (OLR, albedo) and depends in practice on a large number of
parameters among which the bidirectional reflectance distribution function of the
Earth’s surface, the opacity of the atmosphere, the spectral and angular sensitivi-
ties of the sensors and their FOV. In particular, concerning opacity, it depends on
factors such as aerosol composition, clouds, temperature, or pressure.
In the first approach, we consider that each measurement results from the contri-
bution of a Gaussian distribution G(θi,j) of points located at the surface of the
Earth [Meftah et al., 2021]. Let the surface of the Earth be modeled by a regular
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grid whose coordinates are expressed with latitude and longitude. Each pixel (i, j)
of the grid is defined by its longitude λi and latitude ϕj coordinates and by its
area Sij (Equation 3.5):

Sij = R2 × cos (ϕj)∆λi∆ϕj (3.5)

where ∆λi, ∆ϕj are the sizes in radians of the pixel at longitude λi and latitude
ϕj.
The observed flux by UVSQ-SAT Fsat(λsat, ϕsat) is given by (Equation 3.6):

Fsat(λsat, ϕsat) =
Σi,jΩi,jGi,jFi,j

Σi,jΩi,jGi,j

(3.6)

where Σi,j, Ωi,j, Gi,j and Fi,j are defined in Equations 2.1-2.5. Finally, to re-
construct the map of what was measured by UVSQ-SAT, i.e., Fsat(λsat, ϕsat), we
calculate the functions Ωi,j, Gi,j for the satellite track to find the flux Fi,j associated
with each pixel.

3.2.4 Dissociation and Calculation of Terrestrial Flux

Due to redundancy in the measurements justified by the distribution of the sensors
on each side of the spacecraft, it is possible to combine those sensors to compute the
flux of interest. Therefore it entails multiple equations to dissociate the different
flux based on the wavelength-band of the detector to determine the part of reflected
solar flux or outgoing terrestrial thermal flux. The incident flux on the detector i
is defined as ϕi in Equation 3.7 as mentioned in [Meftah et al., 2020a]:

ϕi = Ai cos (θi)
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat

∫

λ

SI(λ)αi(λ)dλ

+AiFi/Earth

∫

λ

εi(λ)EI(λ)dλ

+Ai

d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
Fi/Earth

∫

λ

αSI(λ)ai(λ)dλ

+
N∑

j=1

GLi−j(Tj − Ti) + σ
N∑

j=1

GRi−j(T
4
j − T 4

i ) +Qri

(3.7)
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where i is the index of the ERS thermopile detector, Ti is the temperature of ther-
mopile i (K), Ai is the surface area of thermopile i (m2), θi is the angle between
the solar direction and the normal of the thermopile, dSun/Earth is the Sun/Earth
distance (km), dSun/Sat is the distance between the satellite and the Sun (km),
SI(λ) is the spectral solar irradiance in Wm−2µmm−1, λ is the wavelength in µm,
ai(λ) is the solar absorption of thermopile i, Fi/Earth is the Earth view factor, εi(λ)
is the normal emittance of thermopile i, EI(λ) is the spectral Earth irradiance in
Wm−2µmm−1, α is the Earth’s albedo, GL is the conductive couplings of ther-
mopile i (WK−1), GR is the radiative couplings of thermopile i (WK−1) σ is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.6704 × 10−8Wm−2K−4), and Qri is the absorbed
residual power (Moon, planets, etc.). This yields solving a set of N differential
nonlinear equations to obtain OLR (

∫
λ
EI(λ)dλ) and OSR (

∫
λ
aSI(λ)dλ).

ϕi/Ai −
(

N∑

j=1

GLi−j(Tj − Ti) + σ
N∑

j=1

GRi−j(T
4
j − T 4

i ) +Qri

)
/Ai = Φi (3.8)

Φi = cos (θi)
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat

∫

λ

SI(λ)ai(λ)dλ+ Fi/Earth

∫

λ

εi(λ)EI(λ)dλ

+
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
Fi/Earth

∫

λ

aSI(λ)ai(λ)dλ

(3.9)

We note Φi as the first part of the equation, we have then Equation 3.10 as follows:

Φi = cos (θi)aiTSI
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
+ Fi/EarthεiOLR + Fi/Earthai

d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
OSR (3.10)

where, TSI is the total solar irradiance, OLR is the outgoing longwave radiation,
OSR is the outgoing shortwave radiation.
The global equation combining the photodiodes and thermopiles is as follows
(Equation 3.11): 


Γcnt

Γphoto

Γosr



[
OLR

OSR

]
=




Σcnt

Σphoto

Σosr


 (3.11)
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For ni being defined as the i element of the list
[+Xsat,−Xsat,+Ysat,−Ysat,+Zsat,−Zsat].

Γcnt i,1 = F[ni/Earth]ε[cnt/ni] and, Γcnt i,2 = F[ni/Earth]a[cnt/ni] (3.12)

Γphoto i, 1 = 0 and, Γphoto i, 1 = F[ni/Earth]a[photo/ni]ρphoto[ni/Earth] (3.13)

where ρphoto[i/Earth] is the angular function that represents the angular response of
the photodiode. The angular response is defined for an angle βlimit for which the
sensor stops sensing the flux, in Equation 3.14 as follows:

ρphoto(β) =

{
1 for |β| < βlimit

0 for |β| ≥ βlimit
(3.14)

Γosr i,1 = F[ni/Earth]ε[osr/ni] and, Γosr i,2 = F[ni/Earth]a[osr/ni] (3.15)

Σcnt i = Φcnt(ni)− cos (θ[ni])a[cnt/ni]TSI
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
(3.16)

Σphoto i = Φphoto(ni)− cos (θ[ni])a[photo/ni]TSI
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
(3.17)

Σosr i = Φosr(ni)− cos (θ[ni])a[osr/ni]TSI
d2Sun/Earth

d2Sun/Sat
(3.18)

The system presented previously can be solved using the least square method with
bounds on the variables. The difference between the first product and the right
part of the equation is to be optimized for the value of OLR and OSR to be
determined.

3.2.5 Attitude Determination is Directly Linked to Flux

Computation uncertainty

The incident flux is ϕref and can be incident solar flux or incident terrestrial flux
on each of the detectors on the satellite. We will consider each sensor separately
from the others to quantify the uncertainty. The true amount of flux received
by a sensor will be defined as ϕdetect. For example, defining the angle between
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the normal to the sensor and the direction of the Sun as θSun we write as follows
(Equation 3.19):

ϕdetect/Sun = ϕref/Sun. cos (θSun) (3.19)

This is done the same for terrestrial flux and we get Equation 3.20:

ϕdetect/Earth = ϕref/Earth.F (β) (3.20)

where F (β) is the view factor between the Earth and the sensor with β the angle
between the normal to the sensors and the Earth’s nadir. The view factor is defined
as follows.
If |β| ≤ arccos (1/h), F (β) is defined in Equation 3.21:

F (β) =
cos (β)

h2
(3.21)

If |β| > arccos (1/h), F (β) is defined in Equation 3.22:

F (β) =
1

πh2

(
cos (β) arccos (y)− x sin (β)

√
1− y2

)

+
1

π
arctan

(
sin (β)

√
1− y2

x

) (3.22)

with, h ≡ dSat/Earth/REarth, dSat/Earth is the distance from the satellite to the center
of the Earth and REarth is the Earth radius, x ≡

√
h2 − 1 and y ≡ cot (β).

Figure 3.5: Diagram of the terrestrial view factor from a sensor on-board the
satellite.
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If we consider an error to be defined on the angle θSun or β we have Equa-
tion 3.23:

ϕdetect/Sun = ϕerror/Sun. cos (θSun +∆θSun) or, ϕdetect/Earth = ϕerror/Earth.F (β +∆β)

(3.23)
We define γSun as the ratio between the computed incident Solar flux and the true
Solar flux. γEarth is the ratio in the case of terrestrial flux. They are defined in
Equation 3.24 and 3.25.

γSun =
ϕerror/Sun

ϕref/Sun
=

cos (θSun)

cos (θSun +∆θSun)
(3.24)

γEarth =
ϕerror/Earth

ϕref/Earth
=

F (β)

F (β +∆β)
(3.25)

Given an uncertainty on θSun and β we can compute the uncertainty equivalent
on the ratio presented. The uncertainty is increasing as the β angle increases.
Therefore we choose to consider the worst-case scenario where the angle is equal
to the magic angle of arccos

(
1√
3

)
as it is the angle where the nadir direction

would be the furthest from each normal to the sensors. As the uncertainty of the
attitude increases so does the one of the flux. The uncertainty of the solar flux is
more important than the terrestrial radiation. For example, for an uncertainty on
β of about 10◦ the uncertainty on the ratio is equal to 0.15◦. Given an average
terrestrial longwave radiation of about 240Wm−2 the uncertainty is equivalent to
36Wm−2. This shows the importance of determining the attitude of the space-
craft with accuracy. Actually, the accuracy of the flux computation is better than
the value mentioned here as for the UVSQ-SAT, the sensors are deployed on each
side of the CubeSat. Therefore, the same measurement is done by several sensors.
And in the calculation, it is really rare in fact to reach the highest uncertainty
equivalent to an angle of 54.74◦.
To conclude means were deployed to develop the process, from integration, calibra-
tion, to TM/TC communication and data processing. The instrumental equations
were precisely described and directly used to calculate and dissociate the different
flux observed by the instruments. The attitude determination of the satellite is
crucial for those computations. This is closely related to the restitution of the flux
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Figure 3.6: Uncertainty on the flux ratio defined in Equation 3.24 and 3.25 based
on the uncertainty on the angle θSun for Solar flux and β for terrestrial flux.

and therefore of the maps. These methods will be explained in the next section.
The methods developed hereafter are for a part totally new and original and for
another part very rarely described in articles. In the literature, the methods are
usually presented using simulations and not real in-orbit data. Moreover, these
methods are specific to the UVSQ-SAT satellite but can be adapted to other space
missions by following the implementation logic. These applications are therefore
to our knowledge unique and very little detailed in the application to real data.

3.3 Ground Testing and Validation of a Neural

Network to Determine the CubeSat Attitude

3.3.1 Introduction

The UVSQ-SAT satellite presented in Section 3.1 does not have a dedicated active
attitude determination and control system as can be found in larger satellites (star
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tracker, dedicated sun sensors, reaction wheels). Nevertheless, the knowledge of
the attitude has a direct effect on the restitution of the terrestrial flux. The more
precisely this is known, the more precise the flux calculation will be.
UVSQ-SAT being a CubeSat in the standard format, the methods used for this
platform could be usable on other missions (depending on the interest of the pay-
load embraced for the attitude restitution). Despite the fact that no dedicated
system is onboard the satellite, a lot of information is recorded and transmitted
by the satellite. This information ranges from radiative payloads to satellite health
data. This data informs us about the evolution of the satellite in its environment
and thus about its behavior and orientation. The idea is attributed to the fact
that scientific sensors and housekeeping data can be of great importance to locate
the Earth and the Sun from the satellite perspective.
Artificial intelligence and more particularly neural networks can allow us to extract
the desired information which is the orientation of the satellite. This data allows
us to dissociate and calculate the different terrestrial flows. In supervised learning,
the machine is taught with well-labeled training data and then anticipates the out-
put based on that data. The training data presented to the computers act as the
supervisor. A supervised learning algorithm’s goal is to discover a mapping func-
tion that will connect the input variables to the output variables even if the link is
relatively complex and variables dependent. In the case of attitude determination,
each sensor may have a different response and anticipation would be complicated.
Moreover, noise anomalies should be detected and not have any repercussions on
attitude determination.
Section 3.3.2 presents the stakes and the validation of a proof of concept on the
ground realized with the flight model of the UVSQ-SAT satellite.
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3.3.2 Paper: A New Method Based on a Multilayer Percep-

tron Network to Determine In-Orbit Satellite Attitude

for Spacecrafts without Active ADCS Like UVSQ-

SAT

As we have seen in Chapter 1, the EEI is considered an ECV that has to be
monitored continuously from space to study climate change. However, accurate
TOA radiation measurements remain very challenging. Ideally, as explained in
Chapter 2 EEI monitoring should be performed with a constellation of satellites in
order to resolve as much as possible spatio-temporal fluctuations in EEI which con-
tain important information on the underlying mechanisms driving climate change.
Chapter 3 presents that the monitoring of EEI and its components is the main
objective of the UVSQ-SAT pathfinder nanosatellite, the first of its kind in the
construction of a future constellation. UVSQ-SAT does not have an active attitude
determination system that is necessary for the calculation of EEI from satellite ra-
diation measurements. This paper presents a new effective method to determine
the UVSQ-SAT’s in-orbit attitude based on a deep learning algorithm. One of the
objectives is to estimate the satellite attitude precisely enough to retrieve the ra-
diative fluxes on each side of the satellite with an uncertainty of less than ±5Wm−2

(1σ). This innovative technology is applicable to any other satellite that lacks an
active attitude determination or control mechanism thanks to its versatility. A
ground-based calibration experiment with varying attitudes is done to assess the
method’s accuracy, with the Sun providing the radiative flux reference. According
to the estimation of the satellite ground-based attitude, the uncertainty on the
solar flux retrieval is about ±16Wm−2 (1σ). Limits of the test and perspectives
are discussed as a very similar algorithm will be implemented and used in-orbit
for UVSQ-SAT.
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Abstract: Climate change is largely determined by the radiation budget imbalance at the Top Of the
Atmosphere (TOA), which is generated by the increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs).
As a result, the Earth Energy Imbalance (EEI) is considered as an Essential Climate Variable (ECV)
that has to be monitored continuously from space. However, accurate TOA radiation measurements
remain very challenging. Ideally, EEI monitoring should be performed with a constellation of
satellites in order to resolve as much as possible spatio-temporal fluctuations in EEI which contain
important information on the underlying mechanisms driving climate change. The monitoring of
EEI and its components (incoming solar, reflected solar, and terrestrial infrared fluxes) is the main
objective of the UVSQ-SAT pathfinder nanosatellite, the first of its kind in the construction of a future
constellation. UVSQ-SAT does not have an active determination system of its orientation with respect
to the Sun and the Earth (i.e., the so-called attitude), a prerequisite in the calculation of EEI from the
satellite radiation measurements. We present a new effective method to determine the UVSQ-SAT’s
in-orbit attitude using its housekeeping and scientific sensors measurements and a well-established
deep learning algorithm. One of the goals is to estimate the satellite attitude with a sufficient accuracy
for retrieving the radiative fluxes (incoming solar, reflected solar, terrestrial infrared) on each face of
the satellite with an uncertainty of less than ±5 Wm−2 (1σ). This new method can be extended to any
other satellites with no active attitude determination or control system. To test the accuracy of the
method, a ground-based calibration experiment with different attitudes is performed using the Sun
as the radiative flux reference. Based on the deep learning estimation of the satellite ground-based
attitude, the uncertainty on the solar flux retrieval is about ±16 Wm−2 (1σ). The quality of the
retrieval is mainly limited by test conditions and the number of data samples used in training the
deep learning system during the ground-based calibration. The expected increase in the number of
training data samples will drastically decrease the uncertainty in the retrieved radiative fluxes. A
very similar algorithm will be implemented and used in-orbit for UVSQ-SAT.

Keywords: climate; earth energy imbalance; satellite; remote sensors; deep learning method

1. Introduction

UltraViolet & infrared Sensors at high Quantum efficiency on-board a small SATel-
lite (UVSQ-SAT) is a pioneering space-based mission to demonstrate technologies for
broadband measurements of Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) [1]. The mission is part of the
International Satellite Program in Research and Education (INSPIRE). The motivation of
the UVSQ-SAT mission (INSPIRE-05) is to implement miniaturized disruptive technologies
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for remote sensing with compact sensors that could be used in the future for a multi-point
satellite constellation for observing Essential Climate Variables (ECV), namely shortwave
and longwave radiative fluxes at the Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) and UV solar spectral
irradiance [2,3]. As a result of the increasing levels of infrared (IR) radiation-trapping
greenhouse gases (GHGs), the global energy budget is not balanced with the excess energy
accumulating in the Earth system. As a response, global mean surface temperatures in-
crease in order to enhance the outgoing terrestrial IR radiation and thus restore the Earth
energy balance. Measuring the absolute value of the Earth’s Energy Imbalance (EEI) and
its variability over time appears to be a very difficult challenge. Indeed, EEI is a measure of
the energy accumulation rate and hence of the warming trend of the Earth system. EEI is
derived from the simultaneous measurements of its different components: incoming solar,
reflected solar, and terrestrial infrared radiative fluxes. Ideally, EEI monitoring should
be performed with a constellation of satellites in order to resolve as much as possible
spatio-temporal fluctuations in EEI which are indicative of the underlying mechanisms
driving climate change at global and regional scales. The relevant scientific goal is to be able
to detect any EEI long-term trend with a target accuracy of 1/10 of the expected signal of
0.5–1.0 Wm−2 in the global mean during a decade [4–6]. These EEI scientific objectives are
extremely relevant and have not been achieved so far. At the present stage, the UVSQ-SAT
CubeSat is a demonstrator, expecting future developments and improvements that would
then really allow for making use of CubeSat technology for these scientific purposes. The
expected performances for UVSQ-SAT are to measure the EEI with a stability per year
of ±5 Wm−2 at 1σ [1]. The UVSQ-SAT EEI expected performances depend on the error
budget of several parameters. The in-orbit attitude determination of the satellite is one of
these parameters, which represents a random error. Thus, the accurate determination of
the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat in-orbit attitude is essential and implies an EEI determination that
should be less than ±5 Wm−2 at 1σ.

To measure the EEI at the TOA, the UVSQ-SAT satellite has Earth Radiative Sensors
(ERS) on each face of the CubeSat. The main goal of the UVSQ-SAT mission is to measure
with accuracy the incoming solar radiation (Total Solar Irradiance (TSI)) and the Earth
outgoing radiation (EOR = TOA Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) + Shortwave Radia-
tion (OSR)). There are two different strategies to measure and recover all Earth radiative
fluxes (solar, albedo, infrared) from UVSQ-SAT sensors. The first one is to compute an
average flux on the six different faces of the CubeSat as explained in details by [1]. How-
ever, this method implies identical responsivity and the same bidirectional reflectance
distribution function (BRDF) for all sensors of all faces of the CubeSat. The second strategy
is to compute the radiative fluxes (solar, albedo, infrared) for each face of the spacecraft.
This method implies a good knowledge of the UVSQ-SAT’s in-orbit attitude. However,
the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat does not have an attitude control system due to its compact design.
Indeed, no instrument is integrated on-board the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat to determine its
attitude (i.e., orientation in the reference frame) explicitly. For this reason, a new method
based on a deep learning algorithm was developed to determine accurately the UVSQ-SAT
in-orbit attitude using its on-board housekeeping and scientific sensors’ measurements.
The method is first tested here against ground-based calibration data. The method will
also be tested further in orbit. Ultimately, this approach for attitude determination could
be applicable to all future small satellites with radiative and optical scientific sensors on
several faces on the spacecraft but without the need for specific active on-board attitude
determination equipments.

Different approaches can be implemented to determine the in-orbit attitude of a
satellite. Satellite attitude determination and control system (ADCS) include sensors used to
determine attitude and attitude rate, such as Sun sensors, horizon sensors, magnetometers,
gyros and star trackers while actuators (magnetorquers, reaction wheels, thrusters) are
designed to change the spacecraft’s attitude. All of these sensors are more or less accurate
and all are different, as described in [7]. Sun sensors are used to provide an estimate of the
solar location in the spacecraft body frame, which can be used to estimate satellite attitude
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(accuracy less than 1◦). Horizon sensors can be simple infrared horizon crossing indicators
or more advanced thermopile sensors to detect the temperature differences between the
poles and the equator (accuracy less than 1◦). Magnetometers provide a measurement
of the local magnetic field used to provide both estimates of attitude and also orbital
position. Star tracker can provide an accurate, standalone estimate of the spacecraft’s
attitude by comparing a digital image captured with a CCD or CMOS sensor to an onboard
star catalog. For three-axis-stabilized spacecraft missions using star trackers, the pointing
accuracy can vary from 0.001◦ to approximately 0.7◦ at 1σ. For spin-stabilized spacecraft
missions, the pointing accuracy vary from 0.2◦ to 1◦ at 1σ. These values correspond to the
optimum conditions of use. In practice, many factors affect this accuracy, such as stray
light and magnetic interference. Other spacecrafts use photocells or camera to detect stars
or Earth [8] for attitude determination. Earth detection using real time image recognition
in deep learning has been described to determine the attitude of a satellite in [9]. On the
UVSQ-SAT satellite, no devices are present to perform image recognition to detect the
Earth’s location. To determine the UVSQ-SAT’s in-orbit attitude, we will use housekeeping
(temperatures sensors and solar photodiodes (400–1100 nm)) and scientific sensors (Earth
Radiative sensors—thermopiles) measurements.

The main goal of this manuscript is to develop a new concept based on deep learning
method to obtain the UVSQ-SAT in-orbit attitude to retrieve the different components of the
EEI for each face of the spacecraft. To validate the method before launch, a ground-based
calibration was carried out in Guyancourt (France) in October 2020. The Sun was used
as radiative flux reference. The amount of calibration data acquired was limited due to
the tight schedule and associated constraints (such as delay in integrations, bad weather
conditions during the test period, delivery date to the launcher). One of the initial objectives
was to validate new miniaturized technologies in orbit at technology readiness level of 9
(system proven in operational environment) in a short time frame program. An objective of
UVSQ-SAT is to be able to learn from this first mission about the development of a future
satellites constellation.

Section 2 gives a description of the deep learning method to retrieve the attitude of the
UVSQ-SAT satellite and presents the ground-based validation process. This method allows
for retrieving the attitude of a small spacecraft without any dedicated instrument to do so.
This technique does not require to add a specific instrument. This is favorable as a small
satellite tends to reduce the space needed along with the complexity of integrating one
more instrument. Moreover, it will lower the data rate to provide. Deep learning algorithms
are often used for remote sensing applications [10]. Neural networks are implemented
using satellite data for detect farms or to classify lands as in [11–14]. This technique appears
to be really convenient in the remote sensing field.

Section 3 presents the results and performance of the algorithm for the validation process.
Finally, Section 4 provides discussion and perspectives for in-orbit applications.

2. Method to Retrieve Terrestrial Net Radiation for Satellite That Does Not Have
Active ADCS

The main goal of the UVSQ-SAT pathfinder mission is to determine the Terrestrial
Net Radiation using remote sensors. The UVSQ-SAT CubeSat described in [1] has several
sensors on its six different faces:

• 12 ERS sensors are part of the UVSQ-SAT satellite (2 per face). Six ERS sensors aims to
measure radiation between 0.2 and 100µm using Carbon NanoTubes coatings (absorp-
tivity close to 1). Six other ERS sensors aim to measure radiation wavelength between
0.2 and 3µm with 0.06 absorptivity and between 3 and 100µm with 0.84 absorptivity
using optical solar reflector coatings. ERS measurements represent indicators to detect
Earth and the Sun positions.

• Three ultraviolet sensors (UVS) are part of the UVSQ-SAT scientific payload. They
focus on the 200–1100 nm wavelength range.
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• Six photodiodes (LED) are located on the spacecraft and measure solar and outgoing
shortwave radiations in the 400–1100 nm wavelength range.

• Temperature sensors (solar cells) are also located on each satellite panel.
• Teach’ Wear (TW) is a new three axis accelerometer/gyroscope/compass. The TW

module on-board UVSQ-SAT has an instrumentation that will be very helpful to
determine the reference position during the training phase such as: a three-axis
accelerometer, a three-axis gyrometer, and a three-axis magnetometer.

In the case of a satellite such as UVSQ-SAT that does not have an active attitude
determination and control system, it is necessary to develop a typical method to retrieve
terrestrial net radiation.

2.1. General Method Description to Determine the Terrestrial Net Radiation

Figure 1 presents the general method to determine the terrestrial net radiation from
the UVSQ-SAT satellite. The main goal is to obtain the incoming solar radiation (TSI),
the Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR), and the Outgoing Shortwave Radiation (OSR)
from the satellite measurements.

Figure 1. General method to determine the terrestrial net radiation from UVSQ-SAT remote sensors.

First of all, UVSQ-SAT scientific and housekeeping raw data are processed relatively
to their transfer function to obtain scientific values without satellite attitude correction.
In parallel, orbital parameters are retrieved to get the satellite’s orbital position. The latter
provides reference locations of the Sun and the Earth according to the satellite’s frame of
reference using an algorithm developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) in [15]. Thereby, scientific data and orbital parameters are used as inputs for our
deep learning algorithm. The deep learning method helps us to compute the satellite’s
attitude to then recover the different fluxes. The retrieved flux such as the outgoing
longwave radiation, the outgoing shortwave radiation and the solar radiation are processed
relatively to known solar radiation from other space-based instruments or solar models.
Finally, thanks to the three previous quantities, it is possible to compute the terrestrial net
radiation and to check whether we verify the scientific requirements presented in [1].
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2.2. Method Based on a Deep Learning Approach to Determine Satellite Attitude

The method involves the development of a new deep learning approach to determine
the UVSQ-SAT’s in-orbit attitude using its housekeeping and scientific sensors’ measure-
ments [16]. This method is based on a multilayer perceptron (MLP), a class of feedforward
artificial neural network (ANN) that is commonly used in simple regression problems.
A multilayer perceptron strives to remember patterns in sequential data. It requires a large
number of parameters to process multidimensional data.

The UVSQ-SAT satellite does not have an active attitude determination and control
system. It does not have the ability to point toward the nadir or the Sun with an on-board
automatic process using actuators. Section 1 shows that the computation of the radiative
fluxes (solar, albedo, infrared) for each face of the spacecraft implies a good knowledge
of the UVSQ-SAT’s in-orbit attitude. Therefore, an attitude determination algorithm is
required for that purpose and will be detailed below as well as its ground-based validation.
The deep learning algorithm regroups a five hidden fully connected layers neural network
detailed in Section 2.2.2. In this following method, we will exploit the symmetrical aspect
of the CubeSat and the sensors distribution on the six different faces.

This approach is based on an empirical method to determine the satellite’s attitude
as the algorithm will be trained using experimental observations retrieved by the differ-
ent sensors.

2.2.1. Training of the Deep Learning Neural Network

The first step to validate the deep learning method is to train the neural network.
The training has to be done with ground-based calibration and in-flight calibration (once
in orbit). Regarding the ground-based calibration, it can be done using the Physikalisch-
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB, Braunschweig in Germany) standard blackbody (BB 3200 pg)
developed for temperatures up to 3200 K. This solution has the advantage of having a stable
and known source, and allows easy positioning of the satellite. Due to the COVID-19 sanitary
crisis and the associated travel restrictions, we were unable to use this facility. Therefore, we
have used the Sun as a reference source for this purpose.

Figure 2 presents the different phases of the ground-based validation using the Sun as
a reference source. First of all, to be able to run the way described in Section 2.1, the deep
learning algorithm needs training. It will be implemented via supervised learning. To train
the algorithm, it is important to exhaustively specify the experimental model as well as the
inputs and outputs.

For this phase, the objective of the algorithm is to determine the azimuth of the Sun
according to the satellite’s frame of reference at any time thanks to the measurements made
by the satellite. We must train the algorithm as close as possible to in-orbit conditions.
Therefore, managing to expose the satellite straight to the Sun with different orientations
seemed to be the best option. The satellite was placed under a protection glass, on a mobile
support, in an open area (Guyancourt, France). The support allowed us to modify the
orientation of the satellite according to the position of the Sun. Since the final goal of
the attitude determination is to measure the flux, we benefited from a reference instru-
ment that performed flux measurement in parallel. This instrument was an SMP 6 model
pyranometer from Kipp and Zonen, and was placed on another support which remained
stationary throughout the experiment. The idea being to be able to compare the flux of the
pyranometer to the flux measured by the satellite sensors corrected by its attitude.

The Satellite Inertial Measurements Unit (IMU) in the Teach’ Wear module contains a
magnetometer, an accelerometer and a gyrometer. Therefore, knowing the Sun’s location
at each time along with the information retrieved from the Satellite IMU, it is relatively
practical to obtain the Sun’s position in the satellite’s frame of reference determining the
rotational components as follows:
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The satellite’s acceleration vector is defined as ~aSat, BSat represents the basis related to
the satellite’s frame of reference, and BTW is the basis related to the Teach’ Wear, inertial
unit’s frame of reference, defined in Equations (1) and (2):

∀(x, y, z) as,
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z
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−z




TW
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where BSat represents the basis related to the satellite’s frame of reference, BTW is the
basis related to the Teach’ Wear, ~aSat is the satellite’s acceleration vector, ax, ay, and az are
the three components of ~aSat in BSat and are measured by the accelerometer, mx, my, and
mz are the three components of the magnetic North ~m in BSat and are measured by the
magnetometer, and~i,~j,~k forms the new basis.

Figure 2. Ground-based calibration implemented to train and validate the satellite attitude determi-
nation algorithm.

The satellite’s reference frame is moving in the terrestrial reference frame, but the latter
can be recovered using the Inertial Unit (IU) reference frame in Figure 3. The accelerometer
recovers the gravity vector which defines one direction. The magnetometer retrieves
the magnetic North, which, projected on the plane for which the normal is the gravity
vector, defines another direction. The last direction is directly computed to create an
orthonormal basis. This new basis is created from the intrinsic satellite basis and described
in Equation (3):

~i =
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where Ix, Iy, and Iz are the three components of ~i in BSat, Jx, Jy, and Jz are the three
components of~j in BSat, and Kx, Ky, and Kz are the three components of~k in BSat.

Figure 3. Representation of the reference basis in the satellite frame of reference.

Therefore, it is straightforward to draw the rotation matrix related to each of those
basis and consequently to find the angular position of the CubeSat during training in
Equation (4):

RBsat−→Bre f erence =




Ix Iy Iz
Jx Jy Jz
Kx Ky Kz


 (4)

The solar position is given thanks to reference data or algorithms and its azimuth and
elevation can then be converted thanks to the previous rotation matrix so that they appear
in the satellite frame of reference.

The output of the trained algorithm should be the relative azimuth previously computed;
it corresponds to the azimuth of the Sun in the satellite’s frame of reference. In the training
phase, the error between this output and the computed reference position will be quantified
using a loss function. This function is detailed in Section 2.2.3. The output is then used to
retrieve the solar flux and quantitatively validated thanks to the reference pyranometer.

As a summary, training/test/validation datasets are all the inputs (solar elevation in
the satellite reference frame along with the normalized signals from the ERS sensors and
the photodiodes) and reference outputs (cosine and sine of the solar azimuth in the satellite
reference frame) of the UVSQ-SAT MLP neural network. We have chosen to randomly
distribute these previous samples in the three different datasets so that about 70% of the
samples will be in the training set, 15% in the validation set, and 15% in the test set.

The inputs are generated from the sensors. Outputs are generated from calculations.
The azimuth was first generated in the terrestrial reference frame thanks to a NREL algo-
rithm and was then transformed to the satellite reference frame, previously defined thanks
to the on-board accelerometer and magnetometer.

2.2.2. Neural Network Architecture of the Deep Learning Method

The diagram in Figure 4 describes the neural network architecture implemented and
how it is trained and validated during the experiments. The architecture is an MLP neural
network, which is a computational model with 587 neurons. Multilayer Perceptrons are
the classical type of neural network. They are suitable for regression prediction problems
where a real-valued quantity is predicted given a set of inputs. The hyper-parameters
(number of layers, learning rate, layer width, activation function, . . . ) of the UVSQ-SAT
MLP neural network were empirically determined based on output accuracies and rates of
convergence of the loss function.

The inputs are detailed in the following explanation. It is here the ideal case, and for
an optimum the output predicted should be the solar position that is computed following
the procedure mentioned in Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 4. Neural Network architecture with fully connected layers, as well as the inputs and outputs.

For each layer represented in Figure 4, the functions that are applied to the inputs of
the related layers structure the Net Function and are defined in Equations (5) and (6):

yi,j = g(σi,j) = g

(
nj−1

∑
i=1

ωi,j−1yi,j−1 + ω0,j−1

)
(5)

yi,j = Fi,j(y1,j−1..., ynj−1,j−1) (6)

where yi,j are the outputs and yi,0 = xi are the inputs of the node (i,j), ∀i ∈ [1, n0] and
∀j ∈ [1, l], l is the total number of layers, σi,j is the cache output before going through the
activation function, nj is the number of neurons at layer j, g is the activation function, ωi,j
are the weights, and ω0,j are called the biases.

For the UVSQ-SAT’s training, due to its efficiency and the ability to get more accurate
outputs in Table 1, we choose to use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function
defined in Equation (7):

g(z) =
{

0 for z < 0
z for z ≥ 0

(7)

For a reference case, we switch to different activation functions in order to empirically
determine the best one in terms of mean-squared-error on the results desired. The other
parameters were constants. The number of iterations of reference was fixed to be 300 maxi-
mum. A comparison is represented in Table 1 for two trainings (different Kaiming uniform
initialization of the weights). The Sigmoid activation function allows for computing the relative
azimuth with the worst accuracy as the convergence of the neural network is much slower
and would entail a much higher computation time (approximately 10,000 iterations).

Table 1. Averaged results obtained for each activation function comparing their mean squared error
between the predicted and desired azimuth as well as the number of iterations to reach the optimum.

Activation Function Mean Squared Error Iteration

RELU 55.6 282
ELU 61.8 284
Tanh 61.1 288

Sigmoid 6259.5 240
Leaky RELU 59.2 260

The exact architecture of the MLP neural network used for the determination of
attitude is such that the algorithm combines:

• 5 Hidden fully connected layers
• 25 Inputs
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• 2 Outputs
• Learning rate of 10−5, determined empirically
• Layers dimensions (width): 25/48/128/256/128/2

We compared the alternative structures in terms of accuracy and convergence rate.
Other activation functions (ELU, Tanh, Sigmoid, Leaky RELU) or value of the learning rate
(optimal for 10−5) would worsen the performance of the MLP neural network. Reducing
the number of layers in the MLP neural network would decrease the accuracy of the system
but increasing the number of layers would leave the accuracy unchanged with a longer
computation time.

The instruments of interest to locate the Sun in the satellite’s frame of reference are
the six panel photodiodes focusing in the 400–1100 nm wavelength range and the six ERS
sensors focusing on the 0.2–100µm wavelength range.

The function takes signals from the ERS sensors (thermopiles) and photodiodes (LED)
as inputs and the orientation angle as output (Figure 4). The 25 inputs for the neural
network are four ERS sensors with Carbon NanoTubes signals from the four lateral sides
of the CubeSat, at three different following times, making 12 inputs, along with the four
photodiodes’ signals from the four lateral sides at the same three different times. The last
input is the elevation of the Sun at the spacecraft coordinates. The idea was not to consider
the upper and lower faces of the CubeSat as to be able to generalize the trained function
to new conditions. Specifically, we assumed that the bottom not considered for training
would respond very differently in orbit. It is also known that this side never sees the
Sun during the training phase, so its detection seems impossible. As the desired output
is an angle, a straightforward way to avoid discontinuities is to use two trigonometric
functions cosine and sine of the output angle as two desired outputs to then easily compute
the related angle using atan2 function. Then, the orientation of the satellite in terms of
cosine and sine in time will not have discontinuities and will be continuous. During the
experiment, no abrupt change of orientation has taken place, as no abrupt changes will
occur in orbit according to the sampling frequency chosen for the satellite’s measurements.
The orientation at different following times is correlated. Therefore, taking different values
of the signals before and, after the instant we consider, seems logical. It is the equivalent of
a second-order central in finite differences’ components. One more input is the elevation of
the Sun, even though the dynamics of this parameter during the experiment is very small
compared to that of the other inputs, the elevation that will be known at this stage as an
input can influence the output in this three-dimensional problem.

2.2.3. Loss Function for Training the Deep Learning Neural Network

The loss function, also called cost function, characterizes the error between the pre-
dicted output and the targeted value of reference. In our case, as the deviation increases,
we will have continuously worse results derived from the output. Therefore, as the pre-
dicted output is getting further from the reference value, the quantified error should be
higher. In particular, we would rather have a small but regular error rather than very large
errors a little less frequently since this would completely affect the precision of the flux
measurement. Common loss functions are being investigated in [17].

Therefore, two bilateral loss functions that can be clearly defined are: Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which are defined in Equations (8) and (9):

MSE(y, yp) =
∑n

i=1(yi − yp
i )

2

n
(8)

MAE(y, yp) =
∑n

i=1 |yi − yp
i |

n
(9)

where y = [y1, ..yn] are the targeted values, yp = [yp
1 , ..yp

n] are the predicted values, and n is
the total number of data points.
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The MSE function will give more weight to the outliers than the MAE function that
will be more robust to those. If anomalies should be detected and taken into account, MSE
is the function to use, but, if outliers are present in the training set and not in the test set,
MAE should be chosen. Therefore, the most suitable function in our case is the MSE.

2.2.4. Performance and Uncertainties

Learning is based on optimization of the net function as mentioned above to obtain
the most accurate output, close to the reference data. The samples are split into three sets.
It is important that those sets are totally decorrelated. The first one is the train set that is
used to optimize the net function. Another one is the validation set that is used to check
the performance of the algorithm at each iteration over the train set. This is important as
it is a great indication to whether the function is able to generalize to other samples of
data in the validation set. It is critical as the net function’s parameters chosen are based
on the iteration that minimizes the loss for the validation set. The last dataset is the test
set for which the performance of the net function is evaluated. Figure 5 shows the loss
evaluated at each iteration during the training for both of the train and validation set. It
is clear that, at first, both of the computed losses decrease with the number of iterations.
However, at some point, the loss value for the validation set starts increasing. We have
reached a point where the neural network is over-fitting the data from the train set and is
unable to generalize to a new dataset. The net function retained is chosen at the iteration,
where the validation set loss reaches a minimum to avoid this over-fitting situation.

Here, the optimum for the validation set loss is reached at epoch 126 as the loss will
increase after that epoch; this means that the algorithm is getting worse at generalizing
to new samples. The performance of the function based on the last set is detailed in the
following section.
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Figure 5. Loss functions for the validation set and the train set at each iteration (Epoch) during training.

3. Results

This section presents the results of the method to determine the UVSQ-SAT’s attitude
using its housekeeping and scientific sensors’ measurements.

Section 2.2.2 presents the architecture chosen along with the hyper-parameters selected.
The number of hidden layers, the learning rate, the activation function, the inputs, and
the format of the outputs were meticulously studied and set for this issue. Those choices
were made to optimize the deep learning algorithm for the training phase and the test
phase. This architecture has been validated and constitutes a first result of our application
to be replicated. To evaluate the ability of the algorithm to generalize to another set of
samples, the net function optimized previously is applied to the test set with unseen data
to compute the relative azimuth.

To validate the new method based on a deep learning approach to determine UVSQ-
SAT in-orbit satellite attitude, a ground-based calibration experiment was carried out in
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October 2020 in Guyancourt (France), using the Sun as the radiative flux reference. In
Figure 6, we compare the predicted azimuth of the Sun and the real ones that are used
as a reference to assess the ability of this method to determine the on-ground orientation
of the satellite. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) quantifies the error between the
prediction and the real value. The first bisector is plotted as the ideal result from a perfect
algorithm for which predicted azimuth would be equal to real azimuth characterizing the
orientation of the CubeSat.
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Figure 6. Predicted azimuth of the Sun versus real azimuth of reference in degrees based on the test
set done in October 2020 and the optimized neural network. The continuous blue curve represents
the ideal case when the observed values perfectly fit the predicted values.

The correlation coefficient indicates a strong linear relationship between those angles
which confirm the ability of the algorithm to learn and generalize. The root-mean-square
deviation is evaluated at 7.1◦ at 1σ using the previous function. It characterizes the error we
would find on the precession angle of the satellite. Overall, the orientation itself is useful
in that case to determine the nature of the flux observed at a given time and reconstruct
the observed flux. In this case, we precisely know the actual configuration and we focus
on the solar flux. In Figure 7, we evaluate the error induced on the calculation of the
flux that is evaluated as a function of the recovered orientation. To do so, we present a
comparison of the flux with correction of the attitude with the predicted azimuth, the real
azimuth and the reference flux retrieved by the pyranometer. Then, to validate the method
(MLP network to determine the attitude of orbiting satellites for spacecraft without active
ADCS), measurements made by UVSQ-SAT instruments and corrected by the attitude of the
satellite are compared with those measured by a pyranometer (independent measurements
taken on the ground).

We want to measure the solar flux; this computation can only be applied here as
conditions will differ in-orbit, but the main idea stays similar. As we retrieved the predicted
attitude from the deep learning method with the accuracy mentioned above, we are able to
determine which sides of the CubeSat are facing the Sun and which ones are not. In order to
remove noise and reflections from the environment, we removed at each time the average
ambient flux that is detected by the sides that are not directly facing the Sun. Then, we
select the measurements from the sensors that are facing the Sun with a minimal angle of
about 60 degrees (in a 120 degrees field of view). The measurements are then corrected
using the dot product between the Sun’s direction and the normal vector relatively to each
of the faces of the CubeSat facing the Sun (see Equations (10) and (11)). This parameter
is directly linked to the attitude of the satellite recovered previously. By doing this, we
discriminated the faces that were hidden from the Sun similarly to in-orbit conditions
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when sensors will face the Earth and would measure the albedo while others will directly
measure incoming solar flux.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the different solar flux computations for the test conducted on 26 October
2020. (A) pyranometer flux corrected of the Sun’s elevation; (B) photodiodes’s flux corrected of the
reference attitude; (C) photodiodes’s normalized flux corrected of the predicted attitude.

At each time of the experiment, we have:

FSun =
fk

~s · ~nk
=

fk
ωk

(10)

where FSun is the incoming solar flux, fk is the flux on face k of the satellite for the selected
field of view, 0, otherwise, k is the index of the faces,~s is the the Sun position vector, ~nk is
the normal vector to the face k ∈ [1, 6], ωk is the dot product between~s and ~nk. The idea is
to compute the average using the dot products as weights for the flux computed on each
face facing the Sun such as:

FSun =
1

∑6
1

1
ωk

6

∑
1

fk
ωk

(11)

The results obtained to compute the solar flux using the predicted attitude of the
satellite are closer to the flux measured by the pyranometer than to blindly compute an
average from the six different faces of the CubeSat. The configuration of the experiment
requires good weather conditions. The ideal case is to have a sunny day without cloud.
During the UVSQ-SAT ground-based calibration using the Sun as reference, the solar
irradiance had to be at least 200 Wm−2. The solar irradiance measurement was carried
out by a dedicated pyranometer (SMP 6 model from Kipp & Zonen) calibrated according
to international standards. The SMP 6 measures solar irradiance on a planar surface, and
it is designed to measure the solar radiation flux density (Wm−2) from the hemisphere
in the 280 to 3000 nm spectral range. The directional response of the pyranometer has a
deviation of less than 10 Wm−2 from a direct beam of 1000 Wm−2 up to a zenith angle of
80◦. Observing at the zenith, the deviation is negligible. For the UVSQ-SAT measurements,
the flux of each sensor on each face of the satellite has been corrected of the attitude
(direction of the line of sight of the Sun). The angular flux correction of each face of the
satellite is based on Equation (10).

In Figures 7 and 8, we compare the flux computed with predicted and reference
orientation as well as the flux retrieved from the pyranometer. To quantify the error of
our prediction, we compute the RMSD between the flux computed with the azimuth of
reference and the flux computed thanks to the predicted azimuth. The RMSD of the residue
of the ratio of the compared flux quantifies the normalized error between those fluxes. We
find 0.1261 between the pyranometer flux and the predicted flux from the photodiodes.
However, it appears that most of that error already exists between the reference flux and
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the pyranometer flux as the RMSD between those two fluxes, which is equal to 0.1255.
First of all, we compute what we call the reference flux. It is defined by the solar flux
that we would compute from the satellite’s photodiodes with Equation (11), if we would
know the real orientation of the satellite at each time. This would happen if the algorithm
would perfectly predict the satellite attitude at each time. For the pyranometer flux, we
retrieve the data from the SMP 6 calibrated pyranometer. The instrument was located
next to the satellite in order to get as close as possible to the observation conditions of the
satellite. The pyranometer data are interpolated to suit the satellite time scale. We can
then compare the different values found with the two different methods applying the root
mean square deviation. For the photodiodes, we retrieve an RMSD of 0.0219 between the
reference and predicted attitude corrected flux from the photodiodes. Here, we compared
the previously computed reference flux and the flux obtained with the same computation
method but considering predicted orientation instead of the real one. In the context of
the experiment, one cannot claim to compare the two instruments in absolute terms, since
the measurements are made under different conditions and having different instrument
specifications. However, we can compare the flux obtained using the reference/targeted
orientation of the CubeSat and the flux retrieved determining the attitude using the deep
learning algorithm. The root-mean-square deviation between the flux corrected with the
predicted attitude and the flux corrected with the known attitude is equal to 16 Wm−2 or
about 2 % in terms of RMSD of the residue.
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Figure 8. Ratio of the flux for the pyranometer and the corrected flux thanks to the reference and
predicted attitude. (A) ratio between the reference flux and the predicted flux; (B) ratio between pyra-
nometer flux and the predicted flux; (C) ratio between the pyranometer flux and the reference flux.

4. Discussion and Perspectives

UVSQ-SAT is the first in a future satellite constellation, as a demonstrator to measure
incoming and outgoing radiation at the TOA using miniaturized sensors on its six faces.
To retrieve the required flux to compute the terrestrial net radiation, it is necessary to
discriminate the flux measured from some of the sensors to select only solar flux or
terrestrial radiation in the longwave or in the shortwave. It is also relevant to correct the
different flux knowing the angle between the source of the flux and the instrument. To do
so, the orientation of the satellite must be known at each time. However, small satellites
such as UVSQ-SAT do not have an active ADCS, mainly due to limitations of mass, volume,
and power. Therefore, another method using available sensors can be adopted to have a
good knowledge of the satellite attitude. The UVSQ-SAT attitude determination algorithm
using deep learning methods allowed for retrieving the orientation of the satellite on-
ground thanks to its sensors on its sides. The algorithm was accurate at ±7.1◦ at 1σ. It
helped select and measure the desired flux with an accuracy of 16 Wm−2.

However, there are several limitations that need to be taken into account for the next
step and to apply the method to in-orbit attitude determination. As the amount of samples
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available to train the algorithm was not optimal during the ground test, the accuracy of the
algorithm was limited due to over-fitting issues. Thousands of different samples including
different orientations on the three-axis would have been better to train the neural network.
During the experiment that aimed to retrieve signals to train the algorithm, the satellite
was initially enclosed in a transparent box at ambient temperature and pressure. Therefore,
temperature measurements on each side of the CubeSat could not be relevant for the
study. Indeed, the convective heat transfer effects taking place during the experiment
will be non-existent in-orbit. The responses of the temperature sensors will therefore be
different in-orbit. The average temperature kept increasing with time as the enclosure
got warmer and warmer. Thus, these are unusable for training on the ground. In orbit,
using the temperature sensors will be really relevant and helpful for the determination of
the attitude. It will improve the accuracy of the algorithm. Moreover, the UVSQ-SAT is
equipped with three narrow field of view (NFOV) UVS sensors that will be pertinent for
the Sun’s detection.

To take the differences between in-orbit and on-ground conditions into considera-
tion, in-orbit training will be required to retrieve accurate predictions from the algorithm.
The idea is to implement adaptation domains to benefit from the on-ground training and
to adapt to targeted in-orbit responses. To retrieve the complete attitude of the satellite,
we showed a way to compute the precession angle knowing the nutation and spin angles
that define the plane characterized by its nadir normal vector. This plane was considered
as a reference as the algorithm was trained on-ground but in-orbit; this will need to be
implemented. Therefore, the first step of that method will be to train the neural network
using an Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS) to determine the Earth’s position
and therefore the previous plane.

Other main limitations of the ground calibration were the inefficiency of the ERS
sensors (between 3 and 100µm) due to diffuse ambient temperature, and the fact that we
could only search the Sun on a small excursion. This means that we were unable to rotate
the satellite in the plane normal to Earth and slightly tilted it, but we could not flip the
satellite upside down, and we therefore only trained it in one hemisphere. Furthermore,
even if this ground study allowed for verifying the feasibility of our method, we only had
one very bright source to find in the sky, while in flight we also have the Earth reflecting
the Sun. This is why we are going to do a flight training in accordance with the method
presented in Section 2 (and now demonstrated) and with the following solution, where
one of the first steps will be to calibrate the magnetometer in-orbit.

Thanks to the Teach’ Wear magnetometer data, we know the three components of
the magnetic field for each measurement, whose positions are calculated with the orbital
parameters. Then, the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF-13) model gives
the expected magnetic field, which allows for calibrating the UVSQ-SAT TW magnetome-
ter. Then, a resulting map will be obtained and will illustrate the correct calibration of
the system. While the mean of the field will be good, the instantaneous signal on each
component will be noisy. This is why we will use a Kalman filter to reduce the noise such
as explained in [18]. Since we will have the magnetic field vector in two reference frames,
we will calculate the change of reference matrix in order to roughly orientate the satel-
lite. We will then manually improve the accuracy of the attitude of the satellite by using
the other sensors (photodiodes (LED), temperatures (solar cells), ERS sensors), in order
to get data for learning steps. Some methods that will be implemented in-orbit can be
described here. The objective to improve the algorithm is to determine the Earth’s location
in the satellite’s frame of reference thanks to the ERS sensors (second type described in
Section 2) measuring the radiation in the 3–100µm wavelengths range. We will compute
the barycenter of the coordinates of the center of the faces assigned with the coefficients
corresponding to those fluxes. The recovered vector will indicate the direction where the
infrared flux is the highest, which means the Earth’s direction. A method that will be
used in some orientations of the satellite to refine the detection of the Sun will be based
on the use of the UVS sensors. They have a very narrow field of view allowing for having
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a better accuracy on the location of the Sun in the satellite’s reference frame. The orbital
parameters and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory method described in [15] allow
for retrieving the azimuth and the elevation of the Sun at each time based on the satellite’s
location. Therefore, we will obtain the orientation of the satellite. This method will only be
used to train the algorithm but cannot be always relevant in the case of eclipses. We will
perform in-orbit training thanks to the previous computed output and the signals from the
different sensors. First, measurements were recovered from the satellite since 24 January
2021. UVSQ-SAT solar cells temperature, photodiodes flux (LED), and the magnetic in-orbit
variations are shown in Figures 9–11. This temperature and flux are proof of the satellite’s
good health and will be used as inputs for the neural network. The magnetic field will help
us with the training phase as described previously. These inputs will be used to estimate
the UVSQ-SAT attitude in orbit. This analysis will be the subject of another manuscript.
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Figure 9. Solar cells temperature for all UVSQ-SAT faces. Measurements start from 7 February 2021
at 12:00 AM (UTC). The orbital period is about 95.18 mn. UVSQ-SAT spins during the orbit.
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Figure 10. Uncalibrated LED flux (photodiodes in the 400–1100 nm wavelength range) for all faces of
the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat. Measurements (TSI + OSR) start from 7 February 2021 at 12:00 AM (UTC).
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Figure 11. Magnetic field components on the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis.

5. Conclusions

The UVSQ-SAT space-based mission (technological demonstrator) aims to implement
miniaturized and disruptive technologies for remote sensing with compact sensors. It is
a first step towards a future satellite constellation mainly to measure the terrestrial net
radiation. Terrestrial net radiation can be obtained with radiometers on all faces of the
satellites that measure solar flux and fluxes of short-wave and long-wave radiation.
In this manuscript, we presented a new method based on a deep learning approach to
retrieve terrestrial net radiation from satellites without attitude and orbital control system.
Knowledge of the satellite attitude allows for applying the appropriate corrections to the
incident flux measurements (solar (TSI), albedo (OSR), infrared (OLR)) on all faces of the
spacecraft. Thus, the attitude determination is crucial for the computation of the fluxes.
Therefore, we performed a ground-based calibration to validate and check the performance
of the developed method that seems to be efficient. It was able to provide convenient
results on the satellite attitude determination and its resulting fluxes.

We plan to improve its accuracy by increasing the number of training samples as
well as by performing training under in-orbit conditions. More specific training will allow
compliance with the mission specifications for measuring the EEI. This method represents
a new way to determine the attitude of satellites and the terrestrial net radiation retrieval
for the case of a constellation of small satellites.

UVSQ-SAT was successfully launched on 24 January 2021 into a Sun-synchronous
orbit (at 535 km) thanks to a Falcon 9 rocket (Space X). During the commissioning phase,
an in-orbit calibration will be done to consolidate the method described in this manuscript.
The main goal will be to minimize the uncertainty on the knowledge of the UVSQ-SAT
CubeSat attitude.

Based on the deep learning method applied to space-based attitude determination of
the satellite with a great number of data samples, the uncertainty on the outgoing longwave
radiation and shortwave radiation determination should be less than ±5 Wm−2 (1σ).
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110 CHAPTER 3. UVSQ-SAT MISSION

3.4 In-orbit Attitude Determination using Deter-

ministic Methods

3.4.1 Introduction

The UVSQ-SAT satellite after being tested on the ground, was launched as detailed
in Section 3.1.1. The neural network presented earlier cannot be directly applied
since the test environment is extremely different as presented in Section 3.3.2.
More classical methods must therefore be developed and adapted to the satellite
and the distribution of sensors on it. Two methods are explained and the associated
performances are evaluated in Section 3.4.2. The Tri-Axial Attitude Determination
(TRIAD) method is a direct instantaneous method. The Multiplicative Extended
Kalman Filter (MEKF) algorithm is a method using a Kalman filter to correct
the errors related to the instruments and improve the accuracy of the attitude
determination. These methods can be used as they are to determine the attitude
of the satellite or serve as a database to train a deep learning algorithm to improve
the methods used (computation time and step-by-step usage).
This is an excellent opportunity to apply these methods to data from a functional
satellite in orbit. This allows us to have direct feedback on experience and to
validate one or several methods adapted to the instruments on board and to the
architecture of the spacecraft. Section 3.4.2 describes the processes of development
of the methods and their performances.

3.4.2 Paper: In-Orbit Attitude Determination of the UVSQ-

SAT CubeSat Using TRIAD and MEKF Methods

As explained in the previous section, the attitude determination of small satellites
remains a challenge. UVSQ-SAT is a real and unique case to date for testing and
evaluating several approaches for CubeSat’s in-orbit attitude determination. This
paper presents the in-orbit results of the UVSQ-SAT’s attitude determination.
The TRIAD method is presented as one of the simplest solutions to the spacecraft
attitude determination problem. Another method based on the MEKF was used
to improve the results obtained with the TRIAD method. This paper quantifies
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the accuracy of the implemented methods with real in-orbit data from the mission.
In sunlight, the CubeSat attitude is determined at an accuracy better than 3◦ (at
one σ) for both methods. During eclipses, the accuracy of the TRIAD method is
14◦, while it reaches 10◦ (at one σ) for the recursive MEKF method. Feedback
and lessons learned are presented as many future satellites could benefit from these
studies in order to validate methods and configurations before launch.
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Abstract: Ultraviolet and infrared sensors at high quantum efficiency on-board a small satellite
(UVSQ-SAT) is a CubeSat dedicated to the observation of the Earth and the Sun. This satellite has
been in orbit since January 2021. It measures the Earth’s outgoing shortwave and longwave radiations.
The satellite does not have an active pointing system. To improve the accuracy of the Earth’s radiative
measurements and to resolve spatio-temporal fluctuations as much as possible, it is necessary to have
a good knowledge of the attitude of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat. The attitude determination of small
satellites remains a challenge, and UVSQ-SAT represents a real and unique example to date for testing
and validating different methods to improve the in-orbit attitude determination of a CubeSat. This
paper presents the flight results of the UVSQ-SAT’s attitude determination. The Tri-Axial Attitude
Determination (TRIAD) method was used, which represents one of the simplest solutions to the
spacecraft attitude determination problem. Another method based on the Multiplicative Extended
Kalman Filter (MEKF) was used to improve the results obtained with the TRIAD method. In sunlight,
the CubeSat attitude is determined at an accuracy better than 3◦ (at one σ) for both methods. During
eclipses, the accuracy of the TRIAD method is 14◦, while it reaches 10◦ (at one σ) for the recursive
MEKF method. Many future satellites could benefit from these studies in order to validate methods
and configurations before launch.

Keywords: CubeSat attitude determination; TRIAD; Kalman filter; climate

1. Introduction

Ultraviolet and infrared sensors at high quantum efficiency on-board a small satellite
(UVSQ-SAT) is a scientific and technological demonstrator dedicated to the observation
of essential climate variables [1]. UVSQ-SAT was launched into a Sun-synchronous orbit
by the LATMOS with the Falcon 9 rocket on 24 January 2021. After a commissioning
phase, the routine phase started on 13 March 2021. Since then, the CubeSat has been
fully functional, and first results have been published [2]. The methods used by [1] to
obtain these results (maps of the solar radiation reflected by the Earth and of the outgoing
longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere) do not take into account the attitude of
the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat. To improve the accuracy of the results, it is highly recommended
to have an excellent knowledge of the attitude of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat. This would
allow researchers to obtain the Earth’s incident flux on each UVSQ-SAT face, given that the
CubeSat has Earth radiative sensors and photodiodes on all its faces [1].

To determine the attitude of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat, two methods are used: the Tri-
Axial Attitude Determination (TRIAD) method and the Multiplicative Extended Kalman
Filter (MEKF) method. TRIAD is a basic method, which is implemented by considering
that the instruments’ measurements can be easily related to the information from models
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in an inertial frame of reference at the satellite’s location. Then, it is necessary to find the
perfect rotation matrix to move from one reference frame to another. The MEKF method
improves the results obtained with the TRIAD method. It aims to calibrate and correct the
data from noise and inaccuracies.

The most commonly used methods in the literature are TRIAD and MEKF. Indeed,
there are very few examples of results associated with CubeSat attitude determination in
orbit. Table 1 presents a detailed background of the recent studies related to the problem of
satellite attitude determination (AD). Simulations show that the restitution of the attitude
can be better than 1◦. Moreover, the Radio Aurora Explorer satellites 3U CubeSat [3] demon-
strated that it was possible to obtain knowledge of a satellite’s attitude with an accuracy
better than 1◦ (sunlight) in orbit. Despite the small size of the CubeSats, it seems possible to
accurately determine their attitude in orbit. This is mainly valid when the satellite is aimed
at the Sun because several sensors (solar photodiodes, magnetometers, and gyroscopes)
are used to perform this task successfully. During eclipses, this determination is more
complex. CubeSat attitude determination is still a challenge as they are small, and they
still do not have active attitude determination and control systems (ADCS). Furthermore,
new miniaturized space-based payloads are becoming increasingly complex and require
accurate knowledge of the satellite attitude. One of the objectives of the UVSQ-SAT mission
is to obtain knowledge of the CubeSat attitude with an accuracy better than a few degrees
in sunlight.

Table 1. Studies related to attitude determination (simulation and in-orbit observations).

Reference Method (Instruments) Goal Results/Remarks

[4] Simulation Attitude determination (AD) based
solely on magnetometer

Converges from initial attitude errors
of maximum 60◦ and with an attitude

accuracy of 1◦ (1σ) or better

[5]

Observation (Rossi X-ray Timing
Explorer satellite calibration

maneuvers, Terra and Wide-Field
Infrared Explorer mission, Upper

Atmosphere Research Satellite
(UARS))

On-orbit calibration of satellite
gyroscopes

Methods comparison (attitude
accuracy below 1◦). The Delta-bias

algorithm gives slightly less accurate
results than the Davenport and BICal

algorithms

[6] Simulation

Absolute alignment calibration of a
system comprising two star

trackers, an inertial sensor assembly
(ISA) of three fiber-optic gyros,

and an imaging instrument based
on Alignment Kalman Filter (AKF)

AKF is effective to estimate absolute
misalignments and gyro calibration

parameters

[7] Simulation

AD using an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF), which applies the

albedo model with a magnetometer
and sun sensor

Attitude accuracy below 1◦

[8]
Simulation and Observation (Total

Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
(TOMS))

Modeling the albedo for Sun/Earth
sensor used in attitude

determination

Albedo compensation in attitude
estimation, improves the maximum

error from 9.9◦ to 1.9◦

[9] Simulation AD using Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF) based only on magnetometer

The attitude estimation accuracies are
below 0.5◦ after convergence

[10] Simulation (PROBA-2 Spacecraft
scenarios)

Navigation system for
magnetic-only orbit and attitude
estimation using the square-root

Unscented filter (MAGSURF)

RSS attitude error of less than 1.4◦

and a time of convergence of less than
2 orbits

[11] Simulation
Attitude and rate estimation

algorithm using EKF based only on
geomagnetic field data

Filter converges within the +/−8◦

range for any initial attitude error
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Table 1. Cont.

Reference Method (Instruments) Goal Results/Remarks

[12] Simulation (Radio Aurora Explorer
satellites (3U CubeSat))

AD based on gyros, magnetometers,
coarse sun sensors, and an EKF

In the sun, the angular uncertainty is
between 2◦ and 3◦, and in eclipse,

the uncertainty increases to between
7◦ and 8◦

[13] Simulation AD using two-step EKF based on a
magnetometer only Attitude accuracies of less than 1◦

[3] Observation (Radio Aurora
Explorer satellites (3U CubeSat))

Photodiodes calibration and AD
from EKF/UKF with albedo model

based on the calibrated
photodiodes, three-axis

magnetometer and gyrometer

Angular improvement of 10◦ in sun
vector from the photodiodes,

and below 1◦ accuracy on the attitude
determination

[14] Simulation
AD via a robust Adaptive Kalman
Filter based on magnetometer and

gyro measurement

Precision of traditional EKF is about
0.2◦, and the maximum estimate error

of the robust adaptive filter is 0.1◦

[15]
Simulation and Observation

(experimental data with on-ground
nano-satellite)

Gain-scheduled EKF (GSEKF) to
reduce the computational

requirement in the nanosatellite
attitude determination process

Attitude accuracy below 0.2◦ during
the entire orbital period.

Computation time could be reduced
by 86.29% and 89.45%

[16] Simulation

Magnetometer calibration with
Hyper least square (HyperLS)

estimator for ellipsoid fitting, then
utilized for attitude determination
via non-linear colored noise filters
of EKF, simplex UKF and cubature

Kalman filter

Attitude accuracy below 1◦ for
simplex UKF

[17] Observation (images taken from
International Space Station (ISS))

AD utilizing color earth images
taken with visible light camera

Attitude accuracy is about few
degrees or less

[18] Simulation Heat attitude model for satellite
attitude determination Attitude accuracy between 0.2 ◦ to 5◦

[19] Simulation
AD method based on an UKF, using
a gyrometer, a magnetometer and

solar panels as a sun sensor

The UKF has shown precision in
Euler angles of about 1.1◦, which is

better than for EKF. UKF has a
considerably longer processing time

compared to EKF

[20] Simulation and Observation
(experimentation on-ground set up)

Thermal imaging sensors to
determine attitude of the Sun and

the horizon by employing a
homogeneous array of such

detectors

Angular accuracy below 1◦

This manuscript presents two methods to determine the attitude of the UVSQ-SAT
CubeSat. This is an important step in the implementation process of the scientific results of
the UVSQ-SAT space-based mission. Section 2 describes the inputs from the satellite along
with the models and geometrical considerations of the two methods. Section 3 presents
the implementation of the two different methods and how they differ. Section 4 shows the
results obtained from the different methods and how the MEKF method has improved the
accuracy of the determination of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat attitude of the TRIAD method.
Finally, Section 5 is dedicated to the presentation of conclusions and perspectives.

2. UVSQ-SAT Attitude Determination Considerations

This section presents a description of the sensors of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat, reference
frames and attitude representation, and the theoretical approach of the method.
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2.1. Sensors Description

The UVSQ-SAT satellite described by [1] is equipped with different subsystems and
sensors, among which some are used to determine its attitude. Those instruments are
defined in the spacecraft body frame (B). The different faces of the spacecraft are named
after this reference frame. Two opposite faces correspond to one axis. This is shown in
Figure 1. The instrumental reference frame is fixed with respect to the satellite. It undergoes
only one constant rotation with respect to the satellite reference frame. To simplify this, we
apply this rotation and consider the measurements in the spacecraft body frame. We do
not mention the instrument frame in the following explanations.

Figure 1. Spacecraft body frame of the UVSQ-SAT satellite.

The different inputs available to the algorithms are as follows:

• Three-axis angular velocities. The gyrometer measures the three-axis angular ve-
locities in the sensor frame to the inertial reference frame (I), defined by ωg =
{ωX , ωY, ωz}B/I , as the calibrated measurement.

• Three-axis magnetic field. The magnetometer measures the magnetic field along its
three axes in the instrument’s reference frame defined by B = {BX , BY, BZ}B, as the
calibrated measurement.

• Six photodiodes in the visible domain. They measure solar and outgoing shortwave
radiations in the 400–1100 nm wavelength range. They are defined as the calibrated
fluxes Φp = {Φp+X, Φp−X, Φp+Y, Φp−Y, Φp+Z, Φp−Z}. They are used as a
Sun sensor.

• Six Earth radiative sensors (ERS) sensors with an Optical Solar Reflector (OSR). They
aim to measure radiation between 0.2 and 3µm. They are defined as
Φosr = {Φosr+X, Φosr−X, Φosr+Y, Φosr−Y, Φosr+Z, Φosr−Z}. Those sensors are
used as an Earth sensor and aimed toward the nadir.

• Six ERS sensors with carbon nanotubes (CNT). Six sensors aim to measure total radia-
tion between 0.2 and 100µm. They are defined as
Φcnt = {Φcnt+X, Φcnt−X, Φcnt+Y, Φcnt−Y, Φcnt+Z, Φcnt−Z}. They are used
as Earth sensors.

An example of the time series of the UVSQ-SAT inputs is given in Figure 2. Oscillations
are present in the magnetometer and gyrometer measurements as the satellite rotates. For
the photodiode measurements, sunlight and eclipses periods appear clearly. ERS sensors
measure all Earth and solar radiative fluxes. Eclipses periods appear also clearly.
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Figure 2. Time series of the measurements for two orbits on 26 March 2021 from the three-axis
magnetometer, the three-axis gyrometer, the photodiodes, and the ERS sensors.

2.2. Orbital Reference Frames and Attitude Representation
2.2.1. Orbital Reference Frames

The following reference frames are required for the in-orbit attitude determination
of the UVSQ-SAT CubeSat. They allow us to compute the satellite’s attitude with respect
to one of those frames. The reference frames are shown in Figures 3–5. We recall that
the gyrometer measures an angular velocity in the body frame with respect to an inertial
reference frame. Therefore, an essential reference frame defined here is the Earth-centered
inertial (ECI) along with the Earth-centered orbit reference frame (OC). The reference
frames are described as follows:

• Earth-centered inertial (ECI). The reference frame is defined in blue in Figure 3 with
an origin at the Earth’s center of mass. The X-axis is defined as the vernal equinox axis
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at J2000, the intersection between the equatorial and the ecliptic planes. The Z-axis
is defined as the Earth rotation axis at epoch J2000. Finally, the Y-axis is defined
according to the previous directions to create an orthogonal basis.

• Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF). The reference frame is defined in red in Figure 3
with its origin at the Earth’s center of mass. Its X-axis is defined at the intersection
of the Greenwich prime meridian and the equator. Its Y-axis is the intersection of the
equatorial plane and the 90◦ longitude. The Z-axis extends through the true north and
south poles and coincides with the Earth’s rotation axis.

• North East Down (NED). Assuming a WGS84 ellipsoid model of the Earth, the NED,
defined in purple in Figure 3, is a local reference frame that moves the body frame’s
position in the ECEF. It is defined so that the X–Y plane is tangential to the surface
of the ellipsoid at the given location in the ECEF. Given those conditions, the X-axis
should point toward true North, the Z-axis toward the interior of the Earth, and the
Y-axis will finalize the orthogonal basis.

• Earth-centered orbit reference frame (OC). The reference frame is defined in blue in
Figures 4 and 5 and centered at the Earth’s center, with the X-axis towards the perigee,
the Y-axis along the semi-minor axis, and the Z-axis perpendicular to the orbital plane
to complete the right-hand system. From the previous reference frame, it is thus
necessary to define a local reference frame that will follow the satellite in its center.
This reference frame is chosen for its logic with respect to the satellite motion as well
as the possibility of taking into account the orbital velocity in order to correct the
gyrometer of this frame.

• Orbit reference frame (O). The reference frame is defined such that its origin is lo-
cated at the center of the spacecraft. The origin rotates relative to the ECI with an
angular velocity of ω0. Its Z-axis points towards the center of the Earth. The X-axis is
perpendicular to the previous axis in the spacecraft’s direction of motion. The Y-axis
completes the right-hand system.

Figure 3. Earth-centered inertial (ECI), Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF), and North East Down
(NED) reference frames.
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Figure 4. Earth centered orbit reference frame (OC) and orbit (O) reference frames.

Figure 5. Earth-centered inertial (ECI), Earth-centered Earth-fixed (ECEF), and orbit (O) refer-
ence frames.

2.2.2. Attitude Representation

There are different ways to express the satellite attitude in its reference frame. The
first basic representations are known as the Euler angles. The orientation of the body
with respect to a reference frame is given by three Euler angles. Those angles define three
successive rotations around different axes. Roll, pitch, and yaw angles are defined in
Figure 6 and are called φ, θ, and ψ, respectively.
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Figure 6. Euler angles defined for the satellite.

In order to avoid singularities that come with the choice of using Euler angles for
attitude representation, we define the quaternion representation where a quaternion q is
defined as

q = q1 + q2i + q3j + q4k =




q1
q2
q3
q4


 (1)

where q1, q2, q3, and q4 are real numbers with {1, i, j, and k} as a basis for a 4-dimensional
vector space. i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 and as q 6= 0. The rotation resulting from the
previous quaternion is characterized by its rotation angle α around its axis of coordinates
(rx, ry, rz) defined in Equation (2a,b):

α = 2 atan2
(√

q2
2 + q2

3 + q2
4, q1

)
(2a)

(rx, ry, rz) =
(q2, q3, q4)√
q2

2 + q2
3 + q2

4

(2b)

Then, we obtain Equation (3) as follows:




q1
q2
q3
q4


 =




cos α
2

rx sin α
2

ry sin α
2

ry sin α
2


 (3)

The quaternions and the Euler angles can be associated as (Equation (4))

q1 = cos( α
2 )

q2 = sin( α
2 ) cos(αx)

q3 = sin( α
2 ) cos(αy)

q4 = sin( α
2 ) cos(αz)

(4)

where αx, αy, and αz are the angles between the axis of rotation and the axes X, Y, and Z,
respectively. From those two representations, we can create a third tool—the Direction
Cosine Matrix (DCM)—that is used in the algorithm. We define the rotation matrix, also
called the attitude matrix, which represents the rotation of the body in the body frame
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(B) with respect to a specified frame—for example, the orbital frame (O)—as follows in
Equation (5a,b):

DCMO−→B(φ, θ, ψ) =




1 0 0
0 cos φ sin φ

0 − sin φ cos φ







cos θ 0 − sin θ

0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ







cos ψ sin ψ 0
− sin ψ cos ψ 0

0 0 1


 (5a)

DCMO−→B(q) =




1− 2s(q2
3 + q2

4) 2s(q2q3 − q4q1) 2s(q2q4 + q3q1)

2s(q2q3 + q4q1) 1− 2s(q2
2 + q2

4) 2s(q3q4 − q2q1)

2s(q2q4 − q3q1) 2s(q3q4 + q2q1) 1− 2s(q2
2 + q2

3)


 (5b)

where s is the quaternion’s norm.

2.3. Theoretical Approach of the Method

The instruments and the reference frames are described in the previous section. It is
now possible to present the different inputs required for attitude determination. Those
inputs are the nadir direction, the Sun line-of-sight (LOS), the magnetic field vectors, and
the gyrometer data. We suppose that those vectors are defined as follows (Equation (6a–c)):

Ŝ(t) = S(t) + ηS(t) (6a)

N̂(t) = N(t) + ηN(t) (6b)

B̂(t) = B(t) + ηB(t) (6c)

where Ŝ(t), N̂(t), and B̂(t) are the Sun LOS, the nadir direction, and the magnetic field
vectors retrieved from the instruments on-board the satellite, respectively. S(t), N(t) and
B(t) are the true Sun LOS, the true nadir direction, and the true magnetic field vectors,
respectively. ηS(t), ηN(t), and ηB(t) are the three zero-mean Gaussian noises that we
assume for the three vectors. According to Table 1, the use of a nadir direction in an eclipse
to determine the satellite attitude is not common. In an eclipse, Table 1 shows that the most
common idea is to rely only on magnetometer and gyrometer measurements. Indeed, we
know that the gyrometer can be very noisy and inaccurate [21]. However, the UVSQ-SAT
is equipped with the infrared sensors presented in Section 2. Thus, those infrared sensors
will help to determine the nadir direction from the terrestrial infrared radiations.

The three-axis rate from the gyrometer is defined with ω̂(t) as follows (Equation (7a,b)):

ω̂(t) = ω(t)+ β(t)+ ηω(t) (7a)

β̇(t) = ηβ(t) (7b)

where ω(t) is the true rate, β(t) is the drift, and ηω(t) and ηβ(t) are the zero-mean
Gaussian noises.

As the measurements from the gyrometer are conducted with respect to an inertial
reference frame, this is defined as (Equation (8))

ωB/I = ωB/OC + ωOC/I (8)

where ωOC/I is the rate from the body frame with respect to the inertial frame that is equal
to ω0 the orbital angular velocity along the axis orthogonal to the orbital plane. ω0 is
computed from the mean motion given at each time. This information is contained in a list
of orbital elements for a given point in time called a two-line element set (retrieved by the
NORAD). The angular velocity with respect to the orbital frame is computed at each time
given the attitude matrix at that time with respect to the orbital frame in Equation (9).

ωB/O = ωB/I − AO−→BωO/I = ωB/I − AO−→Bω0 (9)
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where AO−→B is the rotation matrix from the local orbital frame to the body reference frame.
The changes in the reference frame presented are directly related to the description of the
reference frames in Section 2.2.1. The choice of the inertial reference frame to use has been
meticulously made to facilitate the calculations in Equation (9).

3. Attitude Determination Methods
3.1. Tri-Axial Attitude Determination Method (TRIAD)
3.1.1. Formulation of the Method

The TRIAD algorithm aims to determine the attitude of the CubeSat. The output
of the algorithm is the rotation matrix from the orbit reference frame (O) to the body
reference frame (B). This matrix is also called the attitude matrix. The calculations are
done instantaneously using two known vectors in both of the reference frames. The inputs
required to compute the attitude matrix are the Sun LOS and the magnetic field in the
two reference frames. In the body reference frame, the vectors are determined from the
UVSQ-SAT measurements. In the orbit reference frame, the inputs are computed from
the International Geomagnetic Reference Field [22] and orbital models at the satellite’s
location and time. We note that in an eclipse, we use nadir vectors instead of Sun LOS
vectors. The nadir vector is defined as N in the body frame and No in the local orbital
frame. The method is described in sunlight in the Equations (10) and (11). For the eclipse
periods, N and S would commute. Nevertheless, less accurate results are expected in an
eclipse since it is more complicated to determine the nadir from the infrared sensors rather
than the Sun LOS.

To compute the attitude from the TRIAD algorithm, we introduce a new reference
frame based on the body and orbital reference frames. This new reference frame is called
the TRIAD frame and was described in [23,24]. The TRIAD frame is meant to be an
intermediary between the orbital and the body frame; therefore, it should be easily defined
in each of those reference frames. This reference frame is based on the magnetic field and
the Sun LOS vectors. Let us start by expressing the TRIAD frame in the body reference
frame, which is described as {t1b, t2b, t3b} in Figure 7. Ideally, the most accurate vector
should be used as the first axis. Usually, Sun sensors are more accurate than magnetometers.
The Sun LOS is therefore chosen as the first direction. This axis is often called the anchor as
it remains unchanged. Thus, the frame can be described in the body reference frame as
(Equation (10))

t1b =
S
‖S‖ , t2b =

S× B
‖S× B‖ , t3b = t1b × t2b (10)

where S and B are the Sun LOS and magnetic field vector in the body frame retrieved
from the instruments on-board the spacecraft, and the TRIAD’s basis can be expressed as
{t1o, t2o, t3o} in the orbital frame, in Equation (11):

t1o =
So

‖So‖
, t2o =

So × Bo

‖So × Bo‖
, t3o = t1o × t2o (11)

where So and Bo are the Sun LOS and magnetic field vectors in the orbital frame computed
from models. Therefore, it is rather simple to recover the transfer matrix from the orbital to
body frame via the TRIAD frame. The rotation matrix can be written as in Equation (12):

RTRIAD,O−→B = [t1o, t2o, t3o][t1b, t2b, t3b]
T (12)
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Figure 7. Reference frames for TRIAD method.

3.1.2. Optimized TRIAD

One of the limitations of the TRIAD method presented in Section 3.1.1 is the de-
pendence on the choice of the first direction. This direction, called the anchor, remains
untouched through the TRIAD process. However, in reality, neither of the two vectors
used are perfectly aligned with the model. Therefore, in [25], the authors proposed to
improve the method by taking the relative accuracy of the two measurements into account.
The idea is to weight the two attitude matrices corresponding to the choice of using either
of the two vectors as the first direction. This algorithm is called the optimized TRIAD
algorithm. We define σS and σB as the standard deviations of the error of the LOS vector
and the magnetic field vector, respectively. The attitude matrices AS and AB computed
via the TRIAD method are for using the Sun LOS vector and magnetic field vector, respec-
tively, as the first direction of the TRIAD frame. The weighting process is done as follows
(Equation (13)).

A∗ =
σ2

S
σ2

S + σ2
B

AS +
σ2

B
σ2

S + σ2
B

AB (13)

In order to obtain an attitude matrix, the resulting matrix must be orthogonal; therefore,
the final attitude matrix is obtained in Equation (14). According to [26], one orthogonaliza-
tion cycle is needed as A∗ is close to being orthogonal.

A =
1
2
[A∗ + (A∗−1)T ] (14)

Coarse Sun sensors are obviously not as accurate as Sun sensors. Therefore, it is quite
legitimate to take the relative uncertainties of the two components into account via the
presented method.

As for the simple TRIAD algorithm, no noise correction is applied. In case of large
noise or, for example, high variability of the magnetic field, the computed attitude would
not be accurate.

3.2. Multiplicative Extended Kalman Method

The MEKF method aims to improve the attitude determination accuracy by correct-
ing instrument noise and calibrating the gyrometer in real-time. The Kalman filter was
described by Swerling in 1958 or Kalman [27] and Kalman and Bucy [28]. The principle
is based on a two-step method that aims to correct noises and instrument uncertainties.
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The state variables describe the system at each time. These variables provide information
on the corrections to be made to the instruments as well as the orientation of the satellite.
They are first estimated and then corrected based on the observation from the instruments.
Although standard Kalman filters are truly efficient for linear systems, they cannot be
accurate for non-linear systems. Therefore, in our case, we use an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF). This algorithm is a linearized Kalman filter at the point of reference using the Taylor
series expansions principle.

3.2.1. Formulation

At each iteration, MEKF [29] uses the quaternion as the attitude representation and
the state vector δϑ for the representation of the attitude errors. The true quaternion can
then be defined as follows (Equation (15)):

qtrue = δq(δϑ)⊗ q̂ (15)

where qtrue is the true quaternion that represents the real orientation of the object that
is defined from a product. q̂ is the estimate quaternion giving an estimate of the object
orientation. δq(δϑ) is the error quaternion defined by δϑ, with the three components
representing the attitude error. ⊗ is the quaternion product symbol first used in [30] and
defined in [29] as follows (Equation (16)):

q̄⊗ q =

[
q4q̄1:3 + q̄4q1:3 + q̄1:3 × q1:3

q̄4q4 − q̄1:3.q1:3

]
(16)

where x̂ represents the estimate of the quantity x (for example, the state vector). x̂+

represents the updated quantity of x̂−, before being updated. The local attitude error is
the true linearized variable of interest to compute the attitude at each iteration. However,
the gyrometer which is required to predict the motion of the satellite has several calibration
parameters that need to be computed, such as the misalignments, scale factors, and time-
dependent drift biases. Therefore, those quantities must be computed at each iteration. So,
they must be considered as state variables.

3.2.2. Initialization

The state vector as mentioned previously is computed as (Equation (17))

x̂0 =
[
δϑ̂0

T
β̂0

T
ŝT

0 k̂T
U0k̂T

L0

]
(17)

where β̂0 is the initial gyro drift biases. ŝ0 is the initial gyrometer scale factor. k̂U0 and k̂L0
are the initial misalignments. P0 is the initial covariance matrix defined from the predicted
instrument uncertainties. δϑ̂0 = 03 is the initial attitude error for q̂0 (initial quaternion).

3.2.3. Gain

The Kalman gain is used to give different weights to the measurements and the current
estimate of the state. This is the weight assigned to the prediction or the observation and is
defined by Kk as (Equation (18))

Kk = P−k HT
k (x̂−k )[Hk(x̂−k )P−k HT

k (x̂−k ) + Rk]
−1 (18)

where Hk(x−k ) is the observation model at time tk. Rk is the measurement-error covariance
matrix at tk. Pk is the state error covariance at tk. Hk(x−k ) is the observation matrix and is
defined by (Equation 19):

Hk(x−k ) =




A(q̂−)Bo× | 03×12
A(q̂−)So× | 03×12
A(q̂−)No× | 03×12


 (19)
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The operator × is such that (Equation (20))

x1:3× =




0 −x3 x2
x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0


 (20)

where A(q) is the attitude matrix in Equation (21):

A(q) = ‖q‖−2((q2
4 − ‖q1:3‖2)I + 2q1:3q1:3

T − 2q4[q1:3×])) (21)

3.2.4. Update

This subsection aims to compute the post-update of the different variables at time tk.
The covariance matrix P can then be post-updated in Equation (22):

P+
k = [I − Kk Hk(x̂−k )]P

−
k (22)

At this phase, a reset is applied to the pre-estimate of the error angle in Equation (23):

δϑ̂
−
k = 03 (23)

It is then possible to update the state vector in Equation (24):

x̂+k = x̂−k + Kk[yk − hk(x̂−k )] (24)

where x̂k = [δϑ̂k
T

β̂k
T

ŝT
k k̂T

Uk
k̂T

Lk
]. hk(x̂−k ) is the estimated observation that is given in

Equation (25). The measurements are given in Equation (26).

hk(x̂−k ) =




A(q̂−)Bo
A(q̂−)So
A(q̂−)No




tk

(25)

yk =




B
S
N




tk

(26)

The quaternion’s update is performed through two steps that aim to compute the quater-
nion corresponding to the error estimate in Equation (27a) and to preserve the unit quater-
nion norm in Equation (27b).

q̂∗ = q̂−k +
1
2

Ξ(q̂−k )δϑ̂k
+

(27a)

q̂+
k =

q∗

‖q∗‖ (27b)

where δϑ̂k
+

corresponds to the first three components of the state vector x̂+k and the Ξ(q)
matrix is defined in Equation (28):

Ξ(q) =
[

q4 I3 + [q1:3×]
−q1:3

T

]
(28)

3.2.5. Propagation

The propagation part aims to propagate the expected values and covariance at time
tk+1. First of all, we compute the estimate of the gyrometer components corrected based on
the factors, drifts, and misalignments obtained from the previous step as (Equation (29))

ω̂+(t) = [I3 − Ŝ(t)][ω̂−(t)− β̂(t)] (29)
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where S characterizes the gyrometer biases and misalignments and is defined as (Equation (30)):

S =




s1 kU1 kU2
kL1 s2 kU3
kL2 kL3 s3


 (30)

Based on the knowledge of the updated angular rate and quaternion at time tk, the quater-
nion’s estimate at time tk+1 is defined in Equation (31) as

q̂−k+1 = Θ̄(ω̂+
k )q̂+

k (31)

where Θ̄(ω̂+
k ) is defined as (Equation (32))

Θ̄(ω̂+
k ) =


cos

(
1
2

∥∥∥ω̂+
k

∥∥∥∆t
)

I3 − [Ψ̂+
k ×] Ψ̂+

k

−Ψ̂+
k cos

(
1
2

∥∥∥ω̂+
k

∥∥∥∆t
)

 (32)

where ∆t is the duration between the two considered epochs. Ψ̂+
k is computed in Equation (33)

as

Ψ̂+
k =

sin
(

1
2

∥∥∥ω̂+
k

∥∥∥∆t
)

ω̂+
k∥∥∥ω̂+

k

∥∥∥
(33)

The covariance matrix P estimate at tk+1 is such that (Equation (34))

P−k+1 = ΦkP+
k ΦT

k + ΓkQkΓT
k (34)

where Qk is defined as in Equations (35)–(37) at the initialization and during the iterations
as

Q(t) = block diagonal([σ2
v I3 σ2

u I3 σ2
s I3 σ2

U I3 σ2
L I3]) (35)

Qk = ∆t G Q GT (36)

G(t) =
[−(I3 − Ŝ) 03×12

012×3 I12

]
(37)

where Φk is the state transition matrix that is computed as follows (Equations (38)–(40b))
for a simple first-order approximation:

Φk = I15 + ∆tF(tk) (38)

F(t) =
[
−[ω̂(t)×] −(I3 − Ŝ) diag(ω− β̂) −Û −L̂

012×3 012×3 012×3 012×3 012×3

]
(39)

Û =




ω2 − β̂2 ω3 − β̂3 0
0 0 ω3 − β̂3
0 0 0


 (40a)

L̂ =




0 0 0
ω1 − β̂1 0 0

0 ω1 − β̂1 ω2 − β̂2


 (40b)

These calculation steps are applied to the inputs for each time step. In the case where
the uncertainties related to the dynamics model are not very important, the corrections
related to the gyro will converge at least in the short term. Nevertheless, they could evolve
with the aging of the instrument and the flight conditions; thus, real-time calibration is
legitimate.
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4. Results

Once the algorithm is implemented, it is possible to calculate the satellite attitude
for each measurement acquisition. The objective of calculating this attitude is required
to compute the incident flux for each face of the CubeSat, as presented in Section 1. This
means that the measured fluxes are corrected from their angle to the observed source.
Therefore, the flux corrections are directly related to the Sun LOS and nadir vectors in the
spacecraft body frame.

This section presents the two unit vectors in the satellite’s body reference frame
for both TRIAD and MEKF methods. The vectors are represented as a function of time
according to each of their components in the satellite reference frame.

For example, if the X component of the Sun LOS is equal to 1, the satellite’s +X face is
facing the Sun, the normal to the face coincides with the Sun LOS vector, and this would be
the case for the −X face if the Sun LOS X component was −1. In the following studies, only
data from the UVSQ-SAT satellite in orbit are used to test the TRIAD and MEKF methods.

4.1. Results with TRIAD Method

The TRIAD method (Section 3.1) provides the CubeSat attitude matrix. The Sun
LOS in the body frame is computed from the model and the attitude matrix. The nadir
direction in the body frame is obtained from the transformation of the nadir vector in the
orbital frame (defined as the third axis of the reference frame basis). Those two vectors are
represented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. First lights of the Sun LOS (a) and nadir (b) components in the satellite body frame based on
TRIAD method on 2 March 2021 (representative period in the case of measurements at 30 s intervals
almost continuously, with eclipse phase in gray).

4.2. Results with MEKF Method

The second method, described in Section 3.2, should correct the signals from noise and
gyrometer biases. The Sun LOS and nadir directions are computed in the body reference
frame from the attitude matrix. Their components in this frame are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. First lights of the Sun LOS (a) and nadir (b) components in the satellite body frame based
on MEKF on 2 March 2021 (representative period in the case of measurements at 30 s intervals almost
continuously with eclipse phase in gray).

4.3. Discussion and Perspectives

The TRIAD and MEKF methods were applied to in-orbit data. The objective is to
compare the two methods. To visualize the improvement expected from the MEKF method,
it can be wise to superpose the results from the different methods in Figure 10. Three
indicators to compare the methods are described in this part. The first indicator is based on
the variations of the attitude itself while the second one is derived from the measurements
of a sensor that was not used as an input by the two methods. The last indicator is the
uncertainty of each method. The satellite attitude computed with the Kalman filter is
continuous, which corresponds to a realistic case in orbit. Discontinuities mostly come
from noise in the measurement process. It is therefore relevant to quantify the fast changes
in attitude. This can be done studying the gradient of the Sun LOS or nadir components.
Studying the standard deviation of the gradient is representative of the short variations that
could be due to the attitude determination error. The average of the standard deviations
of the Sun LOS gradients is equal to 5.17 × 10−3 s−1 for the TRIAD method compared
to 4.1 × 10−3 s−1 for the MEKF method (UVSQ-SAT data on the 2 and 3 February 2021).
Therefore, the MEKF method seems to represent the satellite attitude variations better
based on the previous indicator as it reduces discontinuities thanks to its smoothing asset.
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Figure 10. First lights of the Sun LOS and nadir coordinates in the satellite body frame based on
MEKF and TRIAD on 2 March 2021 (representative period in the case of measurements at 30 s
intervals almost continuously with eclipse phase in gray).

A more accurate analysis can be established based on the measurements of a sensor
not used in the attitude determination process. UV sensors (UVSs) with a narrow field of
view (FOV) are used to compare the results based on the two methods. Those sensors are
primarily sensitive to solar radiation. Therefore, the sensors should detect when the Sun
appears in the FOV. It is therefore a great indicator to evaluate the precision and accuracy of
both methods. This allows us to determine which method is the most adequate to find the
orientation of the satellite (in the majority of cases). It is important to note that this study
has limitations as it is realized only in the phases of sunlight and in some configurations.
The reference cases are related to direct solar observations.

The accuracy and precision values are computed for each method. The accuracy value
is defined in Equation (41a) as the proximity of a measured value to a real value. The value
of precision in Equation (41b) refers to the proximity of two or more measurements to each
other. This allows us to monitor the presence of a bias in the attitude determination.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(41a)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(41b)

where TP, FN, FP, and TN are defined in Table 2.
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Table 2. Definition of the true positive, false negative, false positive, and true negative.

Attitude Determination
Definition Facing the Sun Not Facing the Sun

Facing the Sun True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)UVS Not facing the Sun False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

These values are calculated in the case of the TRIAD method in Figure 11 and then for
MEKF in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. Precision (a) and accuracy (b) of the TRIAD method based on the UVS indicator.

The indicators are plotted according to different FOV. Indeed, the FOV of the instru-
ment can be different from the theoretical FOV due to uncertainties of measurements and
misalignments. This is the reason why we choose to calculate the accuracy and precision for
different values of angle threshold (theoretical FOV). When the angle between the normal
to the sensor and the Sun LOS determined by each method is below a certain threshold
(FOV), it is verified that the UVS sensor receives a signal corresponding to the incident solar
flux. This is an indicator that the considered face is facing the Sun. Using large numbers of
values corresponding to large numbers of different configurations helps us to quantify the
ability of the methods to recover the Sun LOS in the body frame.
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Figure 12. Precision (a) and accuracy (b) of the MEKF method based on the UVS indicator.

The methods can be compared by computing the difference between the indicators for
MEKF and TRIAD. The results are presented in Figure 13. The MEKF method allows us to
increase the precision by about 20% and the accuracy by a few percent.

The last indicator used to compare the methods is the absolute uncertainty of the two
methods developed above. To do this, we choose to use the Monte Carlo method to perform
the propagation of uncertainties. The uncertainties of the instruments are quantified from
the specifications and empirically. They are represented as a Gaussian probability density
function. We then seek to quantify the uncertainty propagated on the angle to the Sun
and the angle to the nadir as the flux computation depends on those parameters. The
uncertainty is estimated in two different cases. The plot at the top of Figure 14 shows the
evolution of the uncertainty for TRIAD and MEKF methods in the case of the data received
almost continuously over the whole selected period. The sampling rate is thus almost
constant and regular. This represents the ideal case where all the data are retrieved, and the
only limitation is the sampling rate. The plot at the bottom of Figure 14 represents the
same evolution for a longer period equivalent to more than 22 orbits including phases with
missing data. It is thus possible to obtain the restitution of attitude with a 3◦ uncertainty
(at 1 σ) in sunlight for both methods. In eclipse, for long periods of time (including missing
data), the uncertainty reaches 14◦ for TRIAD while it converges to about 10◦ for the MEKF
method. In general, we see an improvement of about 4◦. Eclipse phases appear in gray
and sunlight in white. The determination of the uncertainty in time is pertinent as the
attitude will be time-dependent for the MEKF method. This is apparent in Figure 14 as
the uncertainty for the MEKF method converges with time. We also see that sunlight and
eclipse phases have totally different results in terms of uncertainty as the data provided
come from different instruments.
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Figure 13. Difference between the precision (a) and accuracy (b) of the MEKF and the TRIAD
methods based on the UVS indicator (positive means that MEKF has better performance compared
to TRIAD).

The accuracy of the MEKF method can be compared to validation with in-orbit data
from [3]. It appears that the uncertainty is much lower for the Radio Aurora Explorer
satellites with a 1 Hz sampling rate (below 1◦). A 1 Hz sampling rate was not enough to
capture the spacecraft motion, and a slowing down of the satellite rotation was therefore
undertaken and allowed to improve the results. In our case, the sampling period of 30 s
does not allow us to reach such accuracy. This is nevertheless important to note as feedback.

It is possible to estimate the uncertainties on the incident flux from the uncertainties
on the angles to the source. Indeed, fluxes are corrected using the cosine of the angle for the
Sun and the view factor in the case of terrestrial flux. Those uncertainties are based only on
the attitude determination uncertainties. Therefore, for the solar flux, the uncertainty is
estimated at 4% (1σ) for both methods. For the eclipse phase and terrestrial flux, the TRIAD
method allows us to compute the flux with around 19% uncertainty, although MEKF
allows for around 13% accuracy (1σ). The MEKF method brings improvements. but it also
presents limitations. The algorithm loads the data on-ground from in-orbit data to compute
the CubeSat attitude. However, the method relies on the need to predict the state vector at
the next iteration from the previous measurements.

Therefore, it is important that those two steps are not too far in time given the chosen
sampling rate. Rarely, but not impossibly, the inputs data can be missing due to a single-
event upset (SEU) or missing values in the communication process. An example of this
appears in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Uncertainties estimated from the Monte Carlo method for TRIAD and MEKF methods
for continuous sampling on 2 March 2021 (top) and from 11–13 March 2021 (bottom) with eclipse
phases in gray.
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Figure 15. Nadir Z component in the satellite frame based on the TRIAD and MEKF methods—
missing values are delimited with hatches for a 10 min duration on 3 February 2021.

After the missing values, the first estimations of the nadir component from the MEKF
method seem to be very different from the TRIAD estimations. Data gaps cause the poor
prediction of the next iteration. This issue can be solved by implementing the algorithm
on-board the satellite to avoid missing values due to communication issues. To do so,
the computations should be executed on the on-board computer. Computational resources
can be limited in-orbit. Therefore, an optimized algorithm was developed to reduce the
required computations and is described in [15].

This section has presented the results of the methods. The advantages and limitations
can be summarized as follows. The use of infrared sensors instead of photodiodes in
an eclipse allows us to greatly reduce the measurement uncertainty. This is still recent
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and rarely developed in the literature (Table 1, such as in [12] or [19]), but its use could
be validated in orbit. Moreover, the use of the Kalman filter allowed us to increase the
accuracy of the attitude restitution and is relatively computationally efficient compared to
the Unscented Kalman Filter presented in [19]. However, certain limitations are present
due to difficulties of a making predictions due to a lack of data.

5. Conclusions

UVSQ-SAT CubeSat aims to validate innovative technologies in-orbit for a future
constellation to study the Earth’s energy imbalance. UVSQ-SAT has been in orbit since
24 January 2021. To improve the UVSQ-SAT’s reflected solar radiation and outgoing long-
wave radiation measurements at the top of the atmosphere, the UVSQ-SAT’s attitude
must be accurately known. Two different methods were implemented to determine the
UVSQ-SAT CubeSat’s attitude, and they are based on real data from space observations.

The first method developed is based on the TRIAD algorithm. The accuracy of the
UVSQ-SAT attitude knowledge obtained with the TRIAD method is close to ±3◦ (at one σ)
in sunlight. During eclipse periods, the accuracy of the UVSQ-SAT attitude knowledge is
±14◦ (at one σ). In this observation phase, accurate knowledge of the CubeSat attitude is
more difficult to obtain. This mode of operation with other sensors (Earth radiative sensors
instead of solar visible photodiodes) brings limits. Moreover, the TRIAD method does not
correct all measurement noises.

The MEKF method allows us to estimate and correct instrument noise. It performs
the real-time calibration of the UVSQ-SAT gyrometer. The MEKF method computes the
UVSQ-SAT attitude knowledge with an accuracy similar to TRIAD in sunlight, but with
an accuracy of ±10◦ during eclipse periods (at one σ). There are limitations to the MEKF
method, such as the lack of continuous data. This is a limiting factor since it leads to large
divergence errors. The prediction becomes better when the time between two measure-
ments is short. Then, the linearization becomes more realistic. Reducing the time-step
could be beneficial for future CubeSats, and ground-based tests in near-space conditions
would be recommended to optimize the various parameters.

The methods presented on this manuscript are based on direct measurements (TRIAD)
or Kalman filters (MEKF). Another approach would be to use neural networks to determine
the UVSQ-SAT satellite’s attitude as described in [31]. The neural network will be imple-
mented and trained in-orbit in sunlight to improve the attitude determination accuracy
during eclipse periods. The training will be based on the previously described methods,
and the performance of the new method will be evaluated to assess the ability of the
method to be implemented for the future satellites of the constellation.
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3.5 Application of the Neural Network to Deter-

mine the Satellite Attitude

3.5.1 In-orbit Attitude Determination with the Multi-layer

Perceptron

The results were presented at AGU 2021 in [Finance et al., 2021c]. The section
presents the outcome of the application of the neural network to in-orbit data.

General Method

This section describes a method that aims to compute the satellite attitude with
the best accuracy possible at each time. The algorithm uses neural networks to
predict the UVSQ-SAT attitude based on the instruments on-board and models.
The general method is the same as the one presented in Section 3.3.2. The neural
network is a MLP that is trained based on the attitude determination realized
with TRIAD and MEKF methods described in Section 3.4.2. Training the neural
network allows the optimization of the characteristic parameters of each layer in
order to get closer to the expected result. This step should allow the use of the
neural network to compute the satellite attitude without intermediate calculations.

Data Processing

Data are received at the mission center. The data processing is realized on-ground.
Raw values are converted to scientific units. Instruments that can be calibrated
are calibrated. Once the inputs are available, additional values are indicated or
calculated which allow characterizing the satellite orbit for example, the surround-
ing magnetic field or the direction of the Sun in relation to the satellite. Then,
different methods can be implemented to determine the UVSQ-SAT attitude. The
methods are TRIAD and MEKF.

Main Objectives

The main goal of the algorithm is to determine the satellite’s attitude at each time.
As mentioned earlier, attitude knowledge is crucial to dissociate and compute the
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terrestrial flux. The main advantage of using the MLP based on the other methods
is to obtain the best possible accuracy, avoiding the Kalman filter’s drawbacks. The
purpose is to compute instantaneously avoiding the recursive loop of the Kalman
filter. The use of the neural network favors the use of all the instruments and
sensors on board the satellite for attitude determination. In addition to adding
the gyrometer values as in the case of the MEKF method, we integrate all the
information known on board.

Inputs and Outputs

The inputs are measurements from the satellite (counting for 136 features) along
with data from models at the location and time of the satellite (counting for 6
features).
The outputs are nadir and Sun coordinates (counting for 2×3), they are the vec-
tors of reference that are used to dissociate and compute incident flux.

Feature Selection is a technique for limiting the input variable to the model by
utilizing only relevant features. It is the technique of selecting suitable character-
istics for the neural network model automatically based on the sort of problem
being solved. We implement feature selection to improve the understanding of the
neural network trained and more particularly to estimate the significance of the
different features in the attitude determination process. Feature selection allows
us to remove useless features in the process. It can also be used to improve atti-
tude determination by clearly determining what measurements should be used in
sunlight, and eclipse and removing the inappropriate ones.
Therefore, features selection is implemented from different techniques:

• Linear regression

• Random Forest regression

• SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [Shapley, 1951]

The objective of the techniques is to weigh the parameters that will have great
importance in the determination of the satellite attitude. In the example of linear
regression, we consider a layer of neurons. In this very basic case, the multiplier
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becomes the weighting factor for the features. The more important it is the more
the feature will have an impact on the output.
In sunlight:

• the Sun’s direction is computed mostly thanks to the photodiodes.

• the nadir direction appears to be determined mostly from the magnetic field
data, photodiodes, and infrared sensors.

Architecture

This architecture was presented by [Finance et al., 2021b] as tests were realized
on-ground before launch. It has been slightly modified since, to allow for a different
number of inputs and outputs and to adapt to different data. The inputs used in
orbit are much more numerous since many features such as the temperature of the
panels, and data on all sides are usable and can help deduce the orientation of the
satellite.

• 5 Hidden fully connected layers

• 142 (max) inputs

• 6 (3 per direction) outputs

• Learning rate of 105, determined empirically

• Layers dimensions (width): 142/48/128/256/128/6

Training

The training of the neural network is done based on results from the TRIAD
method for random samples from the first 9 months of data (around 500 000
samples). The ideal would have been to be able to train the neural network with
a large number of samples from the MEKF method. However, due to the lack
of data (mostly related to communication with the satellite), we use the TRIAD
method to validate the training in orbit. We expect to have a performance altered
by the noise present with TRIAD.
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Performance of the UVSQ-SAT Multi-layer Perceptron in Sunlight

(a) Sun LOS coordinates (b) Nadir direction coordinates

Figure 3.7: Predicted and real coordinates of the Sun LOS and nadir vector in
daylight.

Figure 3.7 represents the predicted coordinates of the Sun LOS versus coordinates
of reference (TRIAD) based on the optimized neural network. It is important to
mention that the accuracy is estimated based on the TRIAD results and is not
absolute accuracy. The continuous red curve illustrates the ideal case where the
observed values exactly match the predicted values. We can compute an error for
the Sun vector of 7◦ (at 1σ) compared to the test set. The error for the nadir
vector is 10◦ (at 1σ) compared to the test set. We observe important errors for
small coordinates, it corresponds to a low Sun meaning the Sun rays are far from
the incident. Signals observed on the sensors of the related side are lower and less
precise. The MEKF-based training is not represented as it could not allow training
the algorithm as it is. Indeed, as the MEKF method needs iterations to converge it
is an issue as the data provided from the mission can be discontinuous. The model
used in the algorithm to predict the next state has issues when the time elapsed
between two measurements is too long (e.g. more than 60 s). We chose here to
evaluate the MLP performance using TRIAD as the method is instantaneous and
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does not need precise datarate. The performance is evaluated based on TRIAD
algorithm results. No instruments on-board gives the true orientation. Those
results are estimations. We quantify the ability of the MLP algorithm to learn
from TRIAD.

Results

It uses the TRIAD training set based on random samples in the data from the
launch and the optimized neural network. We have tested the ability of the neural
network to predict the sun and nadir direction based on the available sensors.
Those results are preliminary and allow quantifying the accuracy of the algorithm
compared to the values computes from the TRIAD method in sunlight.

Perspectives

Method
Uncertainty

Advantage
Sunlight Eclipse

TRIAD 3◦ 14◦ Instantaneous
MEKF 3◦ 10◦ Correct noise and calibrate instruments
MLP 3◦* 3-10◦* Instantaneous and more accurate in eclipse

Table 3.2: Accuracy and advantages of each method (*desired).

The MLP method can be adapted to the architecture of the UVSQ-SAT and based
on the reference dataset we have shown that it could be trained. This method could
be implemented using more precise information from the MEKF algorithm. The
sample rate and continuity of the measurement would improve the convergence and
the accuracy of the algorithm. Future work is in progress to improve the MEKF
method in the next satellite which will be described in the following. However,
Table 3.2 recaps the accuracy in each condition for each method and expected
accuracy based on the MLP. Subsequently, the neural network methods could
be improved by using correlation related to the opposite faces which will have
signals strongly influenced by the solar flux. Moreover, in terms of neural network
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architecture, the use of long short-term memory (LSTM) could be beneficial. An
LSTM cell is a specific recurrent neural network (RNN). Recurrent neural networks
work with sequences of arbitrary length rather than with fixed size inputs. They
retain the memory of past data to predict sequences of data in the near future.

3.5.2 Outcomes

The accuracy of this method can be quantified. We have observed that the learning
by neural network allowed once functional to reduce the execution time of calcu-
lations to find the attitude of the satellite. Such an algorithm must allow ignoring
the errors which can appear following a solar eruption and thus a real magnetic
field not corresponding at all to the modeled magnetic field. Moreover, the atti-
tude determination can be done instantaneously at each sample of measurement
received on the ground.

3.6 Lessons Learned

We have studied and applied different methods to retrieve the satellite attitude.
We have noted several aspects that should be verified to ensure better attitude
determination. An important geometric consideration is the fact that the frame of
reference of each instrument used for deterministic attitude determination should
be properly defined in the main frame of reference (example of the inertial mea-
surement unit). The information provided to determine reference vectors such as
nadir, magnetic field or Sun LOS should be correctly recovered in a 3-dimensional
space. At each time, meaning in each configuration, the satellite should have
enough information to locate itself. This can be extrapolated using Kalman filter
but it lowers the accuracy as the algorithm has to be based on predictions. For
example, the photodiode and IR sensors signals should be available in every 6
directions (+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, -Z).
We have examined the fact that missing values due to a problem of communica-
tion or other issues during the recovery of the data cause a loss in accuracy using
the Kalman filter. It takes several iterations for the filter to recover its stability.
Moreover, a higher sample rate could improve attitude accuracy by making better
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predictions. Ground-based calibration of the instruments and algorithms is recom-
mended to evaluate the performance and adjust the parameters of the algorithms.
Uncertainties of the sensors should be determined precisely to ensure a better first
estimation of the hyperparameters (covariance matrix). We manage to quantify
the deviation on the flux according to the uncertainty that we have on the attitude
of the satellite in the Figure 3.6. This quantification is done for the worst case
scenario, that is to say in the case where the configuration is most likely to reach
a large uncertainty (depending on the angle to the source). A perspective would
be to create an adequate model in order to propagate the uncertainties related to
the lack of data directly on the recalculated flux at each time. It is assumed that
the noise is Gaussian, but we could study the impact of other types of noise such
as pink noise, which is more difficult to measure.

3.7 Conclusions

The UVSQ-SAT mission has been described in this chapter as it represents a way of
measuring the EEI components at the TOA. Those measurements aim to validate
scientific hypotheses along with the whole process of data processing and commu-
nication. The UVSQ-SAT satellite was launched in January 2021 and has been
fully functional since. Instrumental equations for each sensor and reconstruction
methods have been developed in this chapter. As the satellite is rotating and no
precise control is available on-board, attitude determination is crucial to compute
the terrestrial flux.
We could benefit from data during on-ground calibration and in-orbit. Although
the satellite attitude needs to be known as accurately as possible to compute the
terrestrial flux, the methods are not straightforward. Given its size and com-
pactness, novel methods were implemented to process the data from the on-board
sensors such as the attitude determination algorithms.
We have tested an MLP to recover the satellite’s attitude on-ground to validate
the proof of concept. An uncertainty of 7.1◦ at 1σ was estimated on the attitude
determination. This makes it possible to consider the use of this type of method in
orbit in order to combine a multitude of sensors with more complex links without
making the calculation too complex.
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Once the satellite was in orbit we could retrieve data from the sensors. Those
sensors were used to estimate the UVSQ-SAT attitude at each measurement. To
achieve this objective two methods were selected, and adapted to the satellite’s
architecture and the data retrieved. One method is a direct and instantaneous
method called TRIAD and one is an indirect and iterative method called MEKF
based on a Kalman filter. The two were used to reach 3◦ accuracy in Sunlight and
10◦ accuracy in eclipse (1σ). The first method was then applied to in-orbit data
thanks to the two deterministic methods implemented. The MLP method can be
adapted to the UVSQ-SAT architecture and, based on the reference dataset, we
have shown that it can be trained. This method could be implemented using more
accurate information from the MEKF algorithm. This was not successful in our
case because of the discontinuities present in the data. We have targeted some
points that could be improved in order to enhance the use of the MEKF method
as a training source for the neural network.
The information on the attitude allows us to determine that the satellite rotates
on itself with an average speed of one revolution about every 20min since the
beginning of the mission. The attitude of the satellite relative to the Earth and
the Sun is utilized to dissociate and compute the different flux observed by the
satellite through the instrumental equations presented. This allows us to draw
monthly maps of the terrestrial flux. Those results are shown and analyzed in the
next chapter. These results are unique and allow many external feedbacks that
can be transposed to other space missions for the measurement of the radiation
balance. The issues raised by this mission are common and not well documented.
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4.1 UVSQ-SAT Outcomes

The UVSQ-SAT mission was presented in Chapter 3 with the objective to mea-
sure the EEI components. The attitude determination work presented previously
in the same chapter is fundamental for the calculation of the fluxes at the top of
the atmosphere. Indeed, it allows the resolution of the instrumental equations.
Once determined it is possible to reconstruct flux maps according to the method
defined in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 presents the process sequence and the results of
the mission and the analysis that can be done compared to other missions.
The UVSQ-SAT data is organized into different layers called levels. Each level is
adapted to the amount of processing that has taken place. The different processes
aim to transform this data into data that can be understood by the UVSQ-SAT
team and scientists who seek to study ECV. The data processing levels are an
indicator of how far the archived version of data has been processed since it was
created. Typically, they reflect the progressive transformation of raw data to pro-
cessed data and data products. For this project, the distribution of levels is done
as follows.

At Level 0, the data is recovered and the duplicates and communication arti-
facts from the telemetry are removed. The data is time referenced.
At Level 1A the data are converted to scientific units. To do so, conversions are
based on ground and in-orbit calibrations. For this, we base ourselves on the cal-
ibration parameters carried out on the ground. Indeed, several calibrations took
place on-ground. A Xenon lamp allowed for calibrating the photodiodes during
tests at different intensities. The ERS could be calibrated using reference black
bodies on the ground for different body temperatures. The instrument’s reference
temperatures were determined during tests in a thermal vacuum tank. The inertial
units and in particular the magnetometer, pre-calibrations were carried out on the
ground and consolidated in orbit. We note that on the ground the calibration is
very complex given the completely different conditions found in space. Indeed, the
instruments of measurement are subjected to conditions of vacuum and temper-
atures very different from the conditions during the assemblies and tests on the
ground.
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Level 1B data are reached given the satellite attitude. As explained in Chapter 3,
the attitude determination gives information on the relative orientation of each
sensor relative to the source. This information is crucial to resolve the instru-
mental equations presented in Chapter 3. Equations are solved to dissociate and
compute the terrestrial flux.
Level 2 data are obtained given the location of the satellite at each time, the flux
can be plotted to map the radiation over the whole globe. The equations pre-
sented in Chapters 2 and 3 describe how the map reconstruction is performed.
Indeed, we consider a certain FOV which is in this case a wide 135◦ FOV, due
to the distribution of sensors on each side of the satellite. The reconstruction is
done by considering a Gaussian distribution function. At each time and position
of the satellite’s measurements, we obtain a spot corresponding to a value and
an observed area. By combining all these instants we can then cover almost the
entire surface of the globe and thus draw monthly maps of terrestrial flux from
UVSQ-SAT data.

4.2 UVSQ-SAT Instantaneous Terrestrial Flux

The UVSQ-SAT has been in-orbit since the 24th of January 2021. The satellite is
still fully operational. Almost two years of data retrieved can be presented and
compared to reference datasets such as ERA5 reanalysis, CERES, and HIRS mea-
surements.
Figure 4.1 represents the ground track of the satellite on the 8th of February 2022
for 2 orbits. The data recovered from the instruments were processed according to
the method described in Section 4.1 to compute the OSR presented in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison between UVSQ-SAT and ERA5 data for two
orbits measurements of the OSR. The ERA5 data represented in the figure needs
explanations as it is based on a model of the UVSQ-SAT instrument. Global
hourly ERA5 data are used to model UVSQ-SAT observations. As detailed in
Section 2.2, the UVSQ-SAT platform was modeled based on its ground track and
instruments’ characteristics. The FOV of the instrument is computed to be 135◦

and the trajectory is given and updated by the NORAD as TLE. Observations can
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be modeled for each measurement of the UVSQ-SAT instruments based on ERA5
data.

Figure 4.1: Ground track of the UVSQ-SAT satellite at each measurement for two
orbits on 8 February 2022.
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Figure 4.2: OSR component measured along two orbits from the UVSQ-SAT satel-
lite compared to ERA5 transformed data on 8 February 2022 (eclipse phase in
gray).
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The differences between the time series can be explained because we are dealing
here with two data sets from totally different sources. On the one hand, they are
the reanalyses, and on the other hand a single satellite. The instruments that
served as a basis for the reanalyses have characteristics significantly different from
those of the sensors on board the UVSQ-SAT satellite (for example resolution
and FOV). In addition, for ERA5 it is reanalysis and therefore extrapolation of
information through models, the satellite makes a measurement at a location and
at a given time which is not necessarily the case for an instrument used by ERA5
reanalysis. We observe that the flux observed on the sensors is zero in eclipse
because it is the flux reflected by the Earth. It is therefore logical that in the
case of an eclipse the incident solar flux is absent when the satellite observes the
hidden side in the umbra of the Sun. The elevation of the Sun with respect to the
satellite for which we consider that the satellite is in the umbra is calculated in
Equation 4.1.

elevationlimit = arcsin

(
REarth

REarth + zsat

)
− π

2
(4.1)

where, REarth is still the Earth radius and zsat the satellite altitude. We consider
a perfectly spherical Earth and for the example, at an altitude of 540 km the limit
elevation is 22.8◦.
After 2 orbits, the satellite will not have covered the entire globe. The tools
presented in Section 2.2 give us an estimate of the number of days or hours needed
to map the globe. Parameters from the UVSQ-SAT mission are selected and
simulations are launched to simulate maps at regular intervals. Examples are
shown for OSR maps in Figure 4.3. It is estimated that it takes about 15 days
to cover the entire surface of the globe and eliminate as much as possible biases
related to the orbit tracks.

Figure 4.3: Example of an OSR map made after several days of data accumulation.

Actually, given a 135◦ FOV, for the UVSQ-SAT mission, it will be necessary to
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wait for 30 days to have global maps of the flows. Indeed, this duration takes into
account the loss of data. This is explained by multiple reasons such as the loss of
data during an unwanted reset due to a single event upset or during communication
with the satellite.

4.2.1 Monthly Averaged Outgoing Terrestrial Radiation

Monthly Accumulation of UVSQ-SAT Data

Radiation flux maps can therefore be plotted by accumulating satellite data over
a period of 1 month.
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Figure 4.4: OLR in Wm−2 from UVSQ-SAT observations averaged for the month
of March 2022.

Figure 4.4 shows the OLR observed by the UVSQ-SAT satellite in March 2022.
OLR values vary with latitude and are primarily related to near-surface and at-
mospheric temperatures, clouds, skin surface emissivity, and water vapor profile.
Those parameters are related to the intensity of convective activity as well as the
variability’s latitude and altitude dependence. High latitudes are colder and pro-
duce less infrared radiation. The humid tropical regions can be seen clearly. The
presence of clouds at high altitudes causes weak radiation to emerge at the TOA at
long wavelengths in tropical and equatorial regions. The radiation emitted by the
Earth’s surface is absorbed by these clouds. As a result, they emit weak outgoing
radiation into space. Deep atmospheric convection is directly linked to a low value
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of OLR. Clouds gain energy by absorbing a small fraction of solar radiation, by
absorbing terrestrial radiation, and during condensation of water vapor. They lose
energy in turn by emitting as black bodies at their temperature between 10 and
13 µm. An increase in the OLR above the Sahara can be explained by the dust
of the Sahara that can lead to a 50Wm−2 [Haywood et al., 2005, Chedin et al.,
2018].
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Figure 4.5: OSR in Wm−2 from UVSQ-SAT observations averaged for the month
of March 2022.

Figure 4.5 shows the OSR observed by the UVSQ-SAT satellite in March 2022.
The OSR is directly linked to the albedo as the albedo is computed as the ratio
between the incoming and the outgoing shortwave radiation. It characterizes the
relicity. For example, the albedo at the poles can be above 0.7. In the tropics,
the albedo is between 0.1 and 0.4. High OSR could be explained by structures
with highly reflective clouds. Oceans appear as absorbing radiation and this is
explained by the albedo of the ocean close to 0.05 to 0.10 [Seitz, 2011].

4.2.2 Comparison with Instruments and Reanalysis

We can compare the mission data with different datasets that offer advantages for
studying different aspects of the Earth’s terrestrial radiation. ERA5 provides a
high spatio-temporal resolution of atmospheric data at the TOA, but it is affected
by biases related to data assimilation. CERES, on the other hand, offers 20 years
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of real data at the TOA, widely used by the scientific community. HIRS has
a lower spatial resolution, and its data are affected by various sources of noise.
Finally, OHC covers only the oceans and provides a historical record of several
years, enabling the study of long-term trends in OHC. Combining these datasets
could provide a more comprehensive comparison. The idea is to compare data
at the TOA for monthly average flux. The comparison is shown in Figure 4.6.
Monthly averages are displayed in the figure.
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Figure 4.6: Monthly averaged flux.

As we know the OLR evolves at about 240Wm−2 whereas the OSR is equal to
about 100Wm−2. The OSR is higher as it corresponds to the UVSQ-SAT local
time and not global monitoring of the OSR. We observe a cycle in both variables.
The gap between the ERA5 OSR and UVSQ-SAT OSR for the last measurements
is due to an issue with the magnetometer and therefore high uncertainty in the
attitude determination. UVSQ-SAT OLR data has been normalized to focus on
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relative variations.
Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of monthly averages over the entire surface of the
globe for CERES, ERA5, and HIRS compared to the modeling done with ERA5
data.
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Figure 4.7: Monthly averaged flux.

This allows a direct comparison of what is observed from a satellite compared
to the total coverage of the entire surface of the globe. The trends are comparable
nevertheless the results are different, indeed measuring from a single satellite does
not allow us to have a global view of the phenomena at each moment on the whole
globe. As explained in chapter 2, a satellite constellation is necessary to reach
the specifications sought for the measurement of the components of the radiation
imbalance. This shows the importance of a constellation for the observation of
these variables.
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Combining ERA5 and UVSQ-SAT Data for Enhanced OLR and OSR
Analysis

Combining low-frequency dynamics from ERA5 data with high-frequency data
from UVSQ-SAT entails merging the two data sets to improve understanding of
OLR and OSR.
The first step in the approach is to compute a daily average of the ERA5 dataset.
The ERA5 must be adapted to the UVSQ-SAT observations. The method has
been explained in Section 4.2 for which we calculate the variable supposed to be
observed by the satellite from the ERA5 data (given its location and time). We
then take the average of the OLR and OSR values for each day throughout the
time period of interest. This gives a daily average of the low-frequency dynamics of
OLR and OSR, which we can then integrate with the high-frequency UVSQ-SAT
data.
The next step is to select the high-frequency dynamics from the UVSQ-SAT data.
This may be accomplished by subtracting the daily average of the UVSQ-SAT
data from the original observations, resulting in a residue that represents the high-
frequency changes in OLR and OSR.
The final step is to combine the daily average of the ERA5 data with the high-
frequency UVSQ-SAT residue, creating a composite dataset that combines the
low-frequency dynamics of ERA5 with the high-frequency variations of UVSQ-
SAT. This composite dataset can then be analyzed to study the dynamics of OLR
and OSR.
The timeseries are represented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Indeed, the long-term trends
between ERA5 and the composite are very similar given the construction method
used. There is a discrepancy with the CERES data since, as the observations are
different, with the use of a single satellite at one local time for UVSQ-SAT versus
multiple observations for CERES at different local times. The bias is therefore
apparently understandable. Nevertheless, improving the information from UVSQ-
SAT measurements takes place in the short term with enhanced high-frequency
dynamics.
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Figure 4.8: OSR timeseries during daylight in Wm−2 from UVSQ-SAT/ERA5
composite dataset and monthly averages since the beginning of the UVSQ-SAT
mission.
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Figure 4.9: OLR timeseries during eclipse in Wm−2 from UVSQ-SAT/ERA5 com-
posite dataset and monthly averages since the beginning of the UVSQ-SAT mis-
sion.
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OSR is plotted in Figure 4.8 and shows the cycles observed due to the incli-
nation of the Earth correlated to seasonal changes. OLR (relative evolution) is
represented in Figure 4.9 and shows high dynamics in the evolution of the vari-
able. Highs reach almost 255Wm−2 and lows 230Wm−2. One way to justify the
difference between the ERA5 dataset and the composite is that the composite
gives instantaneous data and the ERA5 dataset comes from reanalysis that is not
based on similar information (e.g. sensors and spatio-temporal resolution).
Figure 4.10 shows the accumulation of the OSR in sunlight since the beginning
of the mission. We can note different zones where the OSR is the highest. For
example, in some parts of Africa, such as the Sahara Desert, the albedo may be
relatively high due to the presence of sand. This can explain the high level of OSR.

Figure 4.10: OSR at the TOA from the composite dataset in Wm−2 since the
beginning of the UVSQ-SAT mission.

There is a zone of high OSR above the American rainforest which we can try
to explain as rainforests tend to have high levels of cloud cover, which can reflect
shortwave radiation back into space. Low OSR is observed in oceans which is
justified by a lower albedo.
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4.3 Conclusion

Since February 2021, the UVSQ-SAT satellite observes the Earth and the Sun. A
whole process is implemented to transform the data from its raw aspect to the
scientific quantities of interest. We have developed the implemented methods and
the level of data processing to achieve the determination of the radiative compo-
nents. Thanks to the attitude determination of the satellite, we could solve the
instrumental equations for each sensor on-board the CubeSat to compute the EEI
components. Flux can be calculated and presented as a time series. Flux maps
could be achieved based on the presented reconstruction methods. It allows us
to observe structures and phenomena such as pollution areas, soil transformation,
and clouds. These data are then compared to ERA5 reanalyses or data sets from
CERES or HIRS instruments. The whole approach could be validated in terms of
design and methods.
These findings are highly promising, demonstrating that small satellites may pro-
vide quick answers to important scientific issues. It shows the possibility of making
essential measurements with nanosatellites. The feedbacks are very important to
take into account for the development of future missions. The opportunity to ap-
proach the mission as a whole, from design to data collection, is a real plus and
allows a direct and efficient improvement of the technologies and methods imple-
mented.
We notice the need for a constellation in order to monitor at higher spatiotempo-
ral resolution. This mission clearly demonstrates that a constellation of Cubesats
devoted to the measurement of the EEI is viable in the NewSpace period benefit-
ing from technological advances in miniaturization and reasonable costs to access
space. It provides a versatile platform for collecting data on the Earth’s climate.
CubeSats have the potential to advance our understanding of climate change causes
and consequences, as well as to help efforts to solve this global concern.





Conclusions and Perspectives

Nowadays, the challenges have changed compared to the mid 20th century. The
priorities are no longer the same. Global warming is a phenomenon that speaks di-
rectly to us. The consequences of this phenomenon are numerous and increasingly
prevalent, including rising sea levels, more frequent heatwaves, devastating wild-
fires, and a growing frequency of extreme weather events. Solutions of attenuation
and adaptation are thus necessary. This requires the ability to accurately predict
and quantify the evolving climate, which in turn depends on the availability of
high-quality data with both high spatial and temporal resolution.
This thesis describes an initial approach for the validation of measurement and
processing techniques for terrestrial fluxes, with a focus on quantifying key pa-
rameters that are crucial for understanding and observing the effects of global
warming. This thesis mainly focuses on the attitude determination of a satellite
for Earth observation. The aim of this research is to establish a solid founda-
tion for the assessment of the accuracy and reliability of these techniques and to
identify any potential areas for improvement. Through this process, the mission
aims to contribute to a deeper understanding of the dynamics of global warming.
Additionally, the research aims to make recommendations for further missions and
studies in order to improve the monitoring and understanding of the ERB.
The first chapter of this thesis provides an overview of the current state of the
art in measuring the ERB. The study investigates various techniques for observing
both high and low-frequency dynamics of the climate, in order to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of how the climate is changing in real-time. The
use of satellite measurements is of particular importance in this research, as they
provide the ability to quickly acquire and process large amounts of data on cli-
mate evolution, providing valuable insights into the dynamics of climate change.
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Additionally, the analysis of multiple data sources and measurements can further
increase the robustness and validity of the results. By combining these techniques,
we are able to create a comprehensive and detailed picture of the current state of
the climate and to identify key areas that require further study. Indeed, a con-
stellation of satellites is necessary to reach high spatio-temporal resolution with
10-100 km at 3 h and monitor high-frequency dynamics at a local scale. We have
highlighted measurement specifications to monitor the different long and short-
term phenomena. The instruments should determine the TSI with an absolute
accuracy of less than 0.54Wm−2 and a per decade stability of 0.14Wm−2. The
OSR and OLR must be known with an absolute accuracy of 1Wm−2 and a stabil-
ity of 0.1Wm−2 per decade. Therefore, the EEI should be measured with 1Wm−2

absolute accuracy and 0.1Wm−2 per decade.
The second chapter detailed the necessity to develop a constellation of satellites
to reach the expected scientific requirements. The configuration of the satellite
constellation and instruments is important as it constrains the coverage, the re-
visit time, and the resolution. We have seen that a narrow FOV directly entails
a better spatial resolution but requires more satellites to reach the same temporal
resolution as with a larger FOV. A constellation of 512 satellites with 10◦ narrow
FOV is necessary to fit the specifications reaching 10 km spatial resolution with
1.06◦ sensors, and 3 h revisit time. The constellation covers the short-term phe-
nomena at high spatio-temporal dynamics. The choice of Sun-synchronous orbits
for the constellation would entail equi-spaced measurements to monitor every local
time. Such constellations would provide frequent revisits to monitor the Earth,
enabling high temporal resolution and more accurate modeling of dynamic pro-
cesses. We can better identify the drivers of climate variability, such as greenhouse
gas emissions, aerosols, and land modifications. It would improve climate models
by providing more accurate and precise data on essential climate variables. This
can lead to more accurate predictions of future climate change using deterministic
methods or neural networks. A constellation of satellites could be particularly
beneficial for using neural networks to predict future climate conditions because it
would provide a large amount of high spatio-temporal resolution data. Given the
complexity and dynamic of the Earth’s radiation budget, lots of data are necessary
to train neural networks to provide reliable predictions. By offering additional in-
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formation and complete coverage of the Earth’s radiation budget, a constellation
of satellites may be able to improve our knowledge of these feedback mechanisms.
The UVSQ-SAT satellite was presented and detailed in the third chapter. It repre-
sents a pathfinder to test the ability to measure with high accuracy the EEI using
a future constellation of small satellites (Gaïa Y78). The mission was presented in
a book in order to discuss the different issues [Francesco et al., 2023]. The UVSQ-
SAT aims to measure terrestrial radiation on board a small satellite. We have
detailed the instrumental equations and how attitude determination plays a sig-
nificant role in terrestrial flux computation. We have developed a method that was
tested on-ground and validated using neural network. Two methods were imple-
mented in orbit, one method is a direct and instantaneous method called TRIAD
and one is an indirect and iterative method called MEKF based on a Kalman
filter. The two were used to reach 3◦ accuracy in Sunlight and 10◦ accuracy in
eclipse (1σ). We have proved that the neural network could be adapted to the
TRIAD method to validate the feasibility of the MLP in-orbit making use of the
numerous sensors on board. The attitude determination was a challenge and we
have validated methods with unique in-orbit data. This is a significant accomplish-
ment, as accurate attitude determination is essential for solving the instrumental
equation and accurately measuring terrestrial flux. We manage to quantify the
deviation in the flux according to the uncertainty that we have on the attitude
of the satellite. In the future, an adequate model could be developed in order to
propagate the uncertainties related to the lack of data directly on the recalculated
flux at each time. A global model would provide comprehensive information on
the total uncertainty associated with the measurement by this satellite. It would
consider the error balance of the sampling, the error balance of the instruments,
errors in averaging on the planet as a function of the angle, and the measurement
of radiance against flux. These studies have highlighted the need for an adequate
model that combines the tool developed for observing climate variables through a
constellation with thermal and thermo-mechanical models. Such integration would
facilitate the creation of a "digital twin" of the satellite, serving to validate the
signals perceived by the satellite and improve the restitution of the flows along
with the associated uncertainty.
The data processing methods and outcomes from the UVSQ-SAT mission are
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presented in the fourth chapter. It successfully demonstrated the feasibility of
measuring terrestrial radiation at the TOA, the low orbit being an asset. The mis-
sion’s measurements have provided valuable data and the UVSQ-SAT pathfinder
mission is presented as a success. We have reached scientific results and validated
the whole process from raw signals in orbit to scientific results. The UVSQ-SAT
mission allows for data accessibility almost in real-time compared to longer de-
lay for other datasets such as EBAF or ERA5. The success of the UVSQ-SAT
pathfinder mission paves the way for future missions that will use these innovative
observation techniques to gather even more data on climate change. These new
observation methods will allow feeding models with multitudes of data at high
spatial and temporal resolution in order to predict climate evolution.
The benefits of such a future constellation of CubeSats are discussed in this the-
sis, and they allow for better revisit time and spatial resolution, particularly for
monitoring the EEI. A constellation of satellites is required to estimate the global
daily mean top of atmospheric outgoing longwave and shortwave radiation. The
choice for CubeSats is also adapted. Indeed, CubeSats are far less expensive to
manufacture and launch than regular satellites because they are smaller and less
expensive. They can be built and launched more quickly, allowing for faster de-
ployment of new satellite systems. CubeSats are also modular and adapted for a
wide range of purposes. This enables greater flexibility in the design and deploy-
ment of satellite systems for specialized objectives. Finally, CubeSats are built to
last, with several types capable of withstanding severe space settings for lengthy
periods of time. The methods developed in this study allow us to revisit and
improve upon technologies that are important to us. These approaches can be
applied to miniaturization, optimization, and artificial intelligence techniques to
achieve specific goals. By adopting these methods, we can increase efficiency and
effectiveness in various applications. These new technologies are developed being
a great asset as it is critical to note that climate change is a long-term process.
To understand and anticipate the effects of climate change on the Earth’s weather
and climate, it is important to continuously monitor and gather data on a wide
range of variables. There is a need for ongoing monitoring and data collection on a
regular basis. The industrialization of radiation balance measurement appears to
be fundamental. Although temperature and CO2 are good indicators for quanti-
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fying global warming, the ERB makes it possible to better quantify the evolution
of what will happen in the long term.
Moreover, the UVSQ-SAT mission has helped validate and prepare other future
missions such as the INSPIRE-SAT 7 mission. As described in Meftah et al. [2022],
the first objective of INSPIRE-SAT 7 is to improve the UVSQ-SAT technologies
that are used to measure the ERB components and compute the EEI, which is the
difference between global mean solar radiation absorbed by the Earth system and
thermal infrared radiation emitted to space by it. EEI results primarily from the
increase in greenhouse gas levels and drives global change. It is a crucial quantity
for testing climate models and for the prediction of the future course of global
warming. INSPIRE-SAT 7 will measure the ISR and the OSR and OLR using
12 miniaturized Earth’s radiative sensors (thermopiles with carbon nanotubes and
optical solar reflectors).
The second objective is to validate new technologies that help to characterize the
state of the ionosphere for space weather studies and test an innovative approach
based on the combined use of a ground-based HF transmitter and of an HF re-
ceiver onboard the INSPIRE-SAT 7 CubeSat. The attenuation of HF waves by the
ionosphere crossing will be measured during the entire CubeSat trajectory when
it is visible from the ground transmitter. This kind of technology is important for
monitoring the state of the ionosphere and, in particular, for wave propagation
predictions. Indeed, multiple phenomena can strongly disturb the ionosphere and
wave propagation, even posing a threat to orbiting satellites in the case of powerful
solar storms.
The third objective of the INSPIRE-SAT 7 mission is to validate new technologies
for other purposes. For instance, 14 photodiodes will be used to measure the TSI
but also solar radiation in the UV range, whose variability directly impacts the
ozone layer and the temperatures in the middle atmosphere.
The last objective of the INSPIRE-SAT 7 mission is educational. It is to provide
hands-on experience and training to students with a NewSpace approach (sci-
ence objectives, mission analysis, design, construction, CubeSat integration and
test, mission operations, management, cost and risks, and mission and product
assurance). This training of the new generation in the field of the NewSpace is
important for a variety of future space missions for the Earth constellation and for
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Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Improvement measures are considered in order to take into account the feedback
from the UVSQ-SAT mission. We have shown limitations of the mission and mar-
gin of improvement that are essential for future developments. For example, one
of the important issues is data recovery, and the lack of data impacting attitude
determination and flux determination is important to find solutions. One of the
reasons is the inability to perform measurements during a download due to the
over-consumption of the platform. The use of an antenna at another location
would combine the need for a single location for the downloads with the need to
decongest the area for more measurements. Tests are conducted on this satellite
to validate the neural network and ground attitude control methods. Analyses will
then be carried out in order to quantify the possibilities that there can be with
this platform and for the next missions. Moreover, the neural network is validated
with the INSPIRE-SAT 7 on-ground in-order to improve the satellite attitude.
CubeSats could be used in the future to study planetary atmospheres (radiation
balance, atmospheric constituents). UVSQ-SAT opens up new possibilities since
this space mission has demonstrated that it was possible to do science with small
satellite platforms. In addition, it allows considering the use of small satellite
constellations to address major scientific issues in which certain questions require
high spatial resolution and revisit time.
The research presented in the thesis can be used as foundations for further studies
on measuring and processing techniques for terrestrial fluxes from small satellites
and a constellation. Lessons learned and recommendations presented in the the-
sis can be beneficial to develop new and improved methods for observing and
understanding the dynamics of global warming (from hardware, integration to at-
titude determination and reconstruction). Technology advancements continue to
progress, and as a result, there is a growing potential for greater availability of
high-quality data. These advancements can offer data with enhanced spatial and
temporal resolution, thereby providing valuable insights. Acquiring information
on the EEI is crucial for enhancing models and constraining measurements at the
TOA. This information would contribute to the refinement of quantification meth-
ods and a better understanding of the impacts caused by greenhouse gases and
aerosols. This thesis has been completed under exceptional circumstances, as we
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were able to work with authentic remote sensing data from a mission developed
in the lab. This allowed an unparalleled level of insight into the entire process of
developing and implementing methods and technologies for remote sensing.
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Chapitre 1 : L’Importance de la Mesure du Bilan

Énergétique Terrestre

Depuis 1880, la température annuelle globale a augmenté à un rythme moyen de
0,08◦C par décennie, et de plus du double de ce rythme (+0,18◦C par décennie) de-
puis 1981 tel qu’il apparaît dans le rapport [for Environmental Information, 2021].
Selon le rapport 2022 du Groupe d’experts intergouvernemental sur l’évolution du
climat (GIEC) [Rama et al., 2022], le globe est en passe de dépasser la barrière
des 1,5◦C au cours des deux prochaines décennies, et seules les réductions les plus
extrêmes des émissions de carbone permettront d’éviter une catastrophe environ-
nementale. Il est important de savoir que la Terre n’a pas connu d’augmentation de
température de plus de 2,5◦C sur une période aussi courte depuis plus de 3 millions
d’années. Ce phénomène est donc totalement nouveau et de grande ampleur. Le
GIEC a créé cinq scénarios, appelés "trajectoires socio-économiques de référence",
dans lesquels il souligne les répercussions d’une action drastique menée mainte-
nant par rapport à ce qui se passerait si aucune mesure n’était prise. Le scénario
le plus pessimiste, à forte teneur en carbone, entraînerait une augmentation de la
température mondiale de plus de 4◦C d’ici la fin du siècle. Ce changement serait
dangereux en raison de l’augmentation des sécheresses, des incendies de forêt, des
tempêtes tropicales et d’autres phénomènes météorologiques extrêmes. Le change-
ment climatique apparaît comme une menace pour l’humanité. Pour comprendre
l’évolution des températures de la Terre et la variabilité du climat, il est nécessaire
de calculer un indicateur pour quantifier cette évolution. Cet indicateur devrait
être la meilleure statistique unique dont nous disposons pour évaluer l’effet des
actions d’atténuation du changement climatique [von Schuckmann et al., 2020].
La quantification de ce réchauffement à travers de nombreuses variables semble
indispensable pour comprendre les phénomènes et agir à l’échelle locale et mon-
diale. Une variable qui permet de rendre compte du phénomène est le bilan radiatif
terrestre. Celui-ci quantifie les échanges énergétiques au sommet de l’atmosphère
et est directement lié à la température sur Terre. Cette variable est évidemment
nécessaire au comité scientifique pour fournir aux décideurs politiques des informa-
tions sur le changement climatique, ses implications, ses risques, et pour proposer
des options d’adaptation et d’atténuation comme avec le GIEC. Une façon de la
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mesurer est l’observation par satellite.
Il est donc intéressant d’étudier le déséquilibre énergétique de la Terre (EEI) et
de quantifier chacun des flux d’entrée/sortie du système terrestre que nous devons
connaître pour le calculer. Une résolution spatio-temporelle plus élevée permet par
exemple d’explorer les cycles diurnes qui peuvent être déterminants pour l’obser-
vation des nuages et des aérosols formés par photochimie à une échelle locale de
quelques kilomètres. Une meilleure résolution implique un meilleur suivi de va-
riables telles que l’albédo ou les flux géomorphologiques. Cela permettrait d’amé-
liorer les modèles atmosphériques, en mesurant les flux radiatifs pour de nombreux
cas différents, en termes de surfaces et de conditions permettant de les observer et
de les relier à l’impact qu’ils ont sur les flux au sommet de l’atmosphère.
Plusieurs missions ont été développées pour mesurer les composantes du déséqui-
libre énergétique de la Terre.
Dans le cas du bilan radiatif de la Terre, il comporte trois composantes principales :
le rayonnement solaire entrant, le rayonnement solaire réfléchi et le rayonnement
terrestre sortant.
L’irradiance solaire totale (TSI) est une mesure de la puissance solaire par unité de
surface incidente au sommet de l’atmosphère de la Terre sur toutes les longueurs
d’onde. Elle est calculée en prenant des mesures perpendiculaires aux rayons du
Soleil. La constante solaire est une mesure standard de la TSI moyenne à une unité
astronomique de distance.
Le rayonnement solaire réfléchi est le rayonnement à ondes courtes du Soleil qui
est réfléchi sur l’atmosphère et sur la surface de la Terre. Le pourcentage d’énergie
solaire réfléchie vers l’espace est l’albédo du système Terre-atmosphère. Sa valeur
varie de 0 à 1. Plus l’albédo d’une surface est élevé, plus elle est réfléchissante.
Les nuages, les surfaces de neige et de glace, et les aérosols sont les principaux
contributeurs de l’albédo de la Terre.
Le rayonnement sortant infrarouge, également appelé rayonnement thermique, est
émis par la Terre et son atmosphère. La loi de Stefan ou de Stefan-Boltzmann (du
nom des physiciens Jožef Stefan et Ludwig Boltzmann) définit la relation entre le
rayonnement thermique et la température d’un objet considéré comme un corps
noir. Elle établit que l’émittance énergétique d’un corps en watts par mètre carré
(puissance totale rayonnée par unité de surface dans le demi-espace libre d’un corps
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noir) est liée à sa température T exprimée en Kelvin. Le spectre du rayonnement
solaire représenté est proche de celui d’un corps noir dont la température est d’en-
viron 5 800 K. La température du corps noir de la Terre est de 250◦K.
Dines a fourni la première estimation du bilan énergétique de ce type en 1917.
Kiehl and Trenberth a fourni le premier bilan modérément complet des échanges
énergétiques et de l’atmosphère de la Terre en 1997. Stephens et al. a amélioré le
chiffre du bilan énergétique de la Terre en 2012. Entre 2000 et 2010, le bilan radia-
tif a été calculé au sommet de l’atmosphère comme étant de +0,60 ±0,40 Wm−2

[Stephens et al., 2012]. Selon Von Schuckmann et al., l’EEI devrait désormais être
de +0,87 ±0,12 Wm−2 pour la période 2010-2018, contre +0,47 ±0,10 Wm−2 pour
la période 1971-2018.
L’accumulation d’énergie dans les océans apparaissant comme un bon proxy de
l’accumulation dans le système Terre atmosphère océan, peut être mesurée de diffé-
rentes manières. La première approche consiste à calculer l’accumulation d’énergie
à partir des profils de température et de salinité in-situ grâce aux flotteurs Argo.
Une autre approche serait de combiner avec un modèle l’approche précédente avec
des mesures du niveau de la mer issues de l’observation spatiale [Stammer et al.,
2016]. De plus, les mesures des satellites de radiation peuvent être utiles pour cal-
culer le flux net de surface [L’Ecuyer et al., 2015]. Enfin, [Marti et al., 2022] a
décrit une nouvelle approche de géodésie spatiale pour estimer les changements de
l’accumulation d’énergie à partir des changements de niveau stérique, en se basant
sur les mesures altimétriques et gravimétriques des satellites. Elle est basée sur
le principe physique pour lequel la variation totale du niveau de la mer résulte
d’une augmentation de la masse de l’océan et de la variation stérique de la mer.
La variation stérique du niveau de la mer est égale à la somme de l’expansion
thermique de l’océan et de la variation halostérique de l’océan. Le changement
halostérique se réfère à un changement de la salinité tandis que l’expansion ther-
mique est due aux variations de température de l’océan. Par conséquent, si l’on
considère que l’effet halostérique est ici négligeable [Gregory and Lowe, 2000], la
variation thermostérique du niveau de la mer est égale à la différence entre la
variation moyenne globale du niveau de la mer et la masse moyenne globale de
l’océan. La proportion d’énergie entrant dans l’océan est d’environ 0,9. Le bilan
radiatif terrestre peut alors être calculé en divisant l’absorption de chaleur globale
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de l’océan, qui est la dérivée temporelle du contenu thermique global de l’océan,
par la proportion d’énergie entrant dans l’océan [von Schuckmann et al., 2020].
La résolution spatio-temporelle des observations des composantes du bilan énergé-
tique de la Terre semble être la clé. Elle est limitative et ne permettra une bonne
quantification du bilan radiatif que si elle est appropriée au phénomène climatique
que l’on observe. Ainsi, de nouvelles méthodes doivent être mises en place et com-
binées afin d’atteindre les objectifs en question. Pour ce faire, différentes solutions
sont proposées à bord de différentes plateformes.

Chapitre 2 : Vers une constellation de satellites pour

le bilan radiatif Terrestre

L’observation Terrestre à l’aide d’une multitude de satellites semble être la seule
manière de répondre aux spécifications scientifiques qui permettent de comprendre
les phénomènes climatiques qui nous entourent. Le temps de revisite jouant un rôle
important dans l’observation, l’instrument doit également permettre d’atteindre
une résolution spatiale adaptée. Des méthodes de balayage sont réalisées sur de
gros satellites afin de réduire la résolution spatiale. Ces techniques d’observation
sont utilisables dans divers domaines notamment dans l’agriculture en améliorant
la visualisation et caractérisation des sols, structures au sol. Afin de déterminer la
constellation optimale qui répondrait à nos besoins dans le cas du bilan radiatif,
l’une des premières étapes est de disposer d’un outil de simulation permettant
de simuler la reconstruction des cartes à partir d’observations de plusieurs satel-
lites. Cet outil permet de quantifier les performances des différentes architectures
afin de choisir celle qui répondra aux spécifications. Une multitude de simulations
sont donc lancées afin de comprendre les paramètres qui ont un rôle décisif dans
cette détermination. L’un des premiers paramètres est le nombre de satellites qui
constituent la constellation. Plus celui-ci augmente, meilleurs seront les résultats.
Néanmoins, un second paramètre qui devient alors limitant est le champ de vue
du satellite. En effet, plus celui-ci sera étroit meilleurs seront les résultats néan-
moins la durée pour couvrir toute la surface du globe sera importante. À partir
d’un certain point on a beau augmenter le nombre satellites, les résultats ne sont
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pas meilleurs, le champ de vue doit être diminué. Certains critères importants à
respecter sont les résolutions spatio-temporelles afin d’observer les phénomènes
avec une résolution assez fine, tels que les nuages et les cycles diurnes. Ainsi pour
une résolution de 10 km un champ de vue de 1.06◦ est nécessaire. Pour obtenir une
résolution temporelle de 3 h on suppose un balayage de largeur de 10◦ de champ de
vue. On développe un outil qui nous permet de déterminer le temps de revisite par
localisation sur toute la surface du globe. On choisit alors une multitude de points
equi-répartis pour réaliser notre étude et obtenir un temps de revisite de moins
de 3 h. La constellation optimale est définie comme une configuration à 512 satel-
lites afin d’atteindre un temps de revisite médian d’environ 1 h. Les satellites étant
considérés en orbites héliosynchrones on balaie ainsi toutes les heures locales ce qui
permet d’étudier les phénomènes diurnes et liés à des heures locales spécifiques. La
résolution spatiale et temporelle des mesures serait grandement améliorée par le
déploiement d’une constellation telle que celle décrite. Cela serait un grand pas en
avant pour la mesure du bilan radiatif et potentiellement d’autres variables intrin-
sèquement liées à l’évolution du climat. Cette constellation permettrait d’observer
et de quantifier de nombreux forçages radiatifs à court terme tels que les impacts
radiatifs des aérosols et des nuages qui sont très variables dans l’espace et dans
le temps. La question des débris spatiaux étant au centre des enjeux actuels, la
constellation de satellites doit être optimisée au maximum. Le nombre de satellites
doit être justifié et idéal afin de ne pas congestionner l’espace.

Chapitre 3 : La mission UVSQ-SAT et la détermi-

nation d’attitude

Le satellite UVSQ-SAT est un Cubesat 1 U développé par le LATMOS et lancé le
24 janvier 2020 en orbite héliosynchrone. L’objectif de ce satellite est de valider des
hypothèses pour la mesure du bilan radiatif. Nombreux capteurs sont disposés sur
toutes les surfaces du satellite. L’objectif étant de mesurer les flux terrestres sortant
pour retracer des cartes. UVSQ-SAT est composé de plusieurs sous-systèmes, no-
tamment la structure mécanique, le sous-système d’alimentation, le sous-système
de contrôle thermique, la carte magnéto, le sous-système de commande et de traite-
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ment des données, le sous-système de communication et le sous-système de charge
utile (ERS, UVS, TSIS et un accéléromètre/gyroscope/magnétomètre à 3 axes
(capteur TW)). UVSQ-SAT est un CubeSat qui adhère à la norme CubeSat et
est compatible avec un déployeur de CubeSat ISIS Quadpack. Le gyromètre me-
sure les vitesses angulaires sur trois axes dans le cadre du capteur par rapport au
cadre de référence inertiel. Le magnétomètre mesure le champ magnétique selon
ses trois axes dans le cadre de référence de l’instrument. Six photodiodes dans
le domaine visible. Elles mesurent le rayonnement solaire et le rayonnement OSR
dans la gamme de longueurs d’onde 400–1100 nm. Six capteurs de rayonnement
terrestre (ERS) avec un réflecteur solaire optique. Ils visent à mesurer le rayonne-
ment entre 0,2 et 3 µm. Six capteurs ERS avec des nanotubes de carbone (CNT).
Six capteurs ont pour objectif de mesurer le rayonnement total entre 0,2 et 100µm.
Ce satellite très compact ne possède néanmoins pas de système de pointage actif.
Afin de résoudre les équations instrumentales correspondant à chacun des capteurs
du satellite, il est essentiel de connaître le plus précisément possible l’orientation
du satellite à chaque instant. On détermine ainsi les flux observés. Il est crucial
d’utiliser les données à bord du satellite afin de retrouver cette orientation. Une
première méthode présentée a été développer au sol. Les tests réalisés ont pour
objectif de valider le concept de la méthode. Celle-ci repose sur l’utilisation d’un
apprentissage pour retrouver la position du Soleil par rapport au satellite en uti-
lisant uniquement les données à bord du satellite. La méthode fut validée au sol.
Une fois en orbite, les données sont différentes et n’ayant pas la possibilité d’en-
traîner un réseau de neurones en se basant sur une vérité terrain comme c’est le
cas au sol, il faut développer des méthodes dites déterministes. Ces méthodes sont
TRIAD et MEKF, la méthode TRIAD est instantanée et directe néanmoins elle
ne prend pas en compte les erreurs liées au bruit de mesure. La méthode MEKF
utilise un filtre de Kalman linéarisé afin de corriger le bruit sur les données en se
basant sur l’utilisation d’un gyromètre. Les précisions des deux méthodes ont été
estimées avec une méthode de Monte Carlo. On estime à 3◦ à 1σ face au Soleil et
10◦ en éclipse. De plus nous avons démontré que la méthode MLP peut être appli-
quée à l’architecture UVSQ-SAT en utilisant un jeu de données issu de la méthode
TRIAD. Cette méthode pourrait être mise en œuvre en utilisant des informations
plus précises avec la méthode MEKF. Cela n’a pas été probant dans notre cas en
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raison des discontinuités de données. Nous avons identifié certains points à amé-
liorer afin de mettre en évidence l’utilisation de la méthode MEKF comme source
d’entraînement pour les réseaux de neurones.

Chapitre 4 : Les Observations et Premiers Résultats

du Satellite UVSQ-SAT

Les données UVSQ-SAT sont traitées de la manière suivante. Au niveau 0, les don-
nées sont récupérées et les doublons et artefacts de communication de la télémétrie
sont supprimés. Les données sont ensuite référencées dans le temps. Au niveau 1A,
les données sont converties en unités scientifiques, pour cela on se réfère aux éta-
lonnages réalisés au sol et en orbite. Une fois l’attitude du satellite connue, les flux
terrestres peuvent être estimés pour obtenir les données de niveau 1B. Les données
de niveau 2 sont obtenues étant donnée la position du satellite à chaque instant,
le flux peut être tracé pour cartographier le rayonnement sur l’ensemble du globe.
On peut ainsi observer des cartes mensuelles établies uniquement à partir des don-
nées UVSQ-SAT. Les résultats de la mission UVSQ-SAT sont cartographiés et
permettent de quantifier les flux radiatifs sortants au sommet de l’atmosphère.
Il est possible d’utiliser les données telles quelles ou bien de créer un composite
composé de l’évolution basse fréquence ERA5 et de l’évolution haute fréquence
UVSQ-SAT. Des comparaisons sont alors réalisées avec des données ERA5, EBAF
ou bien HIRS. La viabilité de la mission est prouvée, on relève néanmoins l’intérêt
de la constellation en terme de résolution spatio-temporelle et couverture globale
de la Terre.

Conclusions et Perspectives

Les priorités ne sont plus les mêmes aujourd’hui. Les conséquences du réchauffe-
ment climatique sont diverses et actuelles. Le réchauffement climatique représente
un des enjeux majeurs du XXIe siècle. Des solutions d’atténuation et d’adaptation
sont donc nécessaires. Pour ce faire, il est important de pouvoir prédire et quantifier
l’évolution du climat, et il est donc nécessaire d’alimenter les modèles avec une mul-
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titude de données. Une haute résolution spatiale et temporelle est nécessaire pour
suivre les événements terrestres. Cette thèse décrit une première approche pour
valider les principes de mesure et d’analyse des flux terrestres et la quantification
des paramètres essentiels à l’observation et à la compréhension du réchauffement
climatique. Dans cette thèse nous avons vu l’importance de la mesure du bilan
radiatif au sommet de l’atmosphère. Nous avons étudié l’intérêt de la constella-
tion de satellites pour réaliser cette mesure et proposé une configuration possible
répondant aux spécifications. Dans le cas de la mission UVSQ-SAT, une plate-
forme instrumentale a été proposée et de nombreuses méthodes ont été décrites
et validées pour la restitution de l’attitude et des flux que l’on cherche à mesurer.
Ces résultats ont pu être décrits et analysés. Plusieurs retours d’expériences ont
pu être relevés préparant ainsi la prochaine mission INSPIRE-SAT 7. Le premier
objectif d’INSPIRE-SAT 7 est d’améliorer les technologies issues d’UVSQ-SAT
qui sont utilisées pour mesurer les composantes de l’ERB et dériver le déséquilibre
énergétique de la Terre. INSPIRE-SAT 7 mesurera le rayonnement solaire entrant
(irradiance solaire totale) et le rayonnement terrestre sortant à l’aide de 12 cap-
teurs radiatifs terrestres miniaturisés (thermopiles avec nanotubes de carbone et
réflecteurs solaires optiques). Le deuxième objectif est de valider les nouvelles tech-
nologies qui aident à caractériser l’état de l’ionosphère pour les études de météoro-
logie spatiale et de tester une approche innovante basée sur l’utilisation combinée
d’un émetteur haute fréquence (HF) au sol et d’un récepteur HF à bord du Cube-
Sat INSPIRE-SAT 7. Ce type de technologie est important pour la surveillance de
l’état de l’ionosphère. Le troisième objectif de la mission est de valider de nouvelles
technologies à d’autres fins. Par exemple, 14 photodiodes seront utilisées pour me-
surer l’irradiance solaire totale mais aussi le rayonnement solaire dans le domaine
de l’ultraviolet, dont la variabilité a un impact direct sur la couche d’ozone et les
températures de la moyenne atmosphère. INSPIRE-SAT 7 exploitera également
le premier module Li-Fi (ou Light Fidelity) en orbite à bord d’un CubeSat. En-
fin, une charge utile de radio amateur sera testée à bord d’INSPIRE-SAT 7. Le
dernier objectif de la mission INSPIRE-SAT 7 est éducatif. Il s’agit de fournir
une expérience pratique et une formation aux étudiants. Ces nouvelles technolo-
gies permettent un pas en avant puisque les CubeSats permettent des mesures à
coût moins important et des missions plus courtes avec une grand flexibilité et une
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marge d’action. La mission UVSQ-SAT a montré qu’il était possible de réaliser
des mesures cruciales pour les enjeux actuels au sommet de l’atmosphère.
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αx/y/z Angle of rotation around x/y/z-axis

Θ̄(ω̂+
k ) Representation of the quaternion’s propagation

βi,j The satellite elevation (complement of zenith angle) seen by the pixel (i, j)

β(t) Drift

δq(δϑ) Error quaternion defined by δϑ, with the three components representing
the attitude error

δϑ̂0 Initial attitude error for q̂0 (initial quaternion)

δϑ̂
−
k Pre-estimate of the error angle

ηB(t) Zero-mean Gaussian noise for the Magnetic field vector

ηN(t) Zero-mean Gaussian noise for the Nadir direction vector

ηS(t) Zero-mean Gaussian noise for the Sun LOS vector

ηβ(t) Zero-mean Gaussian noise for the drift

ηω(t) Zero-mean Gaussian noise for the three-axis rate

β̂(t) Gyrometer biases
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β̂0 Initial gyro drift biases

ω̂(t) Three-axis rate from the gyrometer

ω̂−(t) Gyrometer components corrected based on the factors, drifts, and misalign-
ments obtained from the previous step

x̂+
k Updated state vector

ω(t) True rate

ωB/I Measurements from the gyrometer with respect to an inertial reference
frame

ωB/OC Measurements from the gyrometer with respect to the body-fixed reference
frame

ωOC/I Angular velocity vector from the body-fixed reference frame to the inertial
reference frame

hk(x̂
−
k ) Estimated observation

∆λi Element size along the longitude axis

∆ϕj Element size along the latitude axis

∆t Duration between the two considered epochs

∆X Spatial resolution

ϵ Hemispherical emissivity of the thermopile coating

γEarth Ratio between the computed terrestrial flux and the true terrestrial flux

γSun Ratio between the computed incident Solar flux and the true Solar flux

Ŝ(t) Gyrometer misalignments

λ Wavelength

λsat Satellite’s longitude

B̂(t) Magnetic field vector retrieved from the instruments on-board the satellite

k̂L0 Initial misalignments

k̂U0 Initial misalignments
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N̂(t) Nadir direction vector retrieved from the instruments on-board the satellite

q̂−
k+1 Estimate of the quaternion at time tk+1

q̂ Estimate quaternion giving an estimate of the object orientation

Ŝ(t) Sun LOS vector retrieved from the instruments on-board the satellite

ŝ0 Initial gyrometer scale factor

x̂0 State vector

acc Satellite acceleration vector

B(t) True Magnetic field vector

N(t) True Nadir direction vector

qtrue True quaternion representing the real orientation of the object

q Quaternion

r Satellite position vector

S(t) True Sun LOS vector

v Satellite velocity vector

µ Standard gravitational parameter

Ω Longitude of Ascending Node

ω Argument of Periapsis

ωk Dot product between s⃗ and n⃗k

ω0,j Biases

Ωi,j The view angle under which the pixel (i, j) is seen by the satellite

ωi,j Weights

ΩJ2 Rate of change of Ω due to J2 (Non-spherical Earth)

ωJ2 Rate of change of ω due to J2 (Non-spherical Earth)

⊗ Quaternion product symbol
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Φain Albedo incident flux

Φpin Planetary incident flux

ϕ Roll angle

ϕdetect True amount of flux received by a sensor

ϕref Incident flux on each of the detectors

ϕj Element latitude

Φk Process noise matrix

Φin Incoming flux

Φout/LW Outgoing Longwave flux

Φout/SW Outgoing Shortwave flux

Φout Outgoing flux

ϕsat Satellite’s latitude

ψ Yaw angle

ρphoto[i/Earth] Angular function that represents the angular response of the photo-
diode

σ Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant

σ2
v , σ2

u, σ2
s Gyrometer measurement noise variances

σi,j Cache output before going through the activation function

θ Pitch angle

θ Right ascension

θi Angle between the solar direction and the normal of the thermopile

θSun Angle between the normal to the sensor and the direction of the Sun

θi,j Angle at the center of the Earth (nadir) between the satellite and the pixel
(i, j)

εi(λ) Normal emittance of thermopile i
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⃗aSat Satellite’s acceleration vector

m⃗ Magnetic North

n⃗k Normal vector to the face k

s⃗ Sun vector

ξ Solar zenith angle

a ERS (coating) solar absorption

a Semi-major axis (km)

A(q) Attitude matrix

Ai Surface area of thermopile i

ai(λ) Solar absorption of thermopile i

BSat Satellite’s reference frame

BTW Teach’ Wear’s reference frame

C1, C2 Corrective offsets

Cp1 Corrective offset

dSun/Earth Sun-Earth distance in AU

dSat/Earth Distance from the satellite to the center of the Earth

dSun/Sat Sun-Satellite distance in AU

E Eccentric anomaly

EI(λ) Spectral Earth irradiance

F (β) View factor between the Earth and the sensor with β the angle between the
normal to the sensors and the Earth nadir

Fi/Earth Earth view factor

fk Flux on face k of the satellite for the selected field of view

Fi,j Function of inputs y1,j−1..., ynj−1,j−1

Fsat(λsat, ϕsat) Observed flux by UVSQ-SAT
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FSun Incoming solar flux

g Activation function

G(Tb) Gain of the electronic unit

Gpho Gain of the electronic unit

GL Conductive couplings of thermopile i

GR Radiative couplings of thermopile i

h Specific angular momentum

Hk(x
−
k ) Observation model at time tk

i Inclination

i Index of neurons in the range of [1, n0]

j Index of layers in the range of [1, l]

J2 Zonal coefficient, describing the perturbation effect due to the oblateness of
Earth

k Index of the faces

Kk Kalman gain at time tk

kU1, kU2, kU3, kL1, kL2, kL3 Gyrometer cross-coupling errors

l Total number of layers

M Energetic emittance of a body

M0 Initial mean anomaly, azimuth position (rad) at t0

Me Mean anomaly, azimuth position (rad)

nj Number of neurons at layer j

Nsamp Number of samples for measurement

Npsamp Number of samples for measurement

P0 Initial covariance matrix defined from the predicted instrument uncertain-
ties
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Pk State error covariance at time tk

P−
k+1 Covariance matrix estimate at tk+1

Qk Measurement noise matrix

q1...4 Real numbers

Qri Absorbed residual power from the Moon, planets, etc

REarth Earth Radius (km)

Rk Measurement-error covariance matrix at time tk

rx/y/z X/Y/Z-coordinate of the rotation axis

s1, s2, s3 Gyrometer scale factors

Spho(Tpho) Responsivity of the photodiode (calibration done by the manufacturer)

SI(λ) Spectral solar irradiance

T Temperature

T Time of Periapsis Passage

Tpho Temperature of the satellite’s structure

Tb Temperature of the sensors electronic board

Ti The temperature of thermopile i

Ts ERS sensor temperature

VADU Reference voltage

yi,0 = xi Inputs of the node (i,j)

yi,j Outputs of the node (i,j)

zsat Satellite’s altitude

Sens Sensitivity of the sensor
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